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SUMMARY
The object of this investigation was to examine an assumption, 
commonly used when analysing the coupled vibrations of asymmetric 
turbine blades and structural members, that the specimen cross-section 
displacements can be represented by a translation of, and a rotation 
about, the centre-of-flexure. The specimen examined comprised a 
cantilever with monosymmetric, thin-walled section of circular arc 
open profile.
By applying a theory of Argyris (16), which considered the higher 
order effects of specimen mid-wall shear strain contributions due to 
non-uniform warping, it was evident that the specimen need not rotate 
about its centre-of-flexure when subject to torsion moments due to 
inertia effects during torsional vibration.
This led to a comparison being made between two coupled vibration 
theories. A lower order theory of Gere & Lin (11) and a higher order 
theory of Tso (17) which was similar to that of Argyris. The differ­
ential equations of motion of both theories were solved numerically
using a transformation technique and a finite difference method to 
determine the first: three coupled normal mode frequencies and shapes. 
The mode frequencies were compared with experimental results while the 
theoretical modal shapes were used to establish centre-of- rotation 
axes for each mode,
The results indicated that the centre-of-rotation axis did not 
always coincide with the centre-of-flexure axis but diverged from it 
in regions of non-uniform warping along the specimen.
However, it is not desirable to utilise this curved reference 
axis in an analysis and it was concluded that a centre-of-flexure axis 
be taken as the reference axis, providing, the true displacements 
relative to that axis are known. This is achieved by utilising a 
higher order theory which takes into account the specimen mid-wall shear 
strain contributions during non-uniform warping.
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CHAPTER 1
1 INTRODUCTION
1.1. Vibration of Turbo-machinery Blades
An importartt phenomenon with which designers of turbo-machinery 
are concerned is failure of turbine and compressor blades caused by 
excessive vibration and subsequent fracture due to fatigue. Due to 
the nature of turbo-machinery design, and its high speed running 
conditions, failure of a single blade can result in a catastrophic 
failure of the complete system. Because, in general, the damping 
properties of blades are quite low they may respond willingly to 
the many sources of periodic and non-periodic disturbances inherent 
in turbo-machinery. The various forms of blade excita,tion which can
exist in axial-flow compressors^ gas and steam turbines are further 
discussed in Chapter 2.
In view of the readiness of blades to respond to these excitations 
it is necessary, at the design stage, for the designer to be able to 
predict, within a reasonable degree of accuracy, the vibration charac­
teristics of these blades.
The calculations leading to these predictions can become extremely 
complex and attempts are often made to prevent blade vibration by 
lacing or shrouding the blades into packets. The set of blades then 
vibrating in a "packet mode". This method of preventing blade vibra­
tion is not popular due to the losses in performance which they can
incur. Other difficulties in vibration prediction can be due to the 
different types of root attachment of the blades, and the effect of 
rotor rotation on their characteristics. In general however, it may 
be considered that the worst vibration problems are confined to moving 
blades rather than the static blades and in particular those mounted 
in cantilever fashion. Hence most work to date has been directed 
towards the solution of this class of problem.
The problem therefore is to predict the normal mode frequencies of 
vibration of cantilevers possessing complex shape, which may include 
taper, pre-twist, asymmetry, etc. Because of these complexities each 
blade possesses an infinite number of normal mode frequencies, each of 
these modes being a coupled bending-bending-torsion mode.
It has been stated by Armstrong and Stevenson (1) in a paper 
discussing general problems relating to blade vibration that the most 
serious blade vibration occurs in 90% of cases in the 1st or 2nd normal 
mode in "flexure", 1st "torsion" mode or the 1st "edge wise" mode.
It is therefore usual to attempt to determine the first five normal 
mode frequencies of a blade.
Many previous authors have discussed the general problems arising 
in turbo-machinery, the broad aspects being dealt with in papers by 
Dawson (2) and Livesey (3) but early publications dealing with vibra­
tion problems in particular were those of Voysey (4) and Shannon (5)
An experimental investigation into the vibration of rotating 
turbine blades was carried out by Andrews and Duncan (6), this problem 
also being commented on by Blackwell (7). Subsequently two descriptive
papers have been published giving a comprehensive background to the 
blade vibration phenomenon encountered in turbo-machinery by Smith 
(8) and in compressors by Armstrong and Stevenson (1).
As stated previously these papers deal with the general vibration 
problem, but many other authors have published works dealing with 
analytical methods enabling the coupled normal mode frequencies of 
the blades to be determined with increased accuracy. These papers
are discussed separately in chapter 3.
1.2. Vibration of Structural Elements
In the field of structural engineering there exists a problem 
which is very similar to that confronting the turbine blade designer. 
Many structural components, in particular beams, are subject to per­
iodic forces and if the frequency of the disturbance approaches one 
of the normal mode frequencies of the structure, or one of its 
elements, then serious structural vibration could occur leading to 
failure. The majority of structural elements, such as beams, comprisi 
sections which may, or may not, be symmetric and hence could execute~ 
coupled vibrations similar to that of turbine blades. In general, 
however, most sections would be classed as "open-sections" a further
assumption is that they may be taken as thin-walled.
In addition, similar structural vibration of thin walled open- 
section beams is of prime importance to the aeronautical engineer 
and he should also be able to predict vibration characteristics at 
the design stage.
Among the many contributers to the understanding, prediction and
analysis of structural vibration of thin-walled open-section beams 
are Vlasov (9), Gere (10), and Gere and Lin (11). The work of these 
and other authors in this field is reviewed more fully in chapter 3.
1.3. Solution of these Related Problems. •
It is seen from the two preceding sections that the vibration 
problems which exist in the two areas of blade design and structural 
design are closely related. In addition to this the analytical 
methods used to solve each of the problems have also been similar.
With regard to thin walled structures outstanding contributions 
were made in the analysis of their static response properties by 
Timoshenko (12), Kappus (13), Wagner (14) and Vlasov (9). These 
authors indicated the importance of the effect upon the subsequent 
performance of the beams of imposing restraints upon the warping of 
the beam sections. These papers are considered in greater depth in 
chapter 3. The implications of these warping restraint effects on 
the dynamic performance of thin-walled open-section beams was later 
investigated by Gere(10), Gere and Lin (11) and Vlasov (9).
Previous work concerning blade vibration analysis in particular 
has investigated the effect of blade pretwist and rotor rotation on 
their vibration characteristics.
In general though, most of the previous work concerning both 
blade and structural vibration has examined, for example, different 
methods of deriving the coupled differential equations of motion of 
the system, various methods of solving these differential equations,
either analytically or numerically, or pursuing secondary effects 
such as rotary inertia and shear deflection on the predicted perfor­
mance. Again further details of these publications is outlined in 
Chapter 3.
However,it has been observed that running through practically 
all of the previously published work relating to the dynamic response 
of both classes of problem there exists one unifying assumption.
This common assumption is that during any coupled vibration of 
a blade or open-section beam, the motion of any cross-section may be 
expressed in terms of translation of the shear centre of the section 
plus rotation of the section about that shear centre. It should be 
noted that the term shear centre is also known as the centre of 
twist and that the axis connecting these points along the length of 
the specimen can be referred to as the shear centre axis or flexural 
axis. The concept of shear centre and allied terms is discussed in 
chapter 3. together with its definition in the context of this work.
Carnegie^Dawson (15) briefly considered this assumption and 
examined the effect of errors in the calculated shear centre position 
on the dynamic characteristics of turbine blades but still assumed the 
section to rotate about the modified shear centre position.
With regard to the static response of thin-walled open sections, 
Argyris (16) indicated in an important paper that cross sections do 
not necessarily rotate about the point commonly referred to as the 
shear centre under certain conditions. The contents of this work 
is reviewed in chapter 3, but its importance lies in the fact that
shear strains in the thin walls of the section, which are neglected 
by Timoshenko (12) Vlasov (9) Wagner (14) and Kappus (13), are 
considered.
In chapter 3 the work of Ts6 (17) (18) is discussed because this, 
author also considers the effect of the above shear strains when 
determining the normal mode frequencies of thin-walled open section 
beams.
1.4. Subject of Following Investigation
In the light of the above comments the subject of this investi­
gation was suggested. The subject being to, examine the validity of 
the assumption that cross-sections may be considered to rotate about 
the translating shear centre during coupled vibrations. The origins 
of the investigation lie in the desire to analyse the behaviour of 
turbine blades, but as has been'seen, it is just as relevant to the 
field of structural dynamics.
The element to be considered could be considered as an idealised 
turbine blade in that it is of cantilever form, its cross-section 
dimensions being such that the thin-wall open-section assumption can 
be valid. A convenient form of this cross-section is that of a 
circular arc and this has been chosen. A  further simplification being 
that the section is monosymmetric and will therefore execute coupled 
bending-torsion vibrations only. The bending vibration in one trans­
lation mode being uncoupled.
The basis of the investigation will be the effect'of -including the
shear strain effects in the thin walls in the analysis of the motion 
of each cross-section.
An analytical study is initially carried out using the analysis 
of Argyris (16). This analysis is applied to the above specimen 
assuming static load distributions which simulate typical dynamic 
loads occuring during vibration.
Subsequent analysis of the dynamic performance of the specimen 
is then carried out using the modified theory of Tso (17)(18), and 
that of Gere and Lin (11) to obtain the effect on the normal mode 
frequencies. The coupled differential equations of motion of Tso, 
and ofGere and Lin, are then further analysed to obtain the normal 
mode shapes of vibration, from which the characteristics of the 
section? rotations are extracted.
The above differential equations are solved numerically on a 
computer using a transformation technique. This method has been 
based on that of Carnegie, Dawson and Thomas (19) but the computer 
programs which have been developed differ in detail, computational 
method and computer language.
z; NOTE. Point 0 - Centroid
Point C - Centre-of-flexure.
Fig. (1.1). Thin walled open section asymmetric beam
CHAPTER 2
2 SOURCES OF BLADE EXCITATION
In general most forms of excitation can be included in one of 
three main separate categories, namely: aerodynamic, aeroelastic or 
mechanical excitation. Different variations can exist within each of 
these broad categories and are discussed below.
2.1. Aerodynamic Excitation
Within this subheading, which describes the various forces acting 
on a blade due to the fluid flow, there exists three distinct effects. 
Firstly the forces due to irregularities in the fluid flow, usually 
known as wake effects, secondly the phenomenon known as stall and 
thirdly other flow irregularities due to combustion and admission 
effects.
2.1.1. Wake excitation
This form of aerodynamic excitation is that which is most widely 
understood and is due to fluid flow occurring past obstructions in its 
path thereby creating wakes of relatively low velocity. As the moving 
rotor blade passess through each low velocity zone the aerodynamic 
force, to which it is subject, changes. The frequency of these force 
fluctuations is dependent upon the number of wakes present and the 
cyclic speed of the rotor. This pressure frequency or one of its 
many harmonics, which due to the square wave nature of the excitation 
will exist, can cause resonant vibration of a blade.
The main causes of these wakes are fixed stator blades and 
nozzles or struts and spiders carrying bearings or services to the 
rotor. They may also be due to other obstructions such as instrumen­
tation and thermocouples or flame tubes in the inlet of gas turbines,
or asymmetry of engine intakes and other ducts. It is also impor­
tant to realise that these obstructions can cause pressure fluctua­
tions on the blades due to being either upstream or downstream rela­
tive to the blade in question. .
2.1.2.Stall Effects.
Often during off-design operation, of a compressor in particular, 
degeneration of performance is accompanied by serious flow separation 
in blade passages. This condition is known as stall. This aspect 
of excitation has many influences some of which will be considered 
later under the heading of aeroelastic excitation. However, two 
stall effects will be discussed at this stage.
(a) Individual Blade Stall
This form of blade stall occurs when the blade angle of attack 
is high and it is characterised by the development of large separated 
flow regions of low flow in the wake of each blade. In practice this 
has been known to occur such that all blades around the armulus of a 
compressor stall simultane. ously. One of the effects of this class 
of stall is similar to the previous case of wake excitation due to the 
low flow effects on subsequent rotors and can cause resonance of the 
blades on these rotors.
(b) Rotating Stall
Rotating stall although extremely difficult to predict is now 
recognised as being the prime cause of blade vibration failures in 
axial-flow compressors. However, this phenomenon has, at this date, 
never been observed to occur in a turbine stage.
The characteristics of rotating stall is that the air flow at 
conditions below normal stall conditions breaks up into a series of 
large stall zones around the rotor blade annulus. Each stalled zone 
may cover one or more blade passages and may number one to eight 
around the annulus. The important characteristic of these zones is 
that they then propagate around the rotor annulus, at constant speed, 
in the direction of rotor rotation but at a different speed. Usually 
the rate at which these zones rotate is some fraction of the rotor 
speed, this fraction often being in the region of a half. Because 
these stalled zones comprise low velocity air the force on a blade 
fluctuates as it. passes through each moving zone in the annulus. The 
periodic force that the blade receives is comparable in magnitude 
with its steady state aerodynamic force and can therefore be con­
siderable. This periodic force can cause resonance of the blades and 
because the impulse received is again of square wave form containing 
many harmonics the blade could receive a resonant excitation from one 
of these harmonies. It should also be.noted that rotating stall can 
affect the blades of the rotor stage generating the stall, and in 
addition, the blades on subsequent rotor stages.
2. 1.3. Combustion and Admission Effects.
In gas turbines, vibrations can be excited by irregularities in 
the fluid flow brought about by combustion instabilities giving 
"organ pipe" effects in the combustion chamber. Combustion distur­
bances can also be regarded not necessarily as a disturbing agent 
but rather as an amplifier. For instance, a small modulation of a 
fuel pump pressure output can cause a significantly larger pressure 
fluctuation in the combustion chamber. Similar effects can originate 
from pulsations due to boundary layer break-aways in diffusers and 
by compressor surging.
With regard to admission effects these are encountered in steam 
turbines where partial admission is utilised. This involves steam 
entering over a portion of the rotor periphery hence creating load 
fluctuations at each pass of a nozzle by the blade. This effect 
mainly occurs in impulse turbines rather than the reaction type 
where the steam is evenly distributed over the whole circumference.
Partial admission is rarely used in gas turbines but a similar 
effect can be introduced by the use of separate combustion chambers.
2.2. Aero-elastic Effects
These are instability phenomena and are inherent in the perfor­
mance of the blade itself. The effect is generally known as flutter 
and is well known in the field of aeronautical engineering. However, 
with respect to the situation occuring in turbo-machinery there exists 
two distinct classes of flutter which should not be confused, with
each other. These two effects are therefore discussed spearately.
2. 21.Unstalled Flutter
This type of flutter is the classical case of flutter to which 
aircraft wings are also subject and is a self sustained oscillation 
caused by coupling of the inertia, damping, elastic and aerodynamic 
forces on the aerofoil section. It occurs at the conditions of 
unstalled flow past the section, which is at a low angle of attack, 
when a critical flow velocity is reached. The value of this critical 
velocity depends on the properties of the aerofoil section.
Usually this critical velocity has quite a high value and
/
therefore this class of flutter does not occur frequently in compressor 
or turbine blades.
In general the mechanism of the "self-excitation" is due to the 
aerodynamic lift characteristics of the aerofoil and the variation of 
the aerodynamic force on the blade with.a change of its incidence 
caused by a small vibration of the blade. An important factor being 
the phase relationship between the varying force and the displacement 
of the-'blade.
2. 2.2.Stall Flutter
Stall-flutter is again a self excited blade oscillation but, in 
contrast to unstalled flutter, takes place at high angles of attack of 
the aerofoil. It is associated with the stall of an individual blade 
and its lift characteristics when in a stalled condition.
When stall occurs the lift may rapidly decrease and is accom­
panied by a reduction in aerodynamic damping. This allows energy 
to be fed into the blade from the flow, hence producing "self excited 
vibrations".
Another explanation given is that vortices are created in the 
blade wake and flutter aours when vortex frequency coincides with a 
normal mode frequency of the blade.
The stall may also be caused by the aerofoil incidence being 
too great. When the sta.ll occurs the loss of lift may cause the 
incidence to 'increase further which again decreases the lift force 
resisting motion hence further increasing the incidence etc. This 
effect is sometimes referred to as negative damping.
2.3. Mechanical Excitation
Again under this general subheading many sources of excitation 
may be considered. A common source of vibration transmitted mechan­
ically to a blade from the rotor disc is due to a resonant vibration 
of the rotor disc itself. The disc may vibrate in one of its many 
diametral modes and be due to either^ a blockage upstream of the rotor, 
failure of a burner, or by downstream wakes, coupled with an engine 
order rotation. It is also possible for the disc to have been excited 
in one its ring modes but this is not usually common as it requires 
an in-phase force fluctuation around the disc. This would imply an 
axial gas pulsation from burner pressure fluctuations or an axial 
oscillation of the rotor shaft.
Other vibrations can sometimes be attributed to the rotor shaft 
running at a critical or whirling speed causing flexural modes to be 
excited along the shaft. Dynamic unbalance can also create vibration 
for,although great care is taken to dynamically balance the rotor shafts 
unbalance can occur during running due to thermal drift effects.
In addition torsional vibration modes of the shaft can also be 
excited at particular speeds. Finally mechanical vibration has been 
observed to originate from oil whirl in bearings and to be generated 
during the meshing of gear trains.
2.4. Relevant Literature. .
Many previous authors have commented on, and contributed to the 
knowledge of the sources of blade vibration and reference may be made 
to the following in connection with the above effects.
General account of excitation have been given by Smith ( 8 ) 
Whitehead (20) and by Armstrong and Stevenson ( 1 ), while aspects of 
flutter have been emphasised by Whitehead (20) for both stalled and 
unstalled flow. Flutter and wake excitation have been discussed 
by Parry and Pearson (22) while Carter and Kilpatrick (23) dealt 
with flutter and rotating stall effects.
Stall effects in compressors has been comprehensively covered 
by Graham and Guentert (24) and an earlier paper concerning stall 
flutter \tfas published by Shannon (5). The first known reference to 
rotating stall was made by Cheshire (25), later being covered more 
fully by Pearson (26).
With regard to mechanical excitation many papers have been 
published but, with regard to the significance to disc vibration, 
reference should be made to Armstrong (27), Armstrong, Christie and 
Hague ( 28) and Ewins ( 29).
Finally Whitehead ( 21) investigated the effect of deliberately 
mis-tuning blades and indicated that this increased the resonant 
blade vibration caused by wake effects but reduces the vibrations 
due to flutter.
CHAPTER 3
3 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK
3.1. Scope of the Survey
As indicated in chapter 1, this present work embraces two fields, 
namely, turbomachinery blades, and beams classed as open-section and 
thin-walled. Therefore the previous work which need be reviewed in­
cludes that relating to the dynamic response of turbine blades and 
also that concerning the static and dynamic properties of cantilever. 
beams with the emphasis on thin-wall open-sections.
In addition the underlying theme of this investigation involves . 
the phenomenon known as the centre-of-flexure. Because there are 
also other means of referring to this characteristic an initial 
review of definitions and previous work relating to this phenomenon 
will be relevant.
3.2. Centre-of-Flexure
3.2.1.Definition
As stated previously many different terms have been used to 
describe this concept and the definition of centre-of-flexure has 
been stated by Carnegie (30) and is quoted in part below:
"When a long cantilever blade of elastic material is supported 
at the root and loaded at the free end with a concentrated load
normal to the longitudinal axis then, in general, lateral displace­
ment and twist of normal cross-sections relative to one another will 
occur. Application of the load at one particular point in the free- 
end cross-section (considered not to distort) will not cause twist 
and this point is defined as the centre-of-flexure of that cross- 
section" .
The above concept is often referred to as the Centre-of-shear, 
or the Shear Centre, its definition being quoted by Hoff (31) and is 
virtually identical to the definition of centre-of-flexure given 
above.
Another phenomenon which is closely related to the centre-of- 
flexure is that known as the centre-of-torsion and again its defin­
ition will be quoted from Carnegie (30).
"When a long cantilever blade of elastic material, mounted as
described above, has a purely torsional couple, that is to say a couple 
acting in a plane normal to the blade longitudinal axis, applied at 
its free end then the point of zero displacement of the free-end 
cross-section (considered not to distort) in its own plane will be the 
centre-of-torsion of that cross-section".
Other terms for this concept can be the torsion-centre or the 
centre-of-twist and in general refer to the same point.
Many authors have discussed the definition of the two above
concepts and these will be commented on later, but throughout this 
report the definitions quoted above will be those taken for centre-
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-of-flexure, and centre-of-torsion. In addition much discussion has 
taken place as to the relative positions of these two points. Within 
certain assumptions it can be shown, by use of the reciprocal theorem, 
that the two points are coincident. Therefore, unless stated other­
wise, both points will be referred to in this report as the centre- 
of -flexure.
Other definitions have been quoted for the above concepts many 
of which differ slightly in detail including those of Lelco(32) (33) 
who carried out a critical review of definitions, and Tatham (34) 
who also considered the effect of beam taper. .Payne (35) indicated 
that by defining the point in two different ways he could produce an 
upper and lower bound limit for such a point, while Leko (36) used 
three definitions to yield three different positions. While the 
definition of Osgood (37) yields a unique point.
Jacobs (38) gave a definition and also considered the effect 
of section distortion in particular. Definitions are also quoted by 
Duncan, Ellis and Scruton (39), Terrington (40), Timoshenko (41) 
Weinstein (42), Kollbrunner & Basler (43) and Duncan (44).
3*2.2. Conflicting Theories
Because of the different definitions and assumptions made with 
regard to centre-of-flexure and centre-of-torsion many conflicting 
opinions are encountered in the prediction of these positions. Typ­
ical of this is the relevance of Poisson’s ratio. It has been stated 
by Osgood (37), Timoshenko(41), Whitehead & McOuillion (45) and
Duncan (46) that the position of the centre-of-flexure, or torsion, 
depends on Poisson’s ratio while Leko (33), Weinstein (42) and 
Trefftz (47) indicate that it is independent of Poisson’s ratio.
Further controversy exists as to the coincidence of the two 
points centre-of-flexure and centre-of-torsion. Some authors (31)
(39) (42) (43) maintain that the points are ..identical while others 
state that they may differ. Among these are Timoshenko (41) who 
states that the identity relies on no deformation of cross-sections 
which is not true at a fixed end. This was also stated by Kappus 
(13).for thin wall open sections in particular. Argyris (48) com­
mented on the fact that the axes of twist and flexure were not 
coincident for open sections. The two points have also been examined 
experimentally by Duncan, Ellis & Scruton (39) and found to be 
approximately the same within experimental error, a similar conclu­
sion being obtained by Carnegie (30) who extended the previous work 
in order to apply it to a more difficult case of an aerofoil blade 
section.
3.2.3.' Other Contributions.
Within certain limits it is usually assumed that for a uniform 
cantilever the locus of the centres-of-flexure:is a straight line 
parallel to the centroidal axis. However, it has been shown by 
Argyris & Dunne (49) Argyris (16) and Wheeler (50) that for short 
thin walled open section cantilevers the axis of twist need not be 
a straight line but depends upon end conditions and load distribution.
An earlier contribution by Williams (51) bad already indicated that 
for an open thin tube the flexural axis was not independent of the 
root fixing. It was this work of Argyris (16) which prompted the 
present investigation and is therefore dealt with more fully later.
Other contributions have been made which enable the position
of centre-of-flexure to be determined and standard procedures are 
available in many text books but mention should be made of Williams 
and Rae (52). Their method determines the flexural axis of unsymmet 
rical thin wall sections using a simplified procedure which does not 
require the principal axes to be found. In addition Slyper (53) 
indicated how the theory of finite elements can be used to determine 
the centre-of-flexure.
3.3. Static Properties of ThiU-Wall Open-Section Beams 
3.3.1 Saint Venant Torsion
In general if transverse loads are applied to a beam which 
possesses an asymmetric cross-section then flexure will occur accom­
panied by torsion. It is therefore important to understand the res­
ponse of beams subjected to torsion.
Until the turn of the last century this torsion problem was 
assumed to be covered by the theory of Saint-Venant (54) which pre­
dicted the shear stress distribution and angle of twist of a beam 
under torsion. However, the assumptions of this work were that the 
torque along the beam was constant, (i.e.) equal and opposite couple
applied at each end, that these couples were also the resultants 
of shear stresses distributed over every cross section of the beam, 
and that the end sections were free to warp. Analysis based on this 
theory is known as Saint-Venant torsion.
3.3.2. Warping Restraint
If, however, one end is restrained from warping and/or the 
torque distribution along the beam is not constant then direct 
stresses will arise along the beam together with their associated 
shear stresses in each cross-section, These stresses are sometimes 
known as axial constraint stresses and their effect upon the torsional 
rigidity of open section thin wall beams can be considerable. This 
class of torsion problem is often referred to as torsion bending, 
differential bending or warping torsion. It can be seen therefore 
that in many problems the external applied torque may be resisted by 
both Saint Venant shear stresses and by the shear stresses due to 
non-uniform warping. Problems of this class are referred to as 
"mixed torsion" problems.
Problems of this type were first discussed by Timoshenko who 
examined the effect on the twisting of an I-beam when its fixed end 
was prevented from warping. His calculations for this particular 
section being published in Russian (56) and German (55) in 1905 
and 1910 respectively.
This important work was extended later by Weber (57) to cover 
a small number of other special beam sections but the most signifi-
cant progress was made by Wagner (14) whose analysis in an outstanding 
paper could be applied to all thin-walled open sections. This work 
of Wagner being supplemented shortly afterwards by Kappus (13). The 
derivation of-Wagner is based on the cross-sectional warping concept 
and this is now adopted in most present work. Because these two 
later works are rather difficult to follow, possibly due to transla­
tion difficulties, the theories of both Wagner and Kappus have sub­
sequently been re-derived in clearer form by Hoff (31) in an excell­
ent publication.
Meanwhile,in Russia, Vlasov had been developing Wagner’s idea 
independently and in 1940 published a book containing a comprehen­
sive study of open sections subjected to mixed torsion. His method 
of analysis was based on the "sectorial" properties of a cross sec­
tion for beams and shells and was soon accepted in Europe. The first 
English translation of Vlasov’s book (9) was published in 1961.
Because of the rather difficult language of this translation the 
implications of Vlasov’s work have as yet not been widely utilised 
in practice in this country. A recent publication by Zbirohowski- 
Koscia (58) has appeared which provides a less rigorous introduction 
to the approach of Vlasov.
Subsequent to the work of Wagner, Kappus and Vlasov an excellent 
comprehensive unification of the theories relating to the bending and 
torsion of open thin walled members was made in 1945 by Timoshenko 
(12). More recently Bolland (72) has shown how the method of finite
elements can be utilised in analysing the torsion of thin walled 
open tubes subject to warping restraint.
3.3.3. Higher Order Theory. .
In each of the preceding analyses relating to thin walled open 
section beams subjected to torsion and non-uniform warping, the 
increased torsional rigidity was due to warping restraint. This 
occurred because axial stresses set up in the wall produced shear 
stresses in the cross-section in addition to the St. Venant shear 
stress system. The nature of the St. Venant shear stress distribution 
is that it varies linearly across the thin wall'and is zero along the 
middle, or median, line, but the axial, constraint shear stresses are 
constant across the wall and therefore shear stresses do exist along 
the median line of the wall.
-•»
However, in all the foregoing work the shear strains in the 
middle wall associated with these shear stresses were neglected and 
only the shear strains associated with the St. Venant shear stress 
system was considered. This assumption was quite justifiable for 
beams which were long compared with the periphery of their open 
section profile, it is in fact analogous to the assumption inherent 
in the Euler-Bernouille bending theory, but introduces inaccuracies 
in short beams where the contribution of these shear strains could 
not be ignored.
An analysis which includes this contribution was initially made 
by Argyris & Dunne (49) as part of a general and comprehensive theory
for both closed and open tubes of arbitrary cross-section. This 
series of papers, although extremely complex has been considered as 
an important contribution to the theory of thin-walled beams. This 
publication has been summarized subsequently in a form more suit­
able for practical application (59).
A later publication by Argyris (16) based on his previous work 
(49), but concentrating on the open tube in particular, indicated the 
importance of the axial constraint shear strains on the twist of 
short beams and on the fact that the axes of flexure and twist were 
not coincident. In this later work the tube was assumed to possess 
negligible St. Venant resistance to torsion compared with its1 warp­
ing rigidity. Experimental evidence supporting this work of Argyris 
was provided by Wheeler (50).
As stated previously it was the work of Argyris which prompted 
aspects of this present work and the relevant theory is therefore 
outlined in appendix 1 and then utilised in chapter 4.
3.4. Dynamic Properties of Thin-Wall Open Section Beams
3.4.1. Torsional Vibration.
Providing the centroid of the open section and the centre-of- 
flexure are coincident, such as for a simple I-beam, then torsional 
vibrations of the beam can exist without causing any transverse 
vibrations. The problem of predicting the normal mode frequencies 
of torsional vibrations of this class of beam taking into account 
the concepts of both St. Venant and warping rigidity was undertaken
by Gere (10). His: approach was to extend the equilibrium torsion 
equations of Wagner (14) and Timoshenko (12) to the dynamic case by 
using D ’Alembert’s principle to form the differential equation of 
motion, (see appendix.2). Exact solutions were obtained from the 
resulting frequency equations and presented in graphical form. How­
ever, these solutions were highly transcendental in nature and an 
energy approach has since been used by Carr (60) to obtain approxi­
mate frequency equations from Gere’s equations by neglecting the 
St. Venant effect and utilising the characteristic functions of 
simple beams in flexure.
3.4.2. Coupled Vibrations
In the general case however, the centroid and centre-of-flexure 
may not coincide and therefore consideration of D ’Alemberts concept 
of inertia force reveals that transverse and torsional vibrations of 
the beam cannot exist independently. An early investigation of this 
problem was carried out by Garland (61) who applied the Rayleigh-P^its 
method in his solution but neglected the effect of warping restraint 
on the open section. A more recent publication is that of Kosko (62) 
who provides a relatively simple solution to the problem, but again 
neglects warping effects. However, in the dynamic case, non-uniform 
warping also occurs due to the variation of inertia torque along the 
bar in addition to the effects of any end restraints and is therefore 
often significant.
Major contributions which include the effects of non-uniform
warping have been made by both Gere (63) and Lin (64) the essentials 
of their findings is discussed in the paper by Gere & Lin (11). This 
later work derives the coupled differential equations for the vibration
of thin walled open section beams including both St. Venant and warping 
effects. Solutions to the equations are given for a variety of end 
conditions for both bending-torsion and bending-bending-torsion 
vibrations. These solutions of the coupled differential equations 
being obtained in "exact" form by the use of normal functions. 
Approximate values of the normal mode frequencies were also determined 
from, a solution by the Rayleigh-Ritz method. These coupled differen­
tial equations of Gere & Lin (11) are used in this present work and 
are therefore included in appendix 2. This work (11) was eventually 
further extended to some extent by Lin (65) to include the effect of 
restraints along the beam.
In Russia Vlasov (9) had also persued investigations in this 
field and applied D'Alemberts principle in extending his own derived 
equations of statical equilibrium to cover the dynamic case for 
arbitrary sections, Vlasov's coupled equations of motion were identical 
to those of Gere & Lin (11) except that in addition they included 
longitudinal vibrations of the beam and the effect of rotary inertia. ■
A recent approach to this class of problem is that of Chuh Mei (66) 
who applied the method of finite elements to mono-symmetric beams of 
channel and circular-arc section and compared his results with those 
from a Rayleigh-Ritz solution of the equations of Gere & Lin (11).
The above discussion has been concerned with the more usual coup­
ling between flexure and torsional vibrations of a beam but with thin 
wall open section beams coupling can also exist between torsional and 
longitudinal vibrations and this has been investigated by Diprima (67) 
and also by Kruszewski & Kordes (68)
Furthermore^in most work it has been assumed that the cross- 
section remains undeformed during vibration but^ it has been shown by 
Hasan & Barr (69) that coupling can exist between bending vibrations 
and cross-section distortion vibration. The particular section being 
considered was that of a circular-arc.
3.4.3. Higher Order Coupled Vibrations Theory.
In all of the above dynamic cases, as in the majority of theories 
relating to static response of thin wall open section beams, the 
fundamental assumption has been that there is zero shear deformation 
in the middle wall of the section. However, a more refined, higher 
order, theory has been derived by Tso (18) and later presented by 
Tso (17) which includes the shear strain effect induced by bending 
and warping of the beam. The coupled differential equations of Tso 
(17) applied to arbitrary sections, were derived from Hamilton’s 
principle and were shown to reduce to Vlasov's equations when shear 
strain effects were neglected. These equations were then used to 
determine the coupled bending-torsion normal mode frequencies of 
mono-symmetric beams of circular-arc section and compared with results
predicted by the Gere & Lin (11) theory. It was shown that the 
bending, warping shear strain effects were negligible for long beams 
but were significant for short beams, or for the prediction of the 
higher mode frequencies. As the theory of Tso is utilised in this 
work it is included in appendix 3. This work was later extended by 
Tso (70) to investigate the effects of non-linear coupling caused by 
large amplitudes of vibration.
Finally the higher order effect or warping shear strains has also been 
examined,! by Aggarwal & Cranch (71) together with the effects of 
longitudinal inertia and applied to thin wall open section beams of 
channel section.
3.5. Dynamic Properties of Turbine Blades
A great deal of literature is available which is concerned in 
particular with the vibration characteristics of cantilever beams 
which may be considered as idealised turbines blades. In general the 
investigations concern the determination of the normal mode frequencies 
and shapes and may be divided into two groups. Firstly those which 
examine different classes of problem, i.e. whether or not the blade 
is pre-twisted or tapered etc., and secondly those which consider 
different methods of solution of similar problems.
3.5.1. Types of Problem
In general most turbine blades possess a complex form which may 
include asymmetric aerofoil section, taper and pre-twist, etc. and
therefore investigators have attempted to examine the effects of 
each of these variables on the blade, response. The effect of blade 
pre-twist has often been examined (19)(73)(78)(79)(81)(82)(8A)(87)(89) 
(91)(92)(95)(96)(97) using a variety of approaches, while straight 
cantilevers have been considered by (15)(19) and (90). Uniform 
sections have been considered (73)(83)(90)(92)(93) while the effects 
of taper were shown by (19)(75)(77).
The centrifugal force effect on a rotating blade has also been 
investigated (80)(86)(97) and the realistic aerofoil section blade 
was examined by (15)(19)(90).
In many of these analyses a higher order solution has been 
obtained by considering the additional effects of rotary inertia and 
shear deformation of the blade (73)(76)(81)(83)(84)(93)(94)(97) and 
in general these effects become significant in short blades, or at 
higher modes of vibration.
3.5.2. Methods of Analysis
To date the various methods of analysing the above problems have 
fallen into three rough groups. Firstly^the setting up of the 
differential equations of dynamic motion and their subsequent solu­
tion by various means^and secondly^obtaining solutions to the problem 
by the application of methods based on the Rayleigh energy approach. 
Finally the third, and perhaps more recent approach being the use of 
finite element theory.-
The differential equations of motion for cantilever blading 
including pre-twist were derived by Carnegie (91) (89) using the 
calculus of variations and were later extended by the same author to 
include the effects of rotary inertia, shear deformation, torsion 
bending and blade rotation (83) (97).
The solutions to these equations have been obtained in a variety 
of ways. For cantilevers which included the effects of taper the 
equations were solved numerically by Carnegie & Thomas (75) (77)_ 
and by Carnegie, Dawson and Thomas (19). Their approach included the 
use of finite differences to reduce the differential equations to a 
set of algebraic equations and then using an iterative procedure on 
a computer to obtain the eigenvalues of the resultant matrix equation.
The differential equations of coupled motion of a straight uni­
form cantilever blade with asymmetric aerofoil cross-section were 
solved by Rao & Carnegie (90) by the application of the method of 
Ritz-Galerkin and this was shown to give good agreement with experi­
mental results although the theoretical results were slightly high.
A third method of solving the equations known as the transfor­
mation method has been developed by Carnegie, Dawson & Thomas (19) 
and since used by Dawson & Carnegie (79) Carnegie & Dawson (15) and 
Dawson, Ghosh & Carnegie (73). This method is of direct interest to 
this present work and is detailed in appendix 4. In outline the 
method involved the reduction of the coupled higher order differential 
equations to a set of simultaneous differential equations of first
order. A set of independent solutions of these equations was then 
obtained on a computer using a Runge-Kutta-Gill numerical integration . 
procedure. The process is an iteration procedure which relies on 
repeated assumptions of the value of the normal mode frequency. The 
true normal mode frequency finally being obtained by interpolation or 
extrapolation of the results.
Finally,Carnegie (86) indicated how the coupled equations of 
motion of pre-twisted blades under rotation could be solved using an 
extended Holzer method.
As stated before?blade vibration problems have been analysed using, 
energy methods based on that of Rayleigh rather than the solution of 
the differential equations. A simple approach using an energy method 
was that of Dunham (88) while Carnegie (91) applied the method to 
pre-twisted blades, and then included the effect of rotation (80).
Dawson (84)(76)(87) considered in addition the effects of rotary 
inertia and shear deformation and then used the treatment of the 
Rayleigh-Ritz energy method.
In recent years, in addition to the finite difference approach, 
much attention has been paid to that of the finite element technique. 
Examples of this method being applied to blade vibration being that 
of Dokumaci, Thomas and Carnegie (78)(74) who considered a matrix 
displacement analysis of coupled vibration of pre-twisted blading and 
showed that the method possessed good convergence characteristics.
The application of a thick shell element to the problems of blade
vibration has been given by AhmadjAnderson and Zeinkiewicz (85) 
and shown to give better results than would be obtained using thin- 
shell theory which assumes that shear deformations are excluded.
The above review of methods of analyses is by no means exhaustive, 
for instance Slyper (72) has used a Stodala process in investigating 
pre-twisted cantilevers, but in general it is felt that most modern 
approaches are covered in the above literature.
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CHAPTER 4
4. INITIAL THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION : ARGYRIS THEORY
4.1. Aim of Initial Investigation
As stated in chapter 1. the overall object of this work is to 
examine the validity of the assumption that: during vibration of
asymmetric cantilever beams each cross section can be considered to 
rotate about its translating centre-of-flexure.
. In a paper by Argyris (16), which is outlined in appendix 1, 
it is shown that if shear strains associated with the shear stresses 
produced by non-uniform warping are taken into account, then, for 
short uniform cantilevers subject to static torsional moments, the 
axis of rotation need not coincide with the straight centre-of-flexure 
axis, and may well be curved* Argyris applied this theory to a 
typically aircraft type structure of fabricated thin wall channel 
section and his theory assumed that the St. Venant torsional resis­
tance of such a section was negligible.
It is the intention of this chapter to show how the examination 
of the rotation axis of a different specimen!, subjected to various 
static loads indicated the possibility that dynamic loads occurring 
during vibration could also affect the rotation axis if the above 
shear strains were taken into account.
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The particular specimen chosen for examination is a cantilever 
of thin wall open section in the form of a split tube, circular:.
fig 4*1•
4*2 Selection of Specimen Dimensions
Because of the assumption in the Argyris theory of negligible 
St. Tenant torsional resistance it was necessary to determine the 
dimensions of a circular arc section cantilever which would reason­
ably satisfy this assumption.
Consider the above specimen to be subjected to a.pure torsion 
moment T at its free end. Then from appendix 1, equation (A1.8) it
is seen that the torsion -amount Tw at a position z from the root 
carried by warping restraint only is given by:
T = T. cosh k (L-z) — ---------- ■------- ----  (4.1)
W cosh kL
This value will be a minimum at the free end and will be given 
by equation (4*1) when z = L
arc profile, with half central angle 0 of 180°, and is shown in
moment
^ min> T [ ^ k x l
(4.2)
OR
Tw(min) =
T
1
(4.3)cosh kL
where, from appendix 1.
(4.4)
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Figo 1 Specimen
For the steel specimen the material properties are as follows:
G = 85 GN/m2
E = 195 GN/m2
In addition, the section properties I, and I for a circularCl ww
are profile are given hy equations (A3.17) and (A5.15)*
Hence, in this case where 0 = 180° = w radians.
I ,  = 2  ac^7r 
3
I = 2  a^C 7T ( 7T ^  - 6 ) ww ~  v y
Substitution into equation (4*4) yields the constant k for a 
steel circular arc (0 - 180°). section
k = 0.528 c -------------------— - (4.5)
2
a
In order to maintain a reasonable thin-wall relationship the 
following wall thickness (c) and mean specimen radius (a) were then 
chosen :
c = 1.26 mm
a -ss 12.15 mm
Substitution into equation (4*5) yields the constant k for this 
particular section 
(i.e) k ~ 2.8 m ^
Hence, from equation (4*5) it is possible to obtain a relation­
ship between the minimum torque carried by warping restraint and the 
length of the specimen:
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w(min)
cosh 2.8L
1
(4.6)
A graph of this relationship is shown in fig. 4*2 and indicates 
the diminishing importance of warping rigidity with increasing 
cantilever length, and hence the increasing contribution made by 
St. Venant effects.
Pig. 4*2 indicates that if a specimen length of 200 mm is chosen 
then at the free end 86fo of the applied torque will be carried by 
warping restraint, and only 147° hy St. Venant.
By including the value of k,and L = 0.2 m,in equation (4.1) it 
is now possible to examine the distribution of the applied load along 
this particular specimen, i.e.
T •_ cosh 2.8 (0.2 - z)
T~ cosh"(2.8 X 0.2)
.*. ' Tw _ cosh 2.8 (0.2 - z) __     rj\
This relationship is shown in graphical form in fig. 4*3. It 
is observed that at the root 10C$  of the applied load is resisted 
in torsion bending. This percentage is then seen to be decreasing 
along the specimen until the minimum value of 86$ is reached at the 
free end.
It is this specimen therefore, that is considered throughout this 
chapter as it is seen that only a small proportion of the applied load 
is carried by St. Venant torsion.
T 1.161
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4*3 Determination of Specimen Centre-of-flexure (C) Position
The co-ordinates of the centre-of-flexure can be obtained 
from the theory of Argyris and Dunne (49) and for this section 
(fig. 4*4) will be given by the following:
= 0 — ■ due to symmetry about x axis,
s
/Po.D . xI .a = I   ds —  ---------    (4.8)yy x 1 - 'o
where Po is length of ray from origin 0 to point s on profile.
D is given in appendix 1.
i.e. s
Dx = - I c.y. ds
P
- c J a.sm.0 . a.d p 
0
D^ ss -a^c £ 1 - cos 0 (4.9)
YCj(av,0).
X
Fig, 4*4 Circular arc section#
X
o
x
ax
u
Fig, 4*5 Displacements of section when subjected 
■ to a torsion moment.
Substituting (4*9) into (4*8) and including I for this particular
section: 0
C7T
r s?c . ax = - / a . a 2o [ 1 - cos 0 ] . a . df>
2w
ax
= -a J '£ '1 - cos 0 J d j#
ax = - 2a  — ---- — —  (4*10)
4*4 Centre-of-Rotation (R)
If the specimen is subject to a pure axial torsion moment the 
centre-of-rotation of the section vdll.be that point on the section 
having zero translation.
With reference to fig. 4*5 which shows the section displacement^ 
let r = distance from centroil.- 0 to centre-of-rotation (R). Noting 
that v = 0 for a mono-symmetric section, then for small rotations:
Where u = displacement of centre-of-flexure,
u = (a - r ) 0 v x x'
.*. r 9 = a 0- ux x .
[ a* " l ]  --------- -------  (4.11;
Note that if u = 0 then the centre-of-flexure and centre-of-rotation 
will be coincident.
It can therefore be seen that in order to determine the centre- 
of-rotation along the specimen, the specimen must be subjected to- a 
pure torque, its centre-of-flexure translation (if any) and the 
section rotation then calculated and applied to equation (4*11)
4*5 Calculation of Section Displacements (u, 0)
The translation and rotation of any section of an open thin wall 
cantilever subject to transverse forces and axial torsional moments 
including the effects of shear strains in the section wall can be 
determined from the equations of Argyris (16) which are stated in 
appendix 1, equations (A1.10),(A1.11) and (A1.12).
If, however, we subject the specimen to applied axial torsion 
moments only the terms in these equations containing applied shear 
forces and bending moments will disappear. The equations of deform­
ation therefore reduce to:
s z
v
GI I
XX ww
1 T.dz (4*12)
o o
s z
u
GI I f 
y y w w  J
• V -  (Dx.Dv/.dsc f  T.dz (4.13)
0 o
z z L s z
G
e ;
T.dz.dz.dz + • 1 T.dz  -----(4.14)
o o z 0 o
Reference to appendix 1. indicates that in the above equations, 
both of the translations (u and v) of the centre-of-flexure will be 
entirely due to the contributions made by consideration of the 
previously discussed shear strain effects*
This also applies to the second term of equation (4*14) for the 
section rotation.
It is also seen that these deflections depend upon the function
(T) which describes the distribution of the particular torsion los-d
to be considered. Various distributions will be considered later.
However, certain of the section constants D , D and I must first 
* •' y -w ww
be evaluated.
4.6 Section Constants for Circular-Aro Profile ( 0 = 2 w )
(a) To determine D
sProm appendix 1.
D.y c. x . ds (see also fig. 4*4)
o
o
0
o
, *. Dy = - a^c . sin 0 (4*15)
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(b) To determine A?
I
In order to determine the constants D and I the quantity A
w. ww * 47 s
must be obtained. This constant is determined in appendix 1. as: 
s
A = 1 / P ids
S 2
/ p c.  — --   (4-16)
Reference to fig, 4*6 shows that the origin of Pc must be at 
the centre-of-flexure (C), which for this particular section, is 
now known (i.e. a^ . = 2a).
Prom fig. 4.6
= a cos 0 + a ° x r
Substitution into (4*16) for Pc; s; ds, a r, yields:
0
Ag = ^j^a.cos 0 + a'j a.d0
2a
A 2
• * r, ' ^
8 2
J'|^2 cos 0 + 1 J d0
[ 2 sin 0 + 0 ] + B  -------------------------- (4-17)
where B is a constant of integration.
This constant of integration must be obtained from the condition 
stated by Argyris (16), which is given below:
i.e. J '  Ag.c.ds = 0      (4.18)
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Figo 4*6 Section properties*
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Hence from equations (4*17) (4*18)
/[a (2 sin 0 + 0) + B~| c.ds = 0
substitute for s and ds
2tt
a (2 sin 0 + 0) + B 
2
J c.a.d0 s 0
But (c.a) 0 0
27r
*• J* £ 0 + 0) + B J d0 = 0
2 tv
c? (- 2 cos 0 + + B 0 = 0
B = - 7ra 
2
(4*19)
Hence, substituting for B in equation (4*17)
*. A =s a (2.sin 0 + 0 - tt ) 
S 2
(4.20)
(c) To determine I) v /    w
From appendix 1. 
s
I) = - 2 I A c.ds 
w J  s
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Substituting for s and ds.
0
Dw = - 2^*^ a2 (2.sin 0 + 0 - 7r ) J c.a.d0 
0
P
as - a^c (2 sin 0 + 0 ~ 7r ) d $
•z r 2 1 ■ P
a* - a  c - 2 cos 0 + - Trp
■L 2 -*o
. *. = - a^c j~ JZ>2 - 2 cos 0 - TT 0 + 2 J
(d) To determine I \ /  V7W
From Argyris (16). 
s’
I = 4  / A2 .c.ds
\m J  s
o
substituting for s’, ds and A
s
27r
I = 4  ww
2 1 2
a (2sin 0 + 0 - tr ) .c.a.d0
2 J
o
2tt
= a^c J  (4sin2 0 + 40 sin 0 - 47T. sin 0 ~ 2 tt. 0 +.
(4.21)
02 + Tr2)d0
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= a5c 4(0 sin2 0) + 4(sin 0 - 0  cos 0) + 471- °°s 0 
(2 " 4 )
- 27T^2+ $  + TT2 0
2 3
2 n
Hence:
I = 2 ^ 5  2 ^
ww "J- * ' - 6) (4.22)
4*7 Centre~of-Rotation: Applied Terminal Torque (Tc)
The axis of the centres-of-rotation along the circular arc
specimen is now examined when a terminal torque T is applied toc
the free end of the cantilever* Hence, the torque distribution 
along the specimen will be constant
i.e. T = T (4.23)
To obtain u . Substitution for s, Dx , Dw , ds and T into 
equation (4.13) yields the translation u of the centre-of-flexure:
27r z
r o x o .
u = 1
GI I 
yy ww
j JL (-a2c(1-cosp)(-a^c(02-2cosj5 -7T0 + 2))a.dfl.J‘rPQ.&z
u = 1 (-2 7Ta6c(7r2-6)) . IT .dz
gT~i ( 3 ) J  °yy ww w  ' Q
Substitute for I (equation 4*22).
(4.23)
. . u = - a
GI
T .dz (4*24)
yy
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Hence, as T = constant, 
c
u = - T.a.z (4.25)
GI
yy
To obtain 9
Substitute for s, D , ds and T into equation (4.14) yieldsw
the rotation of section at z.
z z L 21r
9 = 1
El
WW
T .dz.dz.dz + 
c
GI2 /
WW
(-a^c(i02 -2 cos p - TTft + 2)) a.d0. f  I 
( (2 )) c /
o o z
z z L
9 = _L
• El
ww
o o z
T .dz.dz.dz + a7c7T (4 ~87T2+ 4IT4 ) A? .dz
—  ( 3. 1*5 ) J 0
GIww
—  (4.26)
As T is a constant this reduces to: c
L - z/3)z^ + tta^c (4
2EIww
2 ( 
GI ^
WW
87T2 + 4.7T 4 )z
3 15 )
(4.27)
1 .dz 
c
To obtain centre-of-rotation (R) position
The centre of rotation (R) of each section z can nov; be 
determined by combining equations (4.10) (4*11) (4*25) and (4.27)
Hence:
r = x (-2a)- (- ^ a z / G I ^ )
T z/(L-2/3)z 7Ta7c (4 - 87f2 + 4 . TT 4)
2.E.I
+ GI
ww
ww ( 15
which reduces to
r = - a x 2 - 1
GI / z (L-z/3) +7Ta7c (4-87T2 + 4rc4 )'
( 3 15 )
WW
2E GIww
—  (4.
A simple computer program (fig. 4»7) was written to evaluate 
equation (4»28) and obtain the variation of the centre-of-rotation 
along the specimen under consideration for the particular case of 
constant torque, and the results from the program are shown in graph­
ical form in fig. 4*8.
This graph indicates^that at sections which are remote from the . 
fixed end the centres-of-rotation and flexure practically coincide. 
However, as the root is approached the centre-of-rotation diverges 
from the centre-of-flexure and approaches the centroid of the section. 
This is because the centre-of-flexure is translating under the action 
of a pure applied torque due to the consideration of the shear strains 
associated with the torsion-bending shear stresses in the centre line 
of the thin wall- and which are usually neglected.
Hence, it has been established that the centres of rotation and 
flexure need not always coincide.
10 REM .*****ARGDME. BAS*****
20 .REM
.30 REM THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE STATIC CEMTRE-OF-ROTATIOM AXIS
m REM ' FOR A TERMINAL TORQUE CTO & IS BASED OM THE THEORY 
50 REM OF ARGYRIS.
60 LET PI =3.1 41 592 65 - - ' .
70 READ G,E/TRRL
80 PRIMT "CENJTE -OF -ROTATED M AXIS (RX) tflTH COM ST • TEFCMINAL TORQUE CTC) 
90 LET I = P1 *R*R*R*T
100 LET Cl=,2*Pl*R*R*R*R*R*T*CPl*Pl-6)/3
110 LET 'C2 = P1*(Rt7>*.T*(4-(8*P1*P1/3) + C4*P1*P1*P1*P1/1 5) )/(G*Cl)
120 LET C3=G*I/Cl
130 PRIMT • ■
140 PRIMT " X'S" RX”
150 FOR' X = 0 TO L STEP L/2Q' ' '
160 LET C4=C2-( 1 /(03*CZ*(L-CX/3) )/(2*E)+C2) ) ) >*C-R)
17-0 ■ PRIMT Z/C4 • :
180 MEXT X 
190 PRIMT
200 PRIMT MMOTE AX = ’S -2*R
210 DATA 83E9,2O0 E9
220 DATA 1.26E-3,12.13E-3 ' ' .
230 DATA 0.2 
240 EMD
Pig. 4.7a Computer program ARGONS.BAS.
R'.JM
AR GOME 09:  28 21-JLJL-7 1
CEMTE-OF-ROTATION] AXIS (RX) \v I TH COM/ST. TERMINAL TORQUE ( TC)
0 RX
0 - 2 . 1 8 4  59 E-3
0.01 - 1 . 67 93 5 E-2
0 . 0 2 -1 . 97 0 54 E-2
0. 03 - - 2 . 0 9  507 E-2
0. 0/J - 2 . 1 6 4 0 8 E-2
0 . 0 5  . - 2 . 2 0 7  8 6 E-2
. 6 . 0  0000 E-2 ' - 2 .  2 3804 E-2
0. 07 - 2 . 2  600 6 E-2
0. 08 - 0 . 0 2 2 7 6 8
■ • 0. 09 ' ' ■ - 2 . 2 8 9 9 1 E-2
0. 1' - 2 . 3 0 0 4 4 E-2
0. 1 1 - 2 . 3 0 9 0 4 E-2
0. 1 2 - 2 . 3 1 6 1 8 E-2
0. 1 3 - 2 . 3 2 2 1 8 E-2
0. 1 A - 2 . 3 2 7 2 6 E-2
0. 1 5 - 2 . 3 3 1 6 0 E-2
0.1 6 . - 2 .  33533 E-2
0 .1 7 - 2 . 3 3 8 5 4 E-2
0 . 1 8 - 2 . 3 4 1 3 3 E-2
0 .1 9 -2. .3437 3 E-2
0. 2 - 2 . 3  4581 E-2
MOTE AX= - 2 . 4 2  600 E-2
TIME: 0 . 3 8  SECS.
Fig* 4*7b Sample output from computer program ARGOMEeBAS»
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Equation (4.28) indicated that the results obtained did not 
depend upon the magnitude of the applied torque, but only that it 
•be applied at the free end.
The next stage in the investigation was to examine whether
the axis of rotation was dependent upon-the distribution of an applied 
torsion moment because this would be relevant in a dynamic case.
4*8 Centre-of-Rotation : Varying Distributed Applied Torque (1^)
If the torsion moment carried at each section does vary along
the specimen due to the applied torque being applied in a distributed
fashion, as would be the case if the torque was due to inertia loading 
during torsional vibration, then restraints would be imposed upon the 
warping of the cross-sections in addition to that due to the root 
fixing. This will affect those shear stresses and strains arising 
from warping restraint and could therefore change the axis of rotation 
centres.
In deciding which particular torque distribution to investigate 
therefore it would be relevant to consider the class of distribution 
that does arise due to the above inertia torque during torsional 
vibration of this particular specimen.
The differential equation of motion for the torsional vibration 
of uniform thin walled beams of open section has been given by Gere (10) 
as:
El 9n" - GI. 9" - ml w 2 9 = 0
ww d p
Hence if the St. .Vonant torsion resistance is neglected
Mil
T  ' 2 n - m l  w 0
P
0
Let b^ = ml
P
0tin t>4 e = o (4.29)
It can be seen that equation (4.29) is the same form of differ­
ential equation as that which governs the flexural vibrations of 
uniform beams. In addition, the boundary conditions for both torsion 
and bending cases are also similar. Hence, it is possible to use the 
characteristic functions for flexural vibration of simple cantilever 
beams which have been extensively analysed and tabulated, ie. ref. 
Bishop and Johnson (98).
The torque carried by each section during torsional vibration 
will be analogous to the shear force carried at a beam section during 
flexural vibration.
It will therefore be possible to use these available solutions 
and express the variation of the torque along the specimen as'follows 
T^ = Tffi (b^(sinh. bz - sin.bz - A(cosh.bz + cos.bz))) —  (4*30)
where:
(i) b and A are constants depending on the mode of vibration.
(ii) T^ will be a constant depending on the magnitude of the torque 
i.e. the frequency equation will be:
O f
cos.bL cosh. bL + 1 = 0  — --------- ;—  (4*31)
its solution yielding values of b.
A = sinh.bh - sin bh   (4*32)
cosh. bL + cos bL
Solutions to (4*31) and (4*32) are available and are tabulated
below for the first five modes of vibation.
Mode bL A
1 1.87510 0.734 095 5
2 4.69409 1.018 466 4
3 7*85476 0.999 224 5
4 . 10.9955 1.000 033 6
5 14.1372 0.999 998 6
It should be noted that' although equation (4*30) is a reasonable 
realistic distribution to consider, it will not be an exact distri­
bution for this particular section being considered due to its 
asymmetry.
To obtain u.
Now from equation 4*24 
z
u = -a . / T.dz 
GI
yy
o
Hence substituting for T the assumed distribution from equation 
(4*30)
u = ZB. I T (b^(sinh*bz - sin.bz - A(cosh.bz + cos.bz)))«dz 
GI I
yy J
~ -a
GI
yy
T b (cosh.bz + cos.bz - A(sinh.bz + sin.bz)
. u = -T k a (cosh.bz + cos.bz - A(sinh.bz + sin.bz) - 2) —  (4*33)
GI
'yy
To obtain ©
from equation (4*26) 
z z L
© = JL
Elww
7,T.dz.dz.dz + a o7V(4 - 87T2 + 47V4 ) / T.dz
GI2 ( 3 15
o o z ww
Substituting for T from equation (4*30) 
z z L
0 = 1 I I I T b^(sinh.bz - sin bz - A(cosh.bz + cos.bz))dz.dz.dz 
Elww J J J 
0 0 2
L.
+ aTc7Y (4“ 87t^ + 4^) • f T b^(sinh.bz ~ sin.bz - A(cosh.bz + cos,
;,t2 ( 3  15) J  mGI nww 0
Performing the required integrations leads to:
0 = T
m J[ (-cosh.bz + cos.bz + A(s.inh.bz - sin bz)) +El
ww
bz ))dz
contd.
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+ b ca 7T (4 - §2. + 4tT )(cosh bz + cos bz -- A(sinh.bz -f sinbz)) “2 
GI 2 ( 3  15 )
To obtain the centre-of-rotation (R.) position
The centre-of-rotation of each section z can now be determined by- 
combining equations (4*10) (4.11) (4*33) and (4.34).
Hence, this reduces to:
A computer program was written (fig. 4*9) to evaluate equation 
4.35 and obtain the variation of the centre-of-rotation axis along 
the specimen for different distributions of applied torque. Five 
distributions were examined, each distribution approximating to the 
inertia torque loading experienced by the beam during torsional 
vibration in each of the first five modes of vibration.
The results obtained are shown in figs 4*10 to 4-14 and show the 
torque distribution, centre-of-rotation axis and centre-of-flexure axis 
in each case.
r = -a 2x (4.35)
where,
cosh.bz + cos.bz - A(sinh.bz + sin.bz)~2 {4.36)
(4-37)
(4.38)
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10 REM . ***** ARCTWO.BAS *****
20 REM
30 REM THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE CENTRE-OF-EOTATI.ON AXIS FOR A 
40 REM NON-UN I FORM DISTRIBUTED TORQUE & IS BASED ON THE THEORY
50 REM OF ARGYRIS.
60 PRINT • '
70 PRINT CENTE-OF-ROTATION AXIS CRX) WITH NON-UNIFORMLY"
80 PRINT " DISTRIBUTED TORQUE ( T D ) "
90 PRINT X 
100 PRINT
110 READ G/E,T,R,L,P1 E ' : v.
120 PRINT " SIMULATED MODE NO.";
130 INPUT M 
140. PRINT "BL=";
150 INPUT B
160 PRINT "A=";- . ■-
170 INPUT A
180 LET I= P1 *R*R*R*T
•190 LET A1 =13/L ’
200 LET A2 = A1 *A1
210 LET C1=C2*P1*R*R*R*R*R*T)*((P1*P1)-6)/3
220 LET C2~- ( (Pl*CRt7 )*T)*(4-( C8*P1*P1 )/3) + C (4*P 1 *P 1 *P 1 *P1 ) / 1 5 ) ) )/CG*Cl ) 
230 LET' C3=(G*I)/Cl
240 DEF I'NS C X) = ( EXP ( X ) - ( 1 / EXP (X) ) ) / 2 
250 DEF FN C (X) = (EXP C X)*(1/EXP (X ) ) ) / 2 
260 PRINT • _
270 PRINT "• Z'S" RX'S " INTENSITY OF TORQUE CUT)"
280 FOR Z=L/20 TO L STEP L/20
290 LET C7 = PEC C A 1 * Z) * CO S ( A 1 * Z ) - C A* ( FNS C A1 *Z ) + SIN ( A1 *Z ) ) ) - 2 '
300 LET C 6= - FN C (A1 * Z ) + CO S C A1 *Z ) + C A* C FNS C A1 *Z ) - SIN (A1 * Z ) ) )
310 LET 04=(2 -((A 2* C7 )/C C3* C C C 6/E) + (A2*C2*C7)))))* C-R)
320 PRINT Z; TABC 13); C4 J JAB C 3.5); C6 '
330 NEXT Z
340 PRINT /
350 PRINT "NOTE AX="/-2*R 
360 DATA 8 3E9,2QQE9
370 DATA 1.26E-3,12.13E-3 ' - •
380 DATA 0.2 .
39 0 DATA 3. 14159265 
400 PRINT
410 PRINT "NOTE T D= T (SIN H C AL )------ ( ETC)"
420 END
Figc 4®9a Computer program ARG-TWO .BAS*
ARG TVJ 0 10:18 21-JUL-71
C EM T E- 0 F- RO T AT I OM AXIS (RX) VII TH MOM-UMI FORMLY 
DISTRIBUTED TORQUE (TD) •
SIMULATED MODE MO. ? 1
BL= ? 1 . 87 51
A= ? 0.7 3409 6
X ' RX INTENSITY OF TORQUE
0.01 -1.51093 E-2 -8.58837 E-3
0.02 -1.83879 E- 2 -3.3 5469 E-2
0.03 - 1 .9882 6 E-2 -7.3 6666 E-2
0. 04 ' -2.07 37 3 E-2 -0.127741
0.05. -2.12907 E-2 -0.194 571
6.00000 E-2 -2. 1 6785 E-2 -0.2 729 65
0.07 -2.19 661 E-2 -0.3 61748
0. 08 -0.0221885 -0.459767
0. 09 -2.23665 E-2 -0.565895
0. 1 ' -2.25130 E-2 -0.679O44
0. 1 1 . -2.2 63 66 E-2 -0.798165
0. 12 -2.27432 E-2 -0.9 222 66
0. 13 -2.28371 E-2 -1.0 5041
0. 14 . -2.29212 E-2 -1.1817 5
0.15 -2.29981 E-2 -1.31549
0. 16 -2.30 69 5 E-2 -1.45095
0. 17 -2. 31 369 E-2 -1.587 54
0.18 -2. 3201 5' E-2 -1.72479
0.19 . -2. 32642' E-2 - -1.86235
0.2 -2.33260 E-2 -1.99999
MOTE AX= -2.42 600 E-2
MOT E T D= T ( SI MB C AL )---  ET C)
TIME: 0.82 SECS.
Fig* 4 * % Sample output from computer program ARC-TWO „BAS.
4*9 Comment on Results Obtained
Fig (4.10j represents the conditions arising from vibration in 
the first torsion mode; and comparison with the results in fig (4*0) 
for a constant applied torque indicates that the centre-of-rotation 
axis will be different in detail but similar in general form. Hence, 
it is seen that a change in the distribution of the applied torque can 
change the axis of rotation.
This will be due to the additional restraint imposed on warping 
by the non-uniform torque distribution. A change will therefore occur 
in the deformations arising from the shear strain contributions in the 
specimen wall.
Figs (4.11) to (4»14) indicate the conditions which would approx­
imate to those prevailing in the higher torsion modes of vibration.
In these cases the mode shape along the specimen, and hence the applied 
inertia torque distribution would undergo reversals of direction. It 
can be seen that in the region of these torque reversals the axis of 
rotation changes rapidly, rising to infinity and then returning to 
approach the centre-of-flexure axis. The reason for this infinite 
value of r implies that although the displacement © may approach zero 
at some points along the specimen, the centre-of-flexure translation 
due to the mid-wall shear strains could still have a finite value.
Hence the centre-of-rotation of the centre-of-flexure locus would 
need to be located at a remote point.
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Prom the above results it is clear that when the shear strains 
in the median line of the thin wall of the beam which are associated 
with the torsion bending shear stress distribution are taken into 
account it can be shown.that the centre-of-rotation axis of the 
specimen cross-sections will not always coincide with the centre-of- 
flexure axis when subjected to external torques.
Furthermore, the centre-of-rotation axis is highly dependent 
upon the distribution of the applied torsion moment.
4*10 Equations of Motion based on the Theory of Argyris
As a ±esult of the above work it was decided to form the 
differential equations of motion, for the specimen under consideration, 
based on the static equations of deformation for a cantilever derived 
by Argyris (16) and given by equations (A1.10) (A1.11) and (A1.12) in 
appendix 1.
For the full circular arc specimen the constants etc. have 
already been derived and can be substituted into the above equations 
of deformation to obtain the general equations for this particular 
specimen: z z z
.dz.dz + K 1J  Sx dz ---------------  (4-39)
00 o
z z z
U  = —_1
El
yy
00
j j  Mx.dz.dz + K2J*Sy.dz + K ^ T . d z  — —  (4*40)
79
z z L
© = 1 f f f T.dz.dz.dz + K. f T.dz + K, f S .
K J J J  * J  V  r
dz -—  (4*41)
o o z
where
K„ = TTca'
GIxx
(4-42)
Kp = 3 7Cca*
GI-2yy
(4.45)
K_ = - a 
3 GI
yy (4.44)
K. s= TTca1 4 — -7
GIww
4 - S7T2 + j|7T^
3 15
Consider equation (4*39)
From the Engineers Theory of Bending:
2 Z
M - /  v . dz.dz
* sx~  - ^ wx-dz
U-45)
(4-46)
(4 *47)
where w = intensity of transverse load parallel to the principal
X
axis ox
Hence substituting for and in equation (4*39)
z z z z z z
T ' ^  ////■
w .dz.dz.dz.dz - K., x 1 dz.dz
0 0 0 0
differentiating with respect to z
o o
so
v ’"' = vr - Ki w"------------- — - -------— —  (4*48)Jx 1 X
El
xx
Consider equation (4.40)« 
As before: z z
Mx = “ //wy.dz.dz    (4*49)
o o
sy = - f Wy.dz — ----------------------------- - (4.50)
o
and z
T \fV'f'*dZ -------------  (4.51)
where
w = intensity of transverse load parallel to the
y
principal axis oy
w^ = intensity of distributed applied torsion moment 
about the centre-of-flexure.
Substitution for M , S and T into equation (4.40). 
x y
z z z z  z z  z z  .
u = 1 I I I I w .dz.dz.dz.dz - K0/ / w .dz.dz - K_/ / w, .dz.dz
k J J J J  r  i s  ’  v  *
O O O O  0 0 0 : 0 .
81
differentiating with respect to z
u"" = - K 2 w ” - K j W "      (4.52;
El
yy
Consider equation (4.41) 
substituting for and T:
z z L z z z z z
9 - - 1 I I I I  w^..dz.dz.dz.dz - K A II Wj..dz.dz — K-, I / w__.dz.dz
^ W W
4 / / W t ‘d Z ' d Z  ”  K3 j j V
o o z o 0 0  0 0
differentiating with respect to z
e"" = y i - k 4 ^  - k 3 ^    —  (4.55)
EX
WW ■
Hence the equations of static equilibrium for the particular mono- 
symmetric cantilver specimen under consideration based on the theory 
of Argyris will be given by equations (4.48) (4*52) and (4*53)*
The differential equations of motion for coupled vibration may 
now be obtained by using D ’Alemberts principle and substituting inertia 
loadings into the equations of static equilibrium.
Hence (ref. fig. 4*15)
w = -mAv x o
W = -raAu 
y o
w, = -mlj© + a mAu t d x o
82
i
p*"
• i
-a
X
Fig. 4.15 Specimen displacements.
Assuming free vibration in a normal mode at frequency w
uo
2 
•w uo
Q =  - w20
Hence:
w = mAw2v x o
w = mAw u
y «o
2 2 
w, = ml,w 0 - a mAw u t d x <
But, from fig. 4*15
u = u + (-a ) 9o ' x' ‘
• *. u = u - a 9o x • •
and, assuming symmetry about x - axis 
v0 = v 
Hence
w = mAw2v x
2w = mAw (u - a 9) 
y v x y
2 2 2 
w . = ml w 9 - a'mAw u (I = I, + mAa )
t p x P d x '
substituting for w , w , and w. into equilibrium equations (4*48) x y x
('4* 52). and (4*53) and re-arranging, will yield the following
equations of motion.
El .v * + K..EI mAw2.v° - mAw2.v = 0.   (4*54!)xx I yy
El u11" + El M w 2(L-a EL) u" - mAw2.u
yy yy c x ^
+ EI mw2(K.,I - a  A)©" + mAw2a .© = 0 —  (4.55)yy ) p x x
EI ©"“ + EI mw2(K.I - a A)©”- ml w2.©
ww ww 4 P x y p
+ EI .mw2A(Kj.- a K.)u" -f mAa w2.u = 0 ■—  (4*56)
ww v 3 x 4 x
These above equations govern the vibration for a monosymmetric
cantilver taking into account the Argyris torsion-bending shear
strains but neglecting St. Venant effects.
Comparisons with the equations of motion for coupled vibration 
derived by Gere and Lin (11), which neglected the torsion-bending 
shear strains, can now be made.
The equations of Gere and Lin are given by (A2.1) (A2.2) and 
(A2.3) in appendix 2. If the effect of St. Venant torsional rigidity 
is neglected and a monosymmetric section is considered, (i.e. a = 0)
y
these equations reduce to: .
EI «v'm + mAv = 0 xx
EI uu" + mAu - mAa © = 0
yy x
EI 0ml - mAa u + ml © = 0
W W  X  p
Assuming vibration in a normal mode at frequency w:
85
2
V = - W  V
2u = - w u
.. p
9 ss - w 9
Hence the differential equations of motion for the specimen
considered according to Gere and Lin are as follows
EI .v"'1 - mAw^v ss 0 xx
2 2 mAw *u + mAa w .9 = 0 
x (4*58)
(4.59)
A comparison “between the two sets of equations (4*54 ~ 4*58) 
and (4*57 - 4*59) reveals that they are identical except that, in 
the case where the additional deformations due to the torsion-bending 
or warping restraint shear strains in the specimen wall are included,
All of these extra terms involve a second derivitive of a displacement 
variable with respect to distance z along the beam axis*
These terms are in fact analogous to those arising in the equations 
of motion of ’’Timoshenko beams” in which shear deformation due to 
bending is being included. In the case being considered here the 
specimen profile around the section will be subject to bending due to 
warping restraint when under an applied torque* It is the shear deform­
ation in the wall due to this bending which we are taking into account 
and this is the reason for the similarity in the form of the equations
then additional terms arise in the differential equations of motion
86
of motion obtained when compared with conventional beam vibration 
equations.
Prom the work carried out in this chapter it is concluded 
that: consideration of the higher order effect of the inclusion
of mid-wall shear strains in vibration problems of thin wall open 
section cantilvers is likely to produce significant changes in the 
dynamic response of the specimen. It is seen that the centre-of- 
rotation axis can be influenced, and that the solution of the 
differential equations of motion will yield a change in the normal
r
mode frequency, and mode shape of vibration.
It was therefore concluded that: in investigating the centre-
of-rotation axis of a specimen during coupled vibration, the most 
likely reason for this axis to depart from the centre-of-flexure 
axis would be the effects due to the warping restraint shear strains 
existing in the median line of the thin wall section which are 
usually neglected.
A further literature search pursuing this line of investigation
*he
revealed the work of Tso (17) who extended work of Gere and Lin (11) 
in the determination of the normal mode frequencies of coupled 
vibration of thin wall open section beams.
The work of Tso is outlined in appendix 3 and takes into account
the effect of the above shear strains on the normal mode frequencies.
The equations of motion are presented and solved to yield the mode
frequencies but not the mode shapes.
The next step in this current investigation was to examine 
the equations of Tso in order to obtain mode shapes of vibration 
and to compare them with mode shapes obtained from the lower order 
equations of Gere and Lin who did not consider the shear strain 
effects. It was hoped that a comparison of the mode shapes would 
yield information regarding any changes in the centre-of-rotation 
axis due to shear strain contributions as had been suggested by 
the initial investigation in this chapter.
CHAPTER 5
5 DYNAMIC CENTRE-OF-ROTATION
As stated in chapter 4 it was considered that during coupled 
vibration of a thin wall open section cantilever, the centre-of- 
rotation was most likely to diverge fron the centre-of-flexure axis
because of the effects of the shear strains arising in the specimen 
wall do to non-uniform warping of the sections along the specimen.
In order to detect these changes in rotation axis the mode shapes 
predicted by the theories of Gere 8c Lin (11) and of Tso (17) will be 
compared. The later higher order theory includes the effects of the 
shearstrains neglected by the former.
Again consider the special'case of a monosymmetric sectionj'shown 
in fig.-A3.'2-of • appendix 3, and refer to fig. 5.1.
In the figure the line OC represents the axis of symmetry of the 
specimen cross-section and the position of equilibrium. Points 0 and 
C represent the centroid and centre-of-flexure respectively.
At some instant during coupled vibration let the specimen be 
displaced an amount (v) at the centre-of-flexure together with a 
rotation (9).
Hence the displacement of the centroid 0 (i.e. v^) will be given 
for small displacements by:
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Section displacements
90
v<
o = V - a 0 * y
V' = V - ao
~
♦ y
0
(5.1.)
The quantity Q can describe the motion of the specimen-, at 
its centroid, (i.e) its amplitude ratio.
If for a particular mode of vibraitlon the displacements at the 
centre-of-flexure are obtained using the theory of Gere and Lin then 
the amplitude ratio at the centroid could be given as
-.......   (5.2.)"  v6 ”
= V
0 e
—  — g -  -
a
g
g
where suffix g refers to results from Gere*s theory.
If however, the mid-wall shear strains had been taken into account 
by using the higher order theory of Tso then the centroidal amplitude 
ratio would depend upon new values of displacement of the centre-of- 
flexure and would be given by:
- a*rV ................ -..... -(5.3.)
t
t
where suffix t refers to results from Tso*s theory.
It is seen therefore that for the centroidal amplitude ratio 
obtained by Gere to be the same as that predicted by the more exact 
theory of Tso then:
"  v8 T — v
0 t
0
V'" V'o • o
0 0
; - g -
hence from equations (5.2) and (5.3)
The higher order theory of Tso takes its origin as the centre-
of-flexure, (i.e.) a
my
Equation 5.4. therefore implies that in order to obtain the true
specimen amplitude ratio at the origin, that is including the mid-wall
shear strains, but using the lower order theory of Gere then the
rotation of the specimen must be considered to occur at a distance a ^
*g
from the origin which is different to a ^  in general. Hence
distance a v defines a centre of rotation r from the centroid.BF7 *y
8 1
Substituting for a^y = a^ and a = r^ into equation 5.4. specifies
•t  « y
the centre-of- rotation:
:*y = * „ - / V V
“
—
~\V t
(5.5)
In order to evaluate equation (5.5) at each section along the 
specimen in different modes of vibration the equations of motion of 
both the theories of Gere & Lin and of Tso must be solved to give the 
mode shapes for translation (v) and rotation (©)
This exercise was carried for a mono-symmetric, thin walled, 
open section cantilever beam, of circular arc profile. The numerical 
method used in the solution of the coupled differential equations was 
the transformation method described in appendix 4.
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The application of this method to the equations'of Gere and Lin 
and of Tso is shown in chapters 6 and 7 respectively.
CHAPTER 6
6. AEPUOATIOK OP THE COUPLED EQUATIONS CP GERE AKD U N
6.1 Object of Analysis
The purpose of this chapter is to apply the lower order 
theory of Gere and Lin, which is outlined in appendix 2, to the 
special case of coupled vibration of the thin wall open section 
cantilever specimen possessing a mono-symmetric cross-section 
of circular arc profile (fig. A  3.2).
The intention is to solve the resulting coupled higher order 
differential equations numerically using the transformation method 
shown in appendix 4* It is required to obtain, firstly the normal 
mode frequencies of vibration, and secondly to obtain the assoc­
iated normal mode "shapes" in each mode. The mode shape can then 
be utilised later in conjunction with equation (5*5) to determine 
the centre-of-rotation axis for that particular mode of vibration.
6.2 Coupled Differential Equations of Motion
It is seen from equations (A 2.1) to (A2.3) of appendix 2 
that the theory of Gere and Lin includes the St. Venant torsional 
rigidity in addition to that provided by warping restraint. In 
this particular case however, the cantilever will be considered to 
be symmetric about the Y - axis and therefore the cent re-of-flexure
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co-ordinate a will be zero. The above differential equations of
DC
appendix 2 wall reduce to:
EI • u*8’ + mAu = 0 -- ----------- -- - —  (6 • l)
yy
EI v1** + mAv + mAa *0 = 0      — - --(6.2)
xx y
EI ©“" - GI.©* + mAa v + ml © = 0 -----------    (6.3)
ww d y P
It is seen that equation (6*l) is now de-coupled and defines 
the motion in the Y direction only.
For vibration in a no renal mode at frequency w, then
«. 2 
u = - w u
2
v  SS - W  v
2
© = - w ©
hence the differential equations of motion may be written as:
“u 2 * * \
EI u - mAw u = 0 -------    (6.4)
. yy
tm 2 2 / > \
EI v mAw v - mAa w © = 0 ----------     (6.3)
xx y
lilt h O p
EI G - GI. © - mAa w v - ml w © = 0  (6.6)
ww d y P
As before the first equation in the set is decoupled from
the rest and represents uncoupled flexural vibrations in the Y - 
direction only. The present investigation is interested only in 
the coupled bending-torsion motion and hence it will be necessary
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to solve the two simultaneous differential equations (6.5) and
6.3 Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions for this particular specimen which is
be discussed.
At the fixed end both the transverse and angular displacement 
must be zero. In addition the slope of the beam in flexure must be 
zero, and the warping of the cross-section at this point is restrained 
to zero.
At the free end both the bending moment and shear force will 
be zero, the warping restraint will be zero and the applied torsion 
moment will be zero.
Hence these eight known boundary conditions of the problem 
may be expressed as follows:
free at one end U  = L) and fixed at the other end (z = 0) will now
where
When z = 0 (fixed end)
v
v
e
1 0
0
0
(6.7 )
(6.8) 
(6.9)
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
(6.12)
(6.13)
6.4 Transformation of Differential Equations
The two higher order coupled differential equations (6.5) 
and (6.6) are solved usirg the "Transformation Method" given in 
appendix 4. The first step in this method is to reduce the set of 
higher order simultaneous differential equations to a set of first 
order simultaneous differential equations by the use of suitable 
substitutions.
The substitutions to be used here are as follows:
Let
V = .
yi -------------------
© = y 2 ------------------
1
V : = yy  - ----------------
0 1 = y^ ------------ -- . .
u
V =
y5 ............ .. “ •
© M = y g ------------------- -------------------- (6.19)
III
V
y7 ................. •
IK
0 .ss .
y8 ........ .......
When z = L (free end)
v" = 0
v = 0
it
0 0
in 2 1
0 - k . 0 = 0
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By differentiation and substitution of equations (6,14) to 
(6.21) the following six first-order differential equation are 
obtained:
*1 =  y3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  -  -  (6.22)
/
y2 = y4
----------------- _ _ _ _ _ _  (6.23)
y j  =  y 5  -------------------------   ( 6 . 2 4 )
yjl = yg - - -  -------- - - --------- (6.25)
y^ - = y7       (6.26)
yg = y8 --------- - - :------- (6.27)
By further differentiation and substitution of equations
(6.14) to (6.21) into the two coupled equations (6#5) and (6.6) two 
more first-order equations can’be obtained:
j  2 2
y = mA..w .y + mAa .w .y ---------- (6.28)
' EI 1 EI ■
XX XX
t  ^ 2 2
~ mAa .w .y + ml .w ,y + k .y, - - (6.29)
o jgr-y ' E I ^  * °
ww ww
Hence the set of two simultaneous differential equations of 
high order, (6.5) (6.6) have now been transformed into a set of 
eight simultaneous differential equations of first order in z and 
are represented by equations 6.22 to 6.29.
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The known boundary conditions of the problem (6.7) to (6.13) 
can now be stated respectively in the followiig form using the 
substitutions of equations (6.14) to (6.21).
When z = 0 (fixed end)
y., (0) = 0 - _ _ ------------ ------------- —  (6. 30)
y 2 (0) = 0 _ _ ------- _ - _  _ _ _ _ _  _ (6 .31)
y3 (0) = 0 - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _  (6 .32)
= 0 - _ -  .  - - - _ ---------- -- _ - (6 .33)
5 = L (free end)
y3 (L) = 0 ...............................(6-30
y7 (l ) = 0
‘uT\.
VO11111I1111111I
y6 (l ) = 0
y8 o o -  k2.y ^  (L) = 0 --------------------- -- (6.37)
6*5 Betermination of Kormal Mode Frequency
In order to determine a normal mode frequency w the procedure 
indicated in appendix 4 must be carried out. A value for w is 
assumed and the four known boundary values at z - 0 are set to their 
respective values, ref. equations (6.30) to (6.33).
The starting values of the remaining four unknown boundary 
conditions are set to arbitrary values, i.e.
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y5 (°) = 1
y6 ^  = y7 = y8 = 0
By numerical integration of the set of 8 first-order 
equations (6.22) to (6.29) a set of solutions (E) at the free end 
(z = L) for y^, y2 etc., is obtained based on the assumed starting 
conditions.
The procedure is repeated, maintaining the starting values 
y^f y2> y3 and y^ but settiig:
y6 (o ) = l
y 5 (o ) = y7 (o) = y8 (o )
This results in a second set of tip solutions for y^, y2, y^
etc.
This procedure is then repeated in this case until four sets 
of solutions are available at the free end. As shown in appendix 4, 
equation (A4.15) the true set of solutions for this particular 
specimen will be represented by:
y 1 9 ^  = + a2E 1.2 + ^ 1 , 3  + a4E 1.4 (6.38)
y2 (L) = + ^ 2 . 3  + a4E2.4 (6.39)
y3 ^  = a1E3.1 + a2E3.2 + a3B3.3 + a4E3.4 “ " ~ ~ (6#2f0)
y4 ^  = a1E4.1 + a2E4.2 + a3E4.3 + a4E4.4 ' (6.U)
y5 (L) = a1E5*1 + a2E5.2 + a3E5.3 + a4E5.4 (6.42)
100
y 6  +  a lE 6 . 1  +  a 2E 6.2 +  a 3 E 6 . 3  +  a 4 E 6 . 4  ~ - - - - - - -  ( 6 - « )
y 7  =  a iE 7 . l  +  a 2 E 7 . 2  +  a 3 E 7 » 3  +  a 4 E 7 . 4   - - -  -  -  ( 6 . 4 4 )
y 8  ^  =  a 1 E 8 . l  +  ^ 8 . 2  +  * ^ 8.3 * a 4 E 8 . 4  ( 6 . 4 5 )
where a^, a^, etc*, are coefficients, and, for example;
Eg ^ = solution for yg at free end using the fourth set 
of assumed boundary condition at z = 0
But some of the solutions at the free end (z = L) are known 
from the boundary conditions, equations (6*34) to (6.37)*
Hence from equations (6*34) and (6*42)
a 1 E 5 . 1  +  a 2 E 5 . 2  +  ^ 5 . 3  +  a 4 E 5 . 4  =  0 . . . . . . . .   ( 6 > W : )
from equations (6.36) arc* (6.43)
a lE 6 . i  +  ^ 6 . 2  +  ^ 6 . 3  +  a 4 E 6 . 4  =  0 . . .  ( 6 . 4 7 )
from equations (6*33) and (6.44)
a .E + a j -  n + a,E_ _ + a,E- , = 0 ---- ------- - - (6.43)
1 7.1 2T7.2 3 7.3 4 7*4 •
and from equations (6.37), (6.4L) and (6.43) 
a1^E8.1 ~ k #E4.1^ * a2^E8.2 “ k #E4.2^ * a3^E8.3 ” k *E4.3^
+  a 4 ^ E 8 . 4  ~  k  * E 4 o 4 ^  =  0  “  ~  "  ( 6 . 4 9 )
It is seen therefore that for the equations (6.22) to (6.29) 
to have a solution which satisfies the stated boundary conditions 
then the determinant of the coefficients of equations (6.46) to (6.49) 
must vanish, i.e;
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E E,
5.2
E
5.3
E
5.4-
E6.4 = 0 - - (6c50)
E.
7.1
E.
7.2
E.
7.3
E.
7.4-
Where k as in equation (A1.6) of appendix 1,
ww
Repeated values of frequency w are therefore considered 
until equation (6.50) is seen to he satisfied.
This procedure has been programmed to be carried out on a
computer language FORTRAN 17. The input/output routines of the 
program having been constructed such that they are compatible ■with 
the on-line inter-active time-sharing facility provided by the 
PEP 10. The title of the main program is FRQGER.F4, the flow chart 
for the program is given in fig. 6.1 and the complete program is 
included in fig. 6.2.
It is seen from the flow chart that the differential 
equations of Gere and Lin expressed in the form of a set of 1st 
order equations (6.22 - 6.29) ure defined by the subroutine DTBYDX. 
After assuming a normal mode frequency w this set of equations is 
then repeatedly solved over the length of the specimen for different
DEO PDP 10 ddgital computer, the program being written in the
Input; specimen uu,o«**
no
no
Evaluate DET
Subr. SDET
Normal mode freq
Initial estimate of 
normal mode freq* w,
r.th set of assumed 
unknown starting conds
Subr* DYT3YDX 
Defines set of 
1st* order eqns
New estimate of 
normal mode freq* w
Form the determinant DET 
corresponding to eqnf(6*50)
Set known starting 
boundary conds.
(°)jy2 (°)>y3 (0) ^ ( 0)
Subr. KUTTAM
Step by step numericl integration 
of the set of 1st• order eqns over 
complete length of specimen,based 
on the known & r.th assumed set of 
starting conds. to obtain the set 
of solutions at the tip* i.e. 
.yi(L) = Ei>r
Fig* 6*1 • Flow-chart for computer program FRQGER.F4*
C M A I N  H K U U K A n  " I -  n u u t n  t r  * r '  v « « ^ ^
c
c t h i s  p r o g r a m  D E T E R M I N E S  THE N O R M A L  M O D E  F R E Q S
C U S I N G  THE E Q U A T I O N S  OF G E R E  & LIN,
  D I M E N S I O N  Y ( 2 0 ) , S O L N ( 2 0 ) , Y l N P U T ( i > 0 , 2 0 } ,
1 E I R < 2 2 , 2 0 ) , D E T < 2 0 , 2 2 )
C O M M O N  R A D S Q . M , A Y , E , I X X , G ' , K , J W W ,  J 
R E A L  I N S T E P , M , L , I X X , 1 0 , 1 W W , J , K ,NU,JP,KL.
L O G I C A L  S T A R T
D A T A  P I / 3 , 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 /  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DAT A  N E Q S / 8/ -
T Y P E  400
4 00 F O R M A T ( I X ,  I - i- F R E Q U E N C Y  u s i n g  T H E O R Y  OF G E R E ' )
T Y P E  500 
5 00 . F O R M A T d X ,  ' ACCs *,$)
A C C E P T  5 1 0 , ACC 
5 10 F O R M A T  ( F . .. :V
T Y P E  520
5 g0 --- F O R M A T d X ,  - -~
A C C E P T  5 1 0 , H2  - . ..
TYPE 530
5315 F O R M A T d X ,  ' H Z H A X S ' , $ )  .
A C C E P T  5 1 0 i H Z M A X  - -  - - - ' -
T Y P E  540
540.. . F O R M A T d X ,  I M 2 I N T = ' , $ >  ' --
• A C C E P T  5 1 0 i H Z ! N T 
^-;,.--;^.;d ATA E E , G , D E N S / 1 9 5 , E 9 ,  78.E9, 7 8 V 2 E 2 /
N U s O ,25 ■
. E s E E / d ,0 = N U « N U )
D A T A  A ,C/ 1 2 , 13E«3, 1 , 2 6 E » 3 /
T Y P E  550' - = .
5 50 F O R M A T d X ,  • Ls *,$)
A C C E P T  5 1 0 , L 
T Y P E  560
5 6 0  F O R M A T d X ,  'HALF A N G L E  0 (D E G R E E S )s ' $>
A C C E P T  5 1 B , 0 E G  "
-  -  D A T A ( Y ( n , I = l , 6 ) / 0 , , 0 , , 0 , , 0 , , 0 V , O , 7
 D A T A  ( Y I N P U T d d ) ,  I=1,6)/1V,0,,0'.',0,,0V,0,/
D A T A  (Y I N P U T  < 1 ,2), I = 1 ,6 J / 0 ,, 1 ,,O'.'
  D A T A  t Y I N P U T  ( 1 ,3), I ? 1 ,6 ) / 0 ,, 0,, 1,, 0,, 0',', O , /
5-- - -  D A T A  (Y I N P U T  ( 1 , 4 >, I = 1 , 6 ) / 0 ,, 0 i , 0 7 , 1  i ,0V» 0, /
... . .. D A T A  ( Y I N P U T d ,  5), 1* 1 ,6 ) / 0 , ,0,, 0 7,0, , 1 7 , 0 , /  -
D A T A  (Y I N P U T ( 1 ,6 ) , I= 1 , 6 )/ 0 7 10 1, 0 7 , O , . 0 7 < 1 , /  -----
_   P H I = D E G « P I / 1 8 0 , 0  . . . . . . . . . . . .  - ,--
A R E A = 2 10 « A ® C » P H I  ; . . . .
H s O E N S * A R E A  -.... -. . . . .
S ’dSI.NIPHI ) _  - - ait.
  C S S C O S C P H I )
... B 1 S P H I * ( S N « C S )  -- - —  -- . . .
B 2 s S N » ( P H I » C S )  . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. .
I D s 2 , 0 « A e C » C # C * P H I / 3 , 0  
I X X - A « A » a » C » B 1
AY = »A*< ( P H I « t S N > * ( S N » S N * C S > H ( a ,0 * P H I # P H I » C S >  >'/<PHI#B1> 
I P s 2 t0 « A » A # A ® C « ( P H J * <  ( 4 , 0 o P H I < * B 2 « B 2 ) / ( B l e Bl >  ) =
1 < { 4 , 0 « S N # B 2 ) / B U )
l W W = ( 2 , 0 » A « A * 4 » A » A « e / 3 , 0 ) * ( ( P H J o p H I e P H I  ) =
1 ( 6 , 0 * B 2 * B 2 / B 1 )  )
J = D E N S » I P
K s S Q R T ( ( G # I D ) / ( E # I W W > )
KL b K^L
Figo 6.2 Computer program IRQGSR.F4.
TYPE 5*KL 
: 5 F O R M A T d X ,  <KL=',F15V6)
TYPE 6,K
. 6  , F O R M A T d X ,  l.Ks'»F 1 5 ,6) X
TYPE 7,AY 
7 F O R M A T d X ,  I A Y " 1, F 1 5 ,6)
ABARsSQRTIIXX/AREA)
 ..  AYBAR=AY/ARAR - :t. t, ....t.:/ -
TYPE 8,AYBAR
.■■.■8-. .  F O R M A T d X ,  'AYBARst ,F15,6) '
TYPE 10
10 F O R M A T d X ,  IFREQ(HZ). . . . . - X . t D E T  V A L U E ')
INSTEP»L . . . . . .
HMsNEQS/2 
20. NR50
' RADCY = 2,0»PJ#HZ - - ' - ' —
RADSQ=RADCY#RADCY 
30 . , NR=NR*1 " -
DO 60 1=1,MM
- -60 —  Y (I*M M)= Y ! N P U T (1,NR) - - - -
X = 0 ,? ■ - - .
t x . , -X,: S T A R T s , TRUE, .. - - ' X X / X  ■ X X X : X X X :X X
 . . . . .  CALL KUTTAM(MEOS,X,Y,ACC,JNSTEP,START,SOLN)
- ^ - DO 70 I 31,NEQS - . . . . . X  ......t;
70 E J R ( I ,N R ) = S O L N (1)
-  - IF(NR,LT,MM) GOTO 30 - ■ . . . ,
DO 90 I = l , M M d
DO 80 NRsl.MM  t
80 DET(I,MR)=EIR(I*MH,NR)
90 CONTINUE   X  .
DO 95 NRsl.MM . .
95 D E T (4,N R )= E I R (8,N R )"K*K«E JR(4,N R )
CALL SDET(DET,MM,DETVAL)
- TYPE 100,HH,DETVAL --
100 F O R M A T d X ,  F 8 ,2,E 1 8 , 6)
. . . . . . : IF(MZ«HHMAX) 110,120,120 . . . . - . .  x
110 HZSHZ+HEINT. . . . . . . . .
GOTO 20 . .
120 STOP .........   . . . . .
c . ' .....: . ... ............... ..... :
C ■ _   ' . ..... .........
C » « « «  SUBROUTINE "DYBYQX"
' C ....  '■ :: : '• ' 'St.:., -
SUBROUTINE DYBYDX(X,Y,DYDX,NEQS)
C THIS SUBROUTINE DEFINES THE 2ND AND 3RD EQS OF
C 1 IN 1ST ORDER FORM,
DIMENSION Y(2(5>,DYDX(20)
COMMON RADSQ.M,A Y , E , I XX , G , K , I W W ,J
REAL M,IXX,1WW,J,K ' . t ...
OYDX d )= Y (3)
D Y D X (2)= Y (4)
D Y P X (3)= Y (5)
X..u. :... DYDX (4 ) =Y ( 6) X
D Y D X (5)= Y !7)
D Y D X (6)= Y (8)
D Y D X (7 ) = < Y d ) * A Y « Y < 2 > > « M * R A O S Q / ( E « I X X >
DYDX (8 )s (((M«AY»Y d ) ) t (J»Y (2))) «RADSo/ (E» JV)W>) 
..... 1 *K«K»Y<6)
Fig. 6.2 Contd.
GERE
( W  ' I I H  I l * f t |  ' W  I W  I W  fi • f
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE "KUTTAM" »##**
SUBROUTINE KUTTAM{NEQS,X.Y,ACC,INSTEP,START,SOLN)
THIS SUBROUTINE USES THE R U N G E» k U T T a »MERSC)N METHOD 
TO SOLVE A SET OF SIMULTANEOUS 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS SPECIFIED BY THE SUBROUTINE "0Y8Y0X", 
DIMENSION Y(22),Y0(20),Yl(20>,Y2(2Q>,DYQX0<20),
1 DYOX1(20!,DYDX2(20)»SOLN(20)
LOGICAL START,DOUBLE
REAL INSTEP
iF(.NOT.START) GOTO .1
IF NOT FIRST ENTRY THEN SKIP INITIALISATION INSTRUCTS, 
DO 2 1 = 1,NEQS :
Y 8 U )  = Y U >  - ■
INITIALISE COUNTERS
ST E P s INSTEP   r -
NSREOOal .. '. . . . . . . .
START?, FALSE, ■
GOTO 3 . . . . . . . . . .
STEPsINSTEP/NSREQD : ;
NSDQNE=0
COMPUTE S APPROXS, TO Y
CALL QY8YDX(X,Y0,DYDX0,NEQS)..... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DO A 1 = 1,NEOS ' ■ - - - - v
Y K J  >sY0(I)+STEP/3,0«DYOX0< I)
CALL DYBYDX(X*STEP/3,0|Yl,DYDXt,NEQS)
DO 5 1=1,NEQS
Yl(I!?Y0(I)+STEP/6.0#DYDX0(l)
CALL DYBYDX(X+STEPF3.0,Y1,DYDX1,NEQS)
DQ 6 1=1,NEQS '
Y 1 (I ) s Y 0 (I K S T E P / 8 ,0 « D Y D X 0 ( I )*3,0 ? S T E P / 8 ,0 A D Y D X 1 (J)
CALL DY8YDX<X*STEP/2,0|Yl,DYDX2,NEC!S)
DO 7 1=1,NEQS
-Y1(I )3Y0(I > + STEP/8,'0»PYDX0( I >«3,0 a S T E P / 2'.0»DYDX1< j H
.1 2,0eSTEP»OYDX2( I)  -. . . . . .
-CALL D Y8 Y0 X (X * S TEP i Y1 1D Y D X l , NEQS) —  .
DO § IsliNEQS
Y2(I)sY0(!■)*STEP/6,0*DYDX0(I>*2,0#STEi»/3,0«OYOX2.( J H
1 S T E P /6 , 8 A D Y D X 1 !I ) . . . . . . . . . .    -. . . . . . . .
DOUBLE?,TRUE, -. . . . ■; ..
DO 9 1=1,NCOS ....
COMPUTE ERROR ON EACH Y VALUE . . .
E R R O R ? A B S ( 0 , 2 « ( Y 1 U  )«Y2(1j) >.. . . .  . . . . . .
IF (E R R O R , LE , A C C ) GOTO 11 ■=
IF ACCURACY NOT REACHED THEN HALVE STEP LENGTH
STEP=STEP/2,0  '.. . . . . . . . .
NSREQD=2«NSREQ0
N8P0M£ = 2<*NSD0NE . . .
GOTO 10
IF ( ERR0R«64,0,GT,A C C ) D O U B L E ? ,FALSE,
CONTINUE
PREPARE FOR ANOTHER STEP
XsXtSTEP
DO 12 1=1,NEBS
Y0!I>?Y2 (I )
Fig, 6.2 Contdo
N S O O NE s NSDO n E*!
IF REQO STEP COMPLETED THEN GOTO 5,3 
IF C NSDONE,GC,NSREOO ) GOTO 13
IF (i NOT i (DOUBLE, AND, NSDOfJE.EO, <N S O O N E / 2 >« 2 iA N D , 
i N S R E O D . G T . l ) ) GOTO 10 
IF ACCURACY TOO GREAT DOUBLE- STEP LENGTH 
S T E P " 2 ,0»STEP
NSD0NE5NSD0NE/2 -- - ^ ■ = ■■■-■. . .
NSREObsNSREOO/2
GOTO 10 -
PUT FINAL VALUES OF Y IN ARRAY SOLN
DO 14 I 1 NEQS -- .
-SOWN (I > =Y0 (I > . . . . . . . .  - . -. . .
return ■-  ■- ....... . ,
END  .. :. . . .   ..._... .... . . . . . . . . ..   . .
«»##« SUBROUTINE "SOET"
■ SUBROUTINE SDET{S»N|DITV>
SUBROUTINE "SDET" CALCULATES THE DETERMINANT OF THE 
N BY N SQUARE MATRIX USING THE METHOD OF CHJO,
DIMENSION S<20.20) -   - ^   - -
L=1
Ks2............................ ■■■■.. .......................... ------------------------------- ............
XM151.0
XMSS(L.L) ;..... .
DO 2 JaL.N
S(L» J ) p S ( L i J)/XM   -
CONTINUE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DO 3 !»k ;n   ; ;
X " S (1,1,) . . . . . . . . . .
DO 3 J p L.N  — . . . . . . . . . . .  ,.
S<I.J)=S(I,J)»S(L,J)«X
■ CONTINUE -.  . ■. r:v:
L®L + 1
, K s K n  ■ :V   . ■..... : ,.. -v;..
XMlPXMleXM 
IF(L=N) 1,4(4 
XM1=XM1»S(N,N)
DETV = XM1
RETURN  _. . . . . . . . . . .
END-
Fig. 6,2. Contd
assumed starting conditions using the subroutine K U T T M  which 
carries out a step by step integration of the set of equations 
using the Runge-Kutta-Merson method. The determinant correspond- 
ir^ g to that of equation (6.50) is then formed from these solutions 
and evaluated using the subroutine SDET, the result then being 
output on a teletype. This procedure is repeated for different 
assumed values of frequency w until the indicated determinant 
value tends to zero.
It was found that using the on-line facility of the H2P 10 
in this manner was very convenient and it was therefore not felt 
that any advantage would be gained by including an automatic 
searching facility in the program to determine the frequency at 
which the determinant converges to zero.
Details of the numerical analysis methods used in the sub­
routines K U TTM and SDET are discussed separately in chapter 8 as 
they are common to the subroutines used in chapter 7*
6.6 Determination of the Normal Mode Shapes
Once a value of a normal mode frequency w has been determined 
then the corresponding mode shapes can be obtained as shown in 
appendix 4. Hence for this particular case the constants a^, a 
and a^ in equations (6.46) to (6.49) are determined as follows:
Assume that a. = 1.1
Hence equation 6.46, 6.47and6.48 become:
(6.51)
(6.52)
(6.54)
Therefore the corresponding values of a^ and may he
obtained from the above set of simultaneous algebraic equations
This procedure was again programmed for the EDP. 10, the 
program title being MQDGER.F4. The flow-chart, is shwn in fig. 6.3, 
the program in fig. 6.4.
From the flow-chart it is seen that the known normal mode 
frequency w is input to the program which again checks that the
Hence remembering from equations (6.14) and (6.I5)
that
Specimen translation = v = y^
and:
Specimen rotation = 9 =
Now using equation (A4.18) from appendix 4 the specimen 
displacements (v) and(o) may be expressed as functions of the 
variable (2) along the specimen, (i.e.);
Input specimen data.
Subr, DYDYDX 
Defines set of 
1st, order eqns,
Set known starting 
boundary conds.
Input known normal 
frequency = w.
r = r + 1
r.th set of assumed 
unknown starting conds,
Subr. KUTTM
Step by step numeric! integration 
of the set of 1st. order eqns over 
complete length of specimen,based 
on the known & r.th assumed set of 
starting conds. to obtain the set' 
of solutions at the tip. i.e.
^  = Ei.r
no If r = 4
t yes
Form the determinant DET 
corresponding to eqn,(6.50)
Subr. SDET
Evaluate DET
Feint value of DET
as a check on freq. w
’}
Form set of eqns.(6.51 to 6.54)
Subr. SE-IQ
Solves set of above algebraic 
eqns. to obtain a0, a a . ,  with
al = 1 *
Frint values of» 
al,a2,a3,a4.*
2 =  L/20
Subr. KUTTAM "
Integrate set of eqnso to obtain 
solutions at z — L/20 from root.
Frint values of eqns.(6.55) & (6.56) 
at z = L/20 •
z = z + L/20
Subr. KUTTAM
Integrate set of eqns• to obtain 
solutions at z = z + L/20, using 
the solutions at the previous 
position of z as Parting conds. - ji
Fcini values of eqns. (6.55) 
& (6.'56) at z.
no
If z = L
m i
End,
Fig. 6.3 Flow-chart for computer program MODGEEl.F^.
c : -  ***** MAIN 'PROGRAM ’’MOQG e R t R !l v**###-
c ' ....  '   ~ ~........""■   ’.. " .
C. -■ ' THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THE MODE SHAPE O F ‘ VIBRATION 
C  USING THE EQUATIONS OF GERE S L IN,
DIMENSION Y ( 2 0 ), S 0 L N ( 2 D ), Y I N P U T ( 0 0, 2 3 ) , T 
1 EIR<20,20)»DET<28>20)t SET <3,3),VECTC3)tALPHA(20),
1 YP ART (201 20 ) ,YSQL(20,20) # YE (90 J . ---V.7
COMMON RAD5Q,M » AY » E »1XXiG > K #IWW» j 
REAL INSTEP,M,L,1XX,ID, IRQ,J,K,NU, IP.KL :
LOGICAL START _ ' _
DATA PI /3114159265/. - _
DATA N E Q $ / 8 /_____________    ........__ _
500 FORMAT ( 1X,'"TacCs"T7$T~' " I T U
'-ACCEPT 510, ACC - - 
510. FORMAT(F)
120  ~~ FORM AT (IX i 'uTHrT;$F   *................ "“ “T'"” .
- ; : ACCEPT ; 510 , HZ ' “v r-'""; .
DATA EE,G,DENS/195,E9> 78,E9, 78.2E2/ _
iu«'0 .25 ■ -v .' • • . ".d
E=EE/d. 0»NU*NU->
DATA, A. C/ ;:,12,13E«3^71V26E«3/ _ :.L.
TYPE 530 
530 FORMAT (IX, "< L = * ,1
ACCEPT 510,l
DAT A (Y (I) , I =1, 6) / 0 * ,0 V, 0tN0.,0L, 0 . / - ' '
DATA (YINPUTU,1),1=1,6)/l.,0,,0.,0,,0,70,/
DATA (YIN P U T(1, 2),I=1#6)/0.,1,,0,,0,,0,,0,/ " . I: V
DATA (YINPUT(I,3),I=l/6)/0,,0,,1.,0.,0.,0,/
DATA ( Y I N P U T ( 1, 4 ) ,I=1> 6)/O,,0,,0.,1,,0,,0,/ ~ - -
DATA (YINPUT(I,5),1=1>6)/0.,0,,0.,0,,1,,0f/
: DATA ( Y1 MPUT (1, 6 ), I =1, 6 )/0 , , 0 ,, 0 , , 0 , , 0 , , 1, / .v ;N : 
PH I =PI
A R E A = 2 , 0 * A * C * P H I
h=d e n s*area _ _ ___
cs=cos (phi)    ~ _ r   . - rrzzzi- i z i z '
82sSN- (PH I * cS ) 7~" ~~ “7 ”. : ‘   ’:”77T-
ID:?2,0^A’{fC*CttC'oPHI/3,0 
IXX=A#A*A#C*81
A Y ?? - A * ( (PHI#SN> + C§N*$N*Q$^(.2t0«PHI*FMl*CS.> )/<PHI*Bi> 
'IPs2V0<*A#A*A»C»(PHI + ( t4.8*PHi*B2»82)/<Bl*Bi> > -
1 , ( <4,0*SN*B2)/81) )
IWWs(2,0*A*A*A#A*'A*'C/.3.0)#( (PHI*PNI*PHI )«
1 (6,0*82*82/81) )
J = OENS«IP .' .
K = SQRT((G«iD')/(E*IWW> > I-;:.
K L = K n L .............  “.... .....
TYPE 5.KL . R-; :  ^ ..
5 ' FORMATdX, » K L = ’ ,T 15,6) — — —  - —  — --
:■ TYPE 10 ' -
10 " FORMATdX, ‘FREQ(HH) " " PET VALUE’ )
I NSTE‘P = L 
MH = NEQS/2
20 NR = 0 ’ '™-\v : . - .
  R A D C Y “ 2 »-0 * P I * H
■RADSDsRADCYttRADCY 
33 7 NR = NR + 1
Fig, 6,4. Computer program N0DGER,F4C
. vt! T V l ■’-Hi! T i IM^U I ( i , >VK ) r^.r-r-~\
;   _    x =0|0 ■'
START=.TRUE, ..
 .... . . CALL KUTTAM(NEOS,X, Y, ACC ,INSTEP, START , SOLN)
" DO 70 1 = 1, NEQS
70 LIP(I,NR ) sSOLNTI)
IF CNR.LT.KM) GOTO 30 
DO 93 I =1,MM~1 •
4^,, . ' DO 80 N R s 1,
80 DET(I,NR)sElR(i*MM,NRj
CONTINUE ■
DO 95 NR=1,MM 
TT 95 ; -:: DET ( 4 > NR ) = E IR < 8, NR ) -K*K*E IP < 4 i NR)
CALL SDET (DET, MM, DETVAL) .....   ‘
' T". ‘ TYPE 100 , HZ, DETVAL ■■>
100 FORMATdX, F8.2#E18.6)
s e td,i) = e i r (5,2) .
SET(1»2)=EIR(5,3)
SET (i,3)=EIR(5#4) •.-,•. ^ - - M  
SET( 2 d  ) = £ IR (6 , 2 )
S E T ( 2 » 2 > =. E1R < 6, 3 
SET (2 > 3)=EIR(6,4 )
' SET(3d)=ElR(7,2) Ti. 'VJ-
S E T ( 3 , 2 ) = £ I R ( 7 , 3 )
i (3 * 3 >=e ir c?, 4 > ■ ■
. VECT(1)=~EIR(5,1)
-V-- VECT (2)=«EIR(6,1)
VECT (3 ) =*- E I R ( 7 # i )
^ r ;7H - N - a l l  simq(set,vect,3,ks
ALPHAd)=1.0 
W d d d d :  ALPHA ( 2 ) a VECT (1)
A L P H A ( 3 ) = V E C T ( 2 )
-®V IT ; ALPHA ( 4 ) S VEC-T (3) ,,
TYPE 250, ALPHA(1)
. --J TYPE 251, ALPHA(2)
TYPE 252, ALPHA (3?
■ TYPE 253, ALPHA (4) “d  
250 FORMATdX, * ALPH A d  ) s 1 , Fl 5, 6 )
d 51 :7 'dFORMATdX# «ALPHA<2 ) ? ’ #FlS.6):T 
252 FORMATdX, VALPH A ( 3 ) a f , Fi5 . 6 )
' 253 FORMATdX, < ALPHA ( 4 ) s 1 ,Fl3,.6 ) :
C
C CONSTANTS ALPHA~rO ALCULATEz~Azzz^~~"~ zzzzzzz   l._ zzzz.z...z....'   zz~ ’ .
 30D'  NR=NR+1 “      . . .~~   
: “ 00 310 1=1,MM . -
310 Y ( I + M ii) = Y IN p U T ( I , N R )
XR00T = X
START = , TRUE , : ■ 7 :"7';' ’
CALL KUTTAM(NEQS,X,Y,ACC,L/20,0,START,SOLN)
- DO .320 1=1, NEQS ' : : 77 7" ■: Tv
320 Y.PART ( I , NR.) = S0LN ( I )
. IF ( NR . LT ,'MM ) GOTO 308
 ...  ■."DO '333 Id, NEQS ....        '......
• • DO 330 NR = 1, MM "T"- ' ' .,-:r . .
338 YSOL(I,NR)=ALPHA(NR)*YPART(I,NR>
TYPE 34 0
"348  FORMATdX, ’ ... ".. H "  V ......... THCTA
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V; TYPE 358, XROOT ,'Y (1 > , Y < 2 > # Y(5 > YYY:o: TYdYi
350 . FORMATdX, 4F13.6)
. DO 355 1=1, NEQS 7 - '
355.....YH( I ) = Y30L (I , 1 )+YSOL'< 17 2) + Y S 0L (1,3 ) * v S 0 L ( 1, 4)
ARl = Y2d>/Y2(2) -
TYPE 350,X#YH<1)iYH(2)#ARJL
c ■ -. , v d   - ■ ;
C SUBSEQUENT SOLUTIONS CAN MOW BE OBTAINED DIRECTLY
C FROM ABOVE SOLUTIONS BY USING YThEM.aS INITIAL VALUES
C
357 IF(X.GE.L) GOTO""400 Yd' "
DO 368 1=1, NEQS __ _ _ __ ______________  _ ___
  START = , TRUE , "  ~ r.".....
Y^W-. CALL KUTTAM (NEQS, X,Y # AQC,L/20, 0, START , SOLN)'7Y7;rYT::^ 7 
AR2=8QLN(1)/SQLN(2)
TYPE 350, X, SOLN (1), SOLN< 2 > > AR 
DO 370 1=11 NEQS ............ __ ____
^ ' GOTO 357 _  7 1 . ... .7.....................    _ __________________............
c    _ _      ;_ r _...    ;.
c :  : : — “.. . .  7 1 1  III.
c * *  * * *  SU B R 0 u TINE ”D Y 8 Y Q X « ***** ’
 SUBROUTINE DY8YDX(X ,Y76YDX,NEQSj       '
C v: YY .• THIS SUBROUTINE DEFI MLS THE 2ND aNO 3RD EQS OF GERE
C l IN 1ST ORDER FORM.
.. - -r - -.dimension y (20),dyo x (20) . --'1
COMMON RADSQ,MiAYiE,I XX,G,K,I W W, j 
J H Y  REAL Mi I XX , I WW> U# K 
P Y D X (1) = Y ( 3 )
YYY:\ DYDX (2 ) s Y ( 4 )
DYDX(3)=Y(5)
'Ydd DYDX ( 4 > = y ( 6) I
.... p y q x (5 ) = Y ( 7 )   ~ • “ " ~....... . Y....
■ ■ oypx (6 >=y (8> -:'^ y
DYDX(7)=CY(1)+AY*Y(2))*M*RaQSQ/(F*I XX>
YH-~ nYDX(8) = ( ( (M*AY*Y(1> >+<U*Y<2>) )_*RADSO/(E*JWH>;>v/WM
1 + K * K * Y ( 6 )
500 . F 0 R M A T d  X, ’DYBY 0 X ’ )
RETURN
'-TL'-END :
C    ~  ........ ■“ . ' :
c ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;. •". ■
c ***** SUBROUTINE f KUTTAM" ***** '/v;'Y";" "’•■.
c '  ..............................
-:--it SUBROUTINE KUTTAMCNEQS,X,Y,ACC,ImSTEP,START,SOLN>
C  THIS SUBROUTINE USES THE RUNGE-LUTTa-MERSQN METHOD
C ; TO SOLVE THE SET OF SIMULTANEOUS FIRST ORDER
C   DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS SPECIFIED 8v "QY0YDX",
DIMENSION Y(20)iY0(28>,Yi(20>,Y2(20>,DYOX0(28) ,.
1 DYDXl(28),DYDX2(20)'»SOLiM(20)
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REAL INSTEP “
IF(.MOT,START) GOTO 1 
7-"C IF NOT FIRST ENTRY THEN SKJP INITIALISATION INSTRUCTS,
  DO 2 1=1, NEQS .. ~..... " “  .................
7 2 Y O ( I ) = Y ( I ) ' * Y/77Y
C INITIALISE COUNTERS
Y Y .■ YFYY STEP= INSTEP.
msr.e o d=i .
YYY: 7 : START* .FALSE,' ' ' 7  ''■ " ' YY.
GOTO 3
■ 1 ’■ STEP=INSTEP/NSREQD . „'Y''difY7';MYYYY-77YvY'LY.Y 7 "
3 NSDONE=0
: :,LC . COMPUTE 5 APPROXS, "T ^ 7 : 7 ^ 7
10 CALL DYBYDX(X,Y0,DY0X0,NEQS)
YY 77 " ' "d-QY'DO 4 1=1, NEQS . ■ 7 ■
4 , ' Yl(I)=Y0(I)^STEP/3,0*DYDX0(I)
YY.Y YYY- CALLDYBYDX(X + STEP/3,0rYl,DYOXldEQS) Y ' -Tf"
DO 5 1=1,NEQS 
YY-g --Y-7 Yl (I.) = Y0 (I > +STEP/6. 0*UYOX0 ( I ) ' -
CALL DYBYDX(X+STEP/3.0,Yi ,DYDX1,mEOS)
DO 6 1=1,NEQS
6 Yl< I >=Y0< I >+'STEP/8,0*DYl)X0< I >+3.fl«STEP/8,0*DYDXl< I )
^7Y^Y;iilYdCALL: 0YBYDX (X+5TEP/2 , 0, Yl,DYDX2, NEQS) Y7^-77te^;#YY 
DO 7 1=1,NEQS
7 Yi7 YYTv YY 1 U  ) = Y 0 U  > * S T F P / 2". 0 » P Y 0 X 0.iT d 3 , 0<*ST£P/2 .-0#DYDXl (I > +
‘ 1 2.0#STEP«DYQX2( I >
YY^ Y Y Y 7 7 :; CALL DYBYDX(X + STEP, Yl# DYDXliNEQS) 7 -
DO 6 1=1,NEQS
Y 8 : 7Y YY Y 2  ( I > = Y 0  ( I > + S T E P / 6  , 8 * D Y O X 0  ( I ) + 2 , 0 # S T E P / 3  , 0 * D Y O * 2  < I > +
1 STEP/6,0*DYDX1(I>
YY7Y:! YYYY . ' DOUBLE=, TRUE , 77-.
DO 9 1=1,NEQS
. YC:- 7,: • COMPUTE ERROR ON EACH Y VALUE Y -7 ? 7 . :7 .  '^Y'YYY: : YY
ERRQR = A8S<0,2#<Y1(I )-Y2(I)))
1F(ERROR,LE,ACC 1 GOTO 11 
C IF ACCURACY NOT REACHED THEN HALVE STEP LENGTH
YYYYYYYYYTTM STEPaSTEP/2,0”^ Y7VY-77^,i7^toJ^Y^jd^7;;7Y:YY:Y^7;: -77:-;
NSR£Q0 = 2*NSREQD ’ ’ " _7'........ .
f!$DONE = 2«NSDONE 'r "Y: YfY _
GOTO 1C
7 117 77“ Y IF 7 (E R R 0 R * 6 4. 0, G T Y A C C ) D 0 U 8 L E = , F A L S E ,
9 CONTINUE
:-■:C '^ YYYr'7 ‘PREPARE FOR -ANOTHER 'STEP ' ' YY:Y£:YY" ' ""FY'7: ' Y F ' ^ Y
   X = X + STEP  " "  “  “... “■.Y ‘
- ■ ■  QQ ' 12 I = 1, N E Q $:7 TYd
12 Y 0(I)= Y 2 <I )
-- - MSD0NE = NSD0nE + 177 * v^.;.vV^v- -
C IF REQD STEP COMPLETED ThEN GOTO 13...... ~
77;^f'7-/''V:''7T7. IF (N'SOONE , Gp , NSREQD ) GOTO 13 .
IF(,NOT.(DOUBLE,AND.nSUOnE,EG,(NSDONF/?> *2•AND■ 
- 1 NSREQp , GT , 1) ) GOTO 1.0
C IF accuracy TOO GREAT DOUBLE STEP length
Y77YYYY7"7- s T E P = 2 , 0 ft S T E P 7.;--7''---7- • -77 7-7-
   11S D 0 M E = N S D 0 ,\j E / 2
777' -77-77 - HSREQO = NSREQD/2 7. - -" .:--7^ 7 7--V'7-' - - -
 ..... GOTO 10 ...... . . ..................
C PUT FINAL VALUES OF Y IN ARRAY SOLN
13 Y DO 14 I=1,NE0S
14 SOLN( I ) = Y8 ( I )
RETURN
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c . ; /
c    ' :
. C :  ■ - ■-.•■■, M
■  C ...“..  '... ~.".............   '...    •.
C .....**.##* SUUROUT I r'E "SUET” #<>*##
?" c
SUBROUTINE SDET(S#N,DETV)
: '/"O'- . THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE DETERMINANT OF THE
C N BY N SQUARE MATRIX (S) USING THE METHOD OF CHIQ,
xmemsion .s <20^ 20l  = - = _ ^ _ -
...................... L*1    __ _ _ . ■ '
: " =  • -....  ^ .
; 2 u a L , N “  “  ~~~~~ ~  - - - - - —  - - ■
t z t~ ~ z ~ r r ~ c b N t  1 nue u J 1 / m z z r z r r T =t r ~ ^
’ J  7 7  X = S( I » L ) 1 ~ ~~~~~ "r ——  "  ..
     7$ ( i , j ) =3<i , j ) - s ( l t j ) tfx 77.7  77777.77777  77 7
.. .  l  ^  [ + 1 "  ■"' '~ T 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 ~
’ ” " • * XMl -XMl  #XM ~  J “  ~ “
 4   XMl s XM1 #S ( N , N )  ~ 7  7 7 7 ...~ " 7 7  7 7  ^
     RETURN   m m  I ... ... 7 7 7
^     .
 ...................... -■••-•■•- -V^-v;. .. •--•-•.■........ *.. ^
:.- - c o  ; ■ ##****  SUBROUTINE !!SIMQ’! * * * * *  . ..^7 / :- ' - -:
 " cT ...
; v 7 SUBROUT I NE S I HO C A * B , N> KS) ‘  “
C OBTAINS SOLUTION OF A SET OF SIMULTANEOUS
0 ; LINEAR EQUATIONS AXsB 7 : 7: __ -
“  “  'DIMENSION A (1 )  1 8 ( 1 )  " 7 "
; 7 ■ FORWARD SOLUTION . " -_
TOL?0.S5
JJ = ^N
DO 65 J = i , N  - . - -•• • ■;■■ - - --- •
j y = j n
J J " J J + M +1
~ ' "  e iGA- 0 .............................  “ .... ........  ~....... "..........................
I T = J J -  J - - - -- -
DO 30 I = J i N   .....................  "". '.......    •...............
SEARCH FOR MAX COEFF IN COLUMN m
 " ........... ..... I J -  I T 4 I    ~ ;.................... ..— -T'- -  
\ p ( * BS ( B IG A ) " AB S ( A < I J  ) ) ) 2 0 1 3 0 1-3M '
20 8 1.G A = A ( I J)
I M A X ~ I
 30 CONTINUE... ........................................................ "'
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I r ( AOS ( B I G A ) '■’T0L ) 35/35# 40 -
35 ....KS**1..........  :
RETURN............. ., ...
C ...  INTERCHANGE' RONS ' IF "NECESSARY
40 U  = J + N«(J«2)
I T = I M A X -»J 
DO 50
i i * u + n _ _ _ _ _   _
........SAVE = A(I1) """" _ ...
a < 11 >=a < 12 ) ■
A ( 12 ) ~ S A V E 
C : DIVIDE EGN BY LEADING CQEFF,
50 A( 11) = A < ID/BIGA
s  a  v  e = b  ( i  m a x )
B ( I M A X ) = B (J )
B ( j ) sS A VE/B I GA ‘ " ~ v !-.
C ELIMINATE NEXT V A R I A B L E '
^ i = P ^ l  F(-j»N) 55/701 
55 IQS = fJ# (J-l)
DO 65. IXsJYrN ' 
iXJ=IQS+IX
“.... DO 6M * JX=JY,M .
] l l l E r i X J X . N M J X - i )  + IX i . /;
J N X “ I X J X + I T 
60 AUXJX^A( IXJX)*<A< IXJ»A< JJX) }
65 B ( I X ) -B ( I X ) *^ (B (J ) ^ A ( I X J ))
C ' RACK SOLUTION > =
70 ’ NY=N~i
- I T " N N
DO 80 J=1,NY 
. ' IA»IT-J-
IB=N-J
i c =n :
DO 80 K = 1# J
e ( 18 ) - B (IB ) - A (IA ) * 8 ( I e )
IAc JA-N 
1C s. I C-'l
 RETURN '
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required determinant from the previous section approximates to zero.
The equations (6.51) to (6.54) are then formed and the 
constants a^, a^, are evaluated using the subroutine SIMQ which 
solves a set of simultaneous linear equations.
The set of 1st order differential equations are then integrated 
using sbroutine KUTTAM to obtain solutions at a point ^/20 from the 
root. These values are incorporated into equations (6.55) and 
(6.56) to obtain the displacements v and 0 at ^/20 from the root 
which are then printed.
These results are then utilised as initial values for the 
next step length of ^/20 along the specimen and a further integra­
tion using KUTTAM is carried out to determine the solutions of v 
and 0- at this point. This procedure is repeated until the end of 
the specimen is reached, the " displacements at each station along 
the specimen being printed. The step length used (i. e.) */20 haS 
been found to be satisfactory. The accuracy of this step length 
in conjunction with the Runge-Kutta-Merson method is discussed in 
chapter 8. The numerical method used in the-subroutine SIMQ will 
also be discussed in chapter 8.
CHAPTER 7
7. APPLICATION OF THE COUPLED EQUATIONS OP TSO .
7»1* Ob.ject of Analysis
In the previous chapter the work of Gere and Lin was applied 
to the circular arc section cantilever (fig. A3.2). This chapter 
applies the higher order theory of Tso to the same specimen in order 
to determine what effect the mid-wall shear strains have on the 
normal mode frequencies and mode shapes. The coupled differential 
equations are again solved using the transformation method, and the 
mode shapes will later be used in equation (5*5) when determining 
the centre-of-rotation axis.
7*2 Coupled Differential Equations of Motion
The equations for coupled vibrations evolved by Tso are given 
in appendix 3» -Again we are only interested in the coupled motion 
of a mono-symmetric cantilever, hence the relevant differential 
equations will be those given by equations (A3.7&) to (A3.7d) in 
appendix 3*
The mixed derivative terms in these equations are the results 
of including the rotary inertia terms.
In this particular investigation we are interested only in 
the additional effect due to the shear deformations indicated by
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the suffix ’s'. In addition the effect of rotary inertia is 
usually small and these terms will be neglected. In this case equa­
tions (A3*7&) to (A3.7d) reduce to:
mu
EX v, + mA(v, + v ) + mA.a (4 + 0 ) = 0     - (7* l)xx b v b s7 yN b s7
G(l v ” + I. © U ) - mAa (©, + 0 ) - mA(v, + v ) = 0 - - — (7*2) ' cc s nc s 7 y b s7 x b s7 V  7
El gT ‘ - GI.(0% ©") + ml (©_ + © ) + mAa ■(£ + v ) = 0 -----(7-3)m  b dx b s7 b s7 y b s7 v 7
G(X v“+ X , ml (©, + © )- mAa (v_ + v )+ GIJ(©‘+ ©") = 0 - -(7.4) x nc s nh s7 p b s7 y x b s7 d b s7 v 7
For vibration in a normal mode at frequency w, then,
»• 2v, = - w v„b b
.. 2
v = - W  V
s s
•• 2
© = - w ■©,b b
• • 2^
© = - w  ©s s
Hence the coupled differential equations of motion may be 
written as:
tm 2 / \ 2 / _
E1xxvb - (vb + Vs) - (6b + ^  = 0 ------   (7.5)
C(IccVs + V i )  + w2(Sb + 6a) + mAw2(vb + vs) =. 0 - -- (7.6)
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7.3 Boundary Conditions given by Tso
Eight independent boundary conditions were given by Tso for 
the case of a beam built in at one end and free at the other. 
These conditions are as follows:
when z = 0 (fixed end)
. V  ;= vb + vs = 0  _ _ _ ■ _ , --------_ _ _ _ _  (7.9)
(7.10)
© = ©, +0  = 0 
b s (7.11)
(7.12)
when z = L (free end)
(I
0 (7.13)v,b
I v + L ©  = 0 
cc s nc s (7.14)
0 (7.15)
(7.16)
7*4 Transformation of Differential Equations
To obtain the coupled normal mode frequencies and mode shapes 
of vibration the coupled higher order differential equations (7*5) 
to (7*8) must be solved. As before, they will be transformed by 
substitutions into a set of simultaneous differential equations of 
first order and solved by the transformation method of appendix 
Hence using the following substitutions:
Let:
Tb . = ’
v, - ----------------- ---- ..........................................  -  -  ( 7 . 1 7 )
%
■ = y 2 --------------------- _ _  _ _ _ ------------- ---- - ----------------- (  7. 18)
v s
=
y 3 ..................................... -
1 1 1 1 -v
] • H VO V_
r/
&s
=
\  ...................... ; --------------
--------------------------------------------  ( 7 . 2 0 )
1
v b
s
y 5 --------------------------------------
----  --------------  ( 7 . 2 1 )
K
s
y 6 ------------ -- " - - - - - - - - - - -  ( 7 - 2 2 )
i
vs
=
y 7  -------- ---------
-  ----------- -------- ( 7 . 2 3 )
e's = y 8 ........ - - - - - -------- ------- ---- - ( 7 . 2 4 )
l(
v b
=
y9 -------------------  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  ( 7 . 2 5 )
Q,t( = y 1 0 ................
lit
V = y11 ------------------
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a
hi
12 (7.28)
By differentiation and substitution of equations (7.17) to 
(7.28) together with the differential equations (7.5) to (7*8) the- 
following twelve simultaneous first order differential equations are
obtained;
1
y i = y 5
i
y2 = y6
I
y3 ' = y7
I
y4 = y8
I
y5 = y9
1
y6 = y -,o
1
y9 = y „
y 10 = y 12
e i^ ; i -
mftV*(y H
i | 2 2
G I^coy7+IhQy8^ + “^ y 7 (y2+y4)+ nL'tw (y1+y5) = 0 - - ■ 
Etvray12" = 0 '
7 .2 9 )
7 .3 0 )  
7 - 3 1 )
7 . 3 2 )
7 .3 3 )
7 . 3 4 )
7 . 3 5 )
7 .3 6 )
7 . 3 7 )
7 - 3 8 )
7 .3 9 )
e(^ y7+W 8 )+^ p V^ (y2+y4 )+lIlfelyw'!!(y1+y3)+G:i:a(y-|0+y8 ) = 0 -(7*2*0 )
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Hence the set of four simultaneous coupled higher order 
differential equations of motion given in equations (7*5) "fro (7*8) 
have been reduced to a set of twelve equations of first order in z.
By suitable re-arrangement these equations may be expressed 
in a more convenient form:
1
V v =
. y 5  ... ............................................................................
------------------------------ ( 7 c 4 l )
y2
- =
y6 ................................... ................................  -  - ------------------------------( 7 . 4 2 )
y 3
= y ?  ----------------------- ----- --------------------- . . . .............................-  ( 7 . 4 3 )
y 4
S
y8 .................................................................................. ------------------ _  _  ( 7 . 4 4 )
y 5
=
y 9  ..................................................................................
------------------------------ ( 7 . 4 5 )
y6
=
y10
-----------------------------  ( 7 . ^ )
y 7
=T
A 3 ------------------------------( 7 . 4 7 )
y8
=
\  ........................................................ - - - -
--------------------- _  ( 7 . 48 )
y 9
= y n  ---------------------------------------------- ------ ------------------------------( 7 . 4 9 )
y 1 0
=
y 1 2
y 1 i
= A .  /  E l  ----------------------------------------------------
1 /  XX ------------- : -  -  ( 7 - 5 1 )
y 1 2
= [ G I  ( y  n +  A ,  ) +  A „ 1  /  E l -------------
L d w  10 4  2 J  /  w w ------------------—  ( 7 . 5 2 )
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where:
(7.53)
(7.54)
V  V Jhh * V  - V t o - ^ i o  
G ^ =  - W o o  - V o o *
(7.55)
\  = - ( A / G  + l o o V / 1^ - (7.56)
7*5 . Boundary Conditions Kecessary to obtain Solution
Eight independent boundary conditions we re given by Tso as
(7*8) and these have been stated by equations (7«9) to (7.16).
However, it is seen that the set of differential equations of 
high order have been reduced to a set of twelve first order equations
conditions to obtain a solution to this set of equations. There­
fore another four conditions must be evaluated, although these will 
not be independent of the other eight. These additional conditions 
can be obtained as follows:
(a) Consider the Fixed End (z = 0)
It can be seen that the two boundary conditions (7*9) and 
(7.11) ■may simply be expanded into four boundary conditions at the
being necessary to solve the coupled equations of motion (7«5) to
(7*41) to (7*52). It will be necessary to possess twelve boundary
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root as shown below to obtain two of the extra required conditions:
Vb  = o  -  -   ....................  "  -  -  -  ( 7 * 5 7 )
V
s
0    - ..................................... -  -  ( 7 . 5 8 )
0b = 0  - - -(7.59)
©s = 0     (7.60)
0 0  Consider the Free End (z = L )
Equation (7*5) nay he re-v:ritten as follows:
it<t 2/ \ 2 /  .
El v, = m&w f-y. + v ) + mAa w (0, + © )
xx b v b s' y x b s'
It is seen that the right hand side of this equation repre­
sents the intensity of dynamic load along the specimen in the x - 
direction. Hence integrating "this equation would yield the shear 
force distribution in the x - direction (S’x) on the right hand side 
of the new equation (i.e.)
El v, - S
xx b x
But at a free end the shear force is zero.fi.e*) at z = L.
III
El v = 0xx b
1,1  ^v, = 0
b
Hence when z = L then:
\  = 0 ---------------------------   (7.61)
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Consider now equation (7*7) written in the following form:
In this case it is seen that the right hand side of the
equation represents the intensity of the distributed applied
torsion moment w, due to inertia effects, t
Therefore integration of this equation will yield on the 
right hand side of the derived equation an expression represent­
ing the total torsion moment (T) carried by each section along the 
specimen. Hence integrating with respect to Z
11 / » ex a. - si, (a + e ) = tww b d x b s
But at a free end the total torque carried by a cross-section 
must be zero, (i.e.) T = 0
Hence when z = L then:
(7.62)
where k = / G-I^  as in appendix;
Hence twelve boundary conditions may now be written from
equations (757 to 7.62), (7.10), (7.12), (7.13 to 7.16)
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i
at the fixed end (z - 0)
vb
= 0 ------ ------ - ----------------  (7.63)
Vs
= 0 ----------------- ------------ - (7.64)
V
= 0 ------------ - - ------------ -- (7.65)
©s
= 0 --------- --------- ---------(7.66)
<
= 0 ---------------------- ------- - - - (7.67)
<
- 0 - -------------- -■ ------- ----- - - (7.68)
at the free end U  = L)
    ......   (7.69)
o -------------------------- (7.70)
■ ej = 0 ...... ..... ..................... (7.71)
+ W s  + xa K  + 6P  = 0 - - - - - -  - (7.72)
vb"' = 0 ------- '-----------   (7.73)
e"  - k2((^ + ©;) = 0 ---------- (7.74)
These known boundary conditions of the problem (7.63 to 
7.74) can now be stated in the following form using the substi­
tutions of equations (7«17 to 7*28).
0
cc sV ' ,  + Ih,
© ‘
c s
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When 2 = 0  (fixed end)
y., ( 0 )  =  0     - - ( 7 . 7 5 )
y 2  ( 0 )  =  0      ( 7 . 7 6 )
y 3  ( 0 )  =  0   -    ( 7 . 7 7 )
y 4  ( C O  =  0  ...  - - - - -   - ( 7 . 7 8 )
y5 (0) = 0     (7.79)
yg (0) = 0      - (7.80)
The boundary conditions at the free end will be given by the 
following after suitable re-arrangement:«
When 2 s L (free end)
yg(L) + ( 1 ^ / l ^ y ^ L )  + ((ijj/lj) + l)yg(L) = 0 -- - (7.81)
y (L) + ( l h c / l 0 0 ) y 8 ( L )  = 0 - - - - - - - --------- (7.82)
y 9(L) = 0    (7-83)
y 1 0 ( L )  =  0      -     ( 7 . 8 4 )
yi1(L) = 0 - ........................   (7.85)
y 12(L) - k2(yg(1-) + y8(L)) = o ------------------(7.86)
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7.6 Determination of Normal Mode Frequency
The normal mode frequencies are found hy the same method used 
in chapter 6 and described in appendix 4. In this case after 
assuming a value of w the six known boundary conditions at z = 0 
(7.75 to 7.80) are set to their respective values, the remaining 
six unknown boundary conditions being arbitrarily assigned, (i.e. )
y 7 ( o )  =  1
y8 (°) = y9(o) = y 10(°) = y 11(°) = y - ^ 0 ) = 0
The set of twelve first order equations (7*41 to 7*52) are 
then integrated numerically to obtain the set of solutions at z -• L 
as before.
This procedure is repeated until six sets of solutions are 
available corresponding to the six different sets of starting values 
of the unknown boundary values at z = 0.
The true solutions at z = L will be given by equation (A4.15) 
of appendix 4. Hence in this case these solutions are given by:
y^ (-k) = ^  r = *^>2,3,4,5»... .12) - - - - - (7.87)
(r = 1,2,3..... 6)
However, some of the boundary conditions at z = L are known, 
as given by equations (7«81 to 7*86).
Hence from (7*81 and 7*87)
E b6.r * V A .  * *< W  * l)Ee.
(r = 1,2,3,4,5,6)
= 0  (7.88)
from (7-82) and (7*87)
a !7.r + V ' o o ^ , ] = 0
(r = 1,2,3,4,5,6)
from (7*83) and (7*87)
aEft = 0  
r 9.r
(r = 1,2,3,4,5,6)
from (7.84) and (7.87)
a E.n - 0r 10*r
(r = 1,2,3,4,5,6)
from (7.85) and (7.87)
a E,, nr 11,r = 0
(r = 1,2,3,4,5,6)
(7.89)
(7.90)
( 7 . 9 1 )
(7.92)
and finally from (7.86) and (7.87)
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It is seen therefore^ that for the equations (7*41) to (7*52) 
to have a solution which satisfies the stated boundary conditions 
then the determinant of the coefficients of equations (7*88) to (7*93) 
must vanish. This condition is expressed in equation (7*94); fig *7 .1 * 
Again repeated values of frequency w are tried until this condition 
is satisfied.
This procedure has also been programmed in Fortran to be 
carried out on the HP. 10 computer. The title of the program is 
FRQTS0.F4, its flow-chart is shown in Fig. 7.2, the program being 
given in fig. 7*3. -As seen from the flow-chart - the structure of 
the program is basically the same as the program FRQG-ER.F4 of the 
previous chapter, but differs in detail in the main program due to 
the change in conditions of the^new and larger set of first order 
equations described by subroutine IOYDX^and the new set of boundary 
conditions. For further details of the program reference should be 
made to section 6.5 as they will be common.
7.7 Determination of the Normal Mode Shapes
As before^once a normal mode frequency w has been determined
the corresponding mode shapes are determined^ as indicated in
appendix 4. In this case^the constants a^ to a^ in equations 
(7.88) to (7.93) are determined as follows:
Assume that a . = 1 1
Hence equations (7.88) to (7* 92) become :
I n p u t  s p e c x m e n  ci.aua
S u b r .  D Y I 3 Y D X  
D e f i n e s  s e t  o f  
1 s t *  o r d e r  e q n s
n o
N o r m a l  m o d e  f r e q ©  =  w
y e sn o
E v a l u a t e  D 3 T
I n i t i a l  e s t i m a t e  o f  
n o r m a l  m o d e  f r e q *  w
r * t h  s e t  o f  a s s u m e d  
u n k n o w n  s t a r t i n g  c o n d s
N e w  e s t i m a t e  o f  
n o r m a l  m o d e  f r e q .  w
F o r m  t h e  d e t e r m i n a n t  D E T  
c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  e q n .  ( 7 . 9 4 )
S e t  k n o w n  s t a r t i n g  
b o u n d a r y  c o n d s .
y^(o),75(o),y^(o).
S u b r .  K O T T A M
S t e p  b y  s t e p  n u m e r i c l  i n t e g r a t i o n  
o f  t h e  s e t  o f  1 s t .  o r d e r  e q n s  o v e r  
c o m p l e t e  l e n g t h  o f  s p e c i m e n , b a s e d  
o n  t h e  k n o w n  &  r * t h  a s s u m e d  s e t  o f  
s t a r t i n g  c o n d s .  t o  o b t a i n  t h e  s e t  
o f  s o l u t i o n s  a t  t h e  t i p *  i * e *  
y < ( W  =  e . „
Fig. 7.2 Flow-chart for computer program FRQTSO.F^
c:  ' .- ' .....        :.................................
S' :C “gv: THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THE NORMAL MODE FREQS
 C  ' “  US IMG THE EQUATIONS OF TSO.......
, DIMENSION Y{2kT) iSOLN<2B J, YINPUTC30.20),
1 EIR(20»20),DET<2B»2p)
V?r. . COMMON .RAGSQ.M,AY,E».IXX,G, ID, IWW.J, IHH.IHC, ICCiC
REAL INSTEP,M,L,IXX,ID,IWW,J,IHH.JHC,JCC.NU,JP.KK.KL 
ipffiS^TS'vlOCICAL START,
  _ NUP0.25    ^  ■____ _____ ___________
~~ ; ~ ~  ..
5 0 2'' r O R M A T (1X, 'A CC s',$) = = -  — — —
510 ' FORMAT(F)  ~ • ’
52"- FORMAT (IX, < HZ=', S) : :~  ~ r~~
TYpE ~ VA  - - —  - ..
|pl530^3‘:r^FORMAT (IX, ■: I HZMAX = AVf) : M j:
________ ACCEPT 5l3 * HZMAX  ■ ' ■ ._____ __________
5 4 0 ~ ~  . FORMAT (IX, ' HZINf = ',$t~ ' : ! '..
■ ; 'ACCEPT 510, HZ I NT
DATA EE,G,DENS/195.E9, 78.E9, 78.2E2/
' - = “ DATA A,C/ 12.13E"3, 1.26E-3/ ■:?
TYPE 550
pf: 5 5 Bpr.: FORMAT (IX, > • L =’, $:>lg 
■;7 , . ACCEPT 510 , L   " ~ _______ _
560 F0RMA T (1X, ' HALF ANGLE B (DEGREES) s ' S)
ac c e p t, b i g .deg ■ 7 7vm.--T77:7 -v ->;7■
DATA <Y<n,I=1,6)/a,,0,,0.,0,,0.,0./
- m m m m L.QAit, (yinputu, 1),i=i,6i/i.,0,,0.,0 ,
DATA (YIHPUt(2,1),I=l,6)/0.,1,,0,,0,,0,,0,/
DATA '(YI nPUT (3,1), i = 1, 6)/gV > 0., 1,, a ., 0., a, / ' ' ;■
DATA (YINPUT(4,1),I=1i6)/0,,0,,0.i1, , 0 , , 0, /
“ “ 1 . DATA (YINPUT(5, I ), I = l,6)/0. ,0. ,0V,0, ,1. ,0,/
 DATA (YJNPUTC6,1), I = l>6_»/0,, 0, ,0.,0,^.0, , % , /
m - p E -gg „ g _ 0 „ A „ j, jpfg
^ ^ $ S « C Q $  (PHD ’ 1 ' 7
B2sSN’,(PHI#CS) ~ "* " :' ' = ^ = = = = ^ ^ ..
" —  - E = EE/<1, NU“f<IJ)■ -=;L= = ^ ■■=-=======— ■
IXX = A#A*A#C#B1 ' =:■:
“  AYs^A»((PHI«SN)+<SN*SN*CS>V(2.0»PHi»PHt«CS))/(PHi»Bl>
I p = 2,0«A«A»A»C<} (PH I + ( (4 .0«PH I *B2oB2) / (B1*B1)) - T T -
i ( (4,0* s n «b 2)/b d  ).............. 7......
Ii-iU=(2,0eA<>A«A<>A»A#C/3.0)#( <PHI«PHI»PHP" ?
  “  1 (6,2<>e2«R2/81) )....... .........  .... ...
IHH = 2.f<«A«AeA#C#(PHI*( (2,0«PHI«B?*B2)/(B1»B1) )"
" 1 ((4.e«SN#B2)/Bl)+((SlN(2.0ePHl>*R2*B2)/<Bl«Bl)))
IHC=2.P»A«A«C»(SH-(BZ^BS/Bl)>
!CC = A»C#83 " ’ '...
Fig. 7.3 Computer program FRQTSO.F4,.
_ _ _  J = UEMo<*Ip
 ... KK“SQ RT < (G*ID )7 (E * IWW ) )
KL-KK^t . ' - -
TYp£ 5|KL - -...  - .... -
format<ix# *kl= f #fis;6)
TYPE 10
Y  : 10 - F0RMATC1X. “■-'■* FftEQ C HH )■: l^-ZJJ'OETv VAUUE » ) .
INSTEPaL
; ' - \HH = NEQS/2 . Y
2 0 NR=0
Y_ ‘ RADCY = 2,0#PHH2-;
RA0SQ=RA0CY#RA0CY
DO 60 I = 1 , Mh ~ 7......  —  — -----
~ w 60--^r y ( i+mm >=v i n p-u t (-i - » n r
X = 0,O    ___ _____ ___
 2  FORMAT (IX, *» 1 NKUTT r
I ^ P p :CALL KUTTAM < NEQS, X, Y, ACC, 1 N S T E F , ST ART, S0LN)
3 _ FORMAT< IX, *QUTKUT’)
70“ ~ ‘ £|'R'< I ''MR > sS'OLN < 1 f - _ ~ T T y ~
^yy-my;.:. 1f(nr,lt.mh > goto
00 80 N R e 1 # M M 
g i l l  PET(1> MR ) sE IR <6, MR) + E-IR <7 f NR) *IHC/ID 
- 1 +E!R(8,NR>*<<IHH/iD)*i.0) 
^pi^l^vOET(2,NR)=ElR(7,NR)+ElR(e#NR)*IMr:/ICC . ^ r ^ ^ L Y Y  " “ 
GET(3,NR)sElR(9,MR)
- l Y l p Y Y ' OET ( 4 7 MR ) =E 1 R (10 , nr )-YY-YYIY
0ET<5,NR)5ElR(il,NR) • __
, OE-T(6 , MR) =EIR <12#NR ) < EIR(6,NR)*E1R(6, NR))
" " '"'" 7' 1 < <g « id)/ <e«rww) ) ) . ______  __ ____
■=  ” 7“ C AlL s0ET (OET, MM, 0E T V AL ) .~~  : ■ ‘ ~“
.TYPE l£3 , HZ , DETV.AL * _i
100 FORMAT (IX t F8,2, E18,6)_______ _____  _____
-IF (HZ-HHMAX > .-.110# 120,120 M:
110 _ HZ = HH + HZINT _________________________ __ _ ___
o p ”'r   •■— ■
'y: ^ ■ j“■- ’7"'7^ !Tr" ~'~~Z ”~—~
C ###■»# SUBRQUTINE YjYBYDX,,K»**-#'• ■' —:Y Y ;’•'■' ' . •
 -~"C ' ' . "" •   '.".. ' ..— ... - .— .;.— —
/-- SUBROUTIME-:OYBYOX<X»Y#DYD.X,NEQS.)'
C '..: " THIS SUBR DEFINES EQNS OF TSO IN 1ST ORDER FORM
DIMENSION Y < 20 ) # OYDX (20) r , ^
COMMON RAOSQ,M#AY#E# i X X # G # ID, lWW,'g, I HN , I HO # ICCiC
- ----- REAL INSTEP,M,E, IXX, ID, IWW, J, IHH, INC, ICC, NU, IP
Al=(M-AY^RAOSQ*(Y(2)+ Y(4))) + (M*RaDSQ*< Y(1)+Y < 3 ) ) > 
A2=< J*RADSQ#(Y<2)>Y(4) ) ) + < M# A Y#R a DSQ r, ( y (1) + Y ( 3 ) ) )
"    " A3 - ( <A1»( 1HH+ID) ) ~ ( A2  ^I HC ) - ( G* I HC'W I D^Y (10 ) ) >/
77— yy-- l - ( G ^ ( U-i C I H CI H H ^ I C C ” 1 p ■*• I C C ) )
"'A4=-<A1/G+ICC«A3)/IHC 
0 Y P X (1) = Y ( 5 )
D Y 0 X (2 ) = Y ( 6 )
Fig® 7.3 Gontd.
'D YD X  <S)=Y<9)'  - . . . . .
DYDX < 6) = Y (10 ) ‘ -
D Y D X ( 7 )= A 3    "  - -. . . .  .
D Y D X (8) = a 4 ' ■ ■ :,;-f
D Y D X ( 9) = Y (11)
D Y D X ( 1 0 ) = Y ( 1 2 )  . /  r  ; v  - . :
d y o x <u )=a i /( e » i x x )
D Y D X (12) = ( G « I D » (Y (10) + A4) + A2 > / ( E»J W W ) 
RETURN
C _   _  - ” _  _
c ' - 7' ' ' -  ^
C
: C ^ - F= F ^ e  e * » # S U 8 R 0 U TI (i E - " K U T T A M » ■• * * ® « »
c     -. . . . . — . . . . . . . . .
(SUBBOUTINE-tKUTTAM'(NEQS.#:Xi Y',ACC, Im S T E P .S T a RT.SQLN)
C THIS SUBROUTINE USES THE R U N G E- k U T T a - h ERSON METHOD
C , TO SOLVE THE SET OFv SIMULTANEOUS FIRST ORDER : : FJ
C DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS SPECIFIED nY THE
X ^ S l f t S ^ r H ’S UBROUTI n E-"DYBYDX". ;
DIMENSION Y<20>, Y 0 ( 2 0> » Y j (20)#Y2(23),DYDX0<20) i 
g^ ^ gir^DYPXl (20 ) . QYDXg ( 20 ) ,SOLN ( 20 )'•
. LOGICAL START.DOUBLE
r e a l  i n s t e p  'f
_ — • ."jF ( ,m o t .START) GOTO i ' 7 "  ~  ~  “ “
C IF NOT FIRST EMTPY THEN SKIP INITIALISATION INSTRUCTS
DO 2 1=1, LESS __   _  .
C INITIALISE C O U N T E R S ^ -
USREOD = l " -
GOTO 3 !
i S i s y p F  s t e p = i n s t e p / n s r e o d
3  iJSDONE = 0 - ' "" - * '
i c / r s ^ o  compute 5 a p p r o x s , 7tq7 y77>7v
10 CALL DY8YDX(X,Y0,DYDX0,NEQS)
DO 4 1 = 1, NESS -=i - - - ' -
4 Yl( I! = Y0( I )+STEP/3.0*O'YDX0(Tr ” '
CALL 0Y8Y0X(X*STEP/3.0,Yi,DYQXl, *'EOS! -'W m M M m S W -  
DO 5 1=1,NEOS
5;I K — Y K  I ) = Y0( I )+STEP/6.0»OYDx0( I) — 7— — ^:Tpif™pp|SFF- 
CALL DY8YQX(X'+STEP/3.0,Yl>QYDXl,MEQS)
DO 6 1=1,
6 - — -  Yl( I) = Y 0 ( I ) + S T E P / 8 . 0 « D Y D X 0 ( I )  + 3 , f l e S T r p / 6 , 0 « D Y D K l ( I )
C A L L  D Y B Y O X  (X + S T E P / 2  .0, Y l , D Y D X 2 ,  ’. E O S ) :F: - ■
DO 7 1 = 1 , N E S S  . . . .  . . . . .  . —    -
7 r - Y K  I ) = Y0( I ) + S T E P / 2 . 0 * D Y D X 0 (  I ) =3, !?# S T E P / 2  , 0 « O Y D X K  I >*
1 2  , 0 » S T E P ® 0 Y D X 2  ( I  ) ................................
= C A L L  D Y B Y D X  ( X + S T E P , Y l » DYDXl, .NEQS ) 7
DO 0 1 = 1 , N E Q S   -. . . . . . . . . . ' *. .. . . . . '
8 Y 2 ( ! ) = Y0( I > + S T E P / 6 .0 » D Y D X 2  (I)+2,!>l»STEP/3,0*DYDX2( I ) +
1 S T E P / 6 ,0 « D Y D X 1 ( I ) ..
D O U B L E  =. TRUE. ■■
  DO 9 1 = 1 , N E Q S
C C O M P U T E  E R R O R  ON E A C H  Y V A L U E
  E R R O R  = A B S ( 0 , 2 » ( Y K I ) - Y 2 ( I ) ) )  ......................................  :
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K  IMU I • | nt. IT . n M I* V w o i  t r  I n
S TE P s STEP/2',0 . . . . . ~      . . . . .    • . . . . . . .
n7_ _ M S R E -3 D s 2 ft N S R E Q D .
wS'O0NEa2ttNS0ONE    " " ■
G O T O  10
XX IF ( E R R O R * 6 4 , 0 , C T . A C C ) D O U 9 L E s . F A L S E ,
7 ' 9 I ' C O N T I N U E
“  C “  P R E P A R E  F O R  A N O T H E R  S I E P  ' _ _
IT.” " T I T  ■ 00 I = 1 1 NEQs' ~   r  ~   7 1  - : T    : ■ -■.
     ~ n s d o m e = n s d o ;m      " :
R E Q O  s T E P C 0 M P L E T E 0 T H E N 7 G 0 T 0 13" :iY--r  -
I F ( N S D O N E , G £ , N S R E Q D >  G O T O  13 
M H B 1 1 1 I E  T 1F < ,NQT, ( D O U B L E  I AND , n S D Q n E. EQ , ( N F D O N E / Z  ) # 2 V A N P ,  ‘ _
1 N S R E G D , G T , 1 ) j  G O T O  10
a c c u r a c y  t o o ^ g r e a t  d o u b l e t s t e p  l e n g t h
  __ _  S T E P s 2 . 0 # S T £ P  _______=    _ :   __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _      ___
• N S R E S D a N S R E Q O/2 ~~      : ~~ 7 — — — .
c ~ “  p u t  F INAL T a L U E S ~ 6 f T T n^ R R aT T o L~N ~ ~ ~  : .
^ . 1 3 \ y : y I r ^ no 14 1=1, NEQS'
14 S O L N  ( I)=Y£( I ) _______ _____ ______ __ _______ _ _ ___
D ~~ ~~ ' — — —
^  C V  r
7 0 “ " " S U H R O U T i  W  " SO E l"'f« *»«
—  - - - - - -  _  —
i p y C :E Y ^ O E T  C A L C U L A T E S  THE D E T E R M I N A N T  OF THE M BY N S Q U A R E  
C m a t r i x  BY THE M E T H O D  OF OHIO,
i l i i i J i ^ p D  I M E N S  I ON S (20720)
- _ L- i  _ _ _    '    _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
I-T  j ...................................................... . .
do' 2''j?l » n = •'":I ^ ~ T Z T I T ' = I- : ITT'.
— ^ “ ^ O N T  I NUE  ^~ ^ ~ = = = ==== ^ ^
s ( i ,j )=s c i 7 j ) n s a 7 j ) I x  " 7 ... ~ . . . .
.....  L = U  1' ■’■  ' ----- ^  — .:uv.-^ ,^-,-,:=,---,  
" v: ■ XM1 = X‘M 1 * X M  
' 4 " x M 1 = x M1» s < N , N >
Fig* 7.3 Contd*
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X } r { E6 .r+ k1E7.r+ k2E8 .r }  = "  { E6.1+k1E7.1+k2E8 . l} "  "  “  (7' 95) 
B r ( E7. r + kA r }  = “ { E7.1+ *3*8.1}     < ^ 6>
B r E9 .r = - E9.1 - - - - - - - - -  (7.97)
B r E1°.r = '  E10„r   -  - - - -  (7.98)
V a E , .  = -  E . .   (7.99)
/  vr 11.r 11.r ■ '
( a l l  fo r  r  = 2,3,4,5,6)
Therefore the corresponding values of a^, ay  a^, a^ and a^ 
may be obtained from the above set of five simultaneous algebraic 
equations (7*95) to (7*99).
In this case the translation of the specimen is given by the 
totals due to bending and shear contributions (i.e.)
v = v. + v 
b s
Hence from equations (7.17) and (7*19)
T  = y 1 + y3
Sim ilarly from equations (7*18) and (7*20) the to ta l angular 
displacement (0) of each section w i l l  be given by
© = y2 + y4
Usipg equation (A4.18) from appendix 4 the specimen
displacements (v) and (©) may be expressed as functions of the 
variable (z) along the specimen, (i.e.)
v(z) = y^z) + y^(z) = ^ V l . r W  + I / r * y3.r^^ " ” " - '(7.100)
(r = 1,2,3,4,5,6)
0 (z) = y2(z) + y^(z) = X f r y2. r W  +X v y4.r^z  ^“ " ” ~ “(7*101)
(r = 1,2,3 >4*5»6)
This procedure has also been programmed for the H2P. 10, its 
title being M0ETS0.F4. The program flow chart is shown in fig.7*£ 
and the program in fig. 7*5. The flow chart shows that the program 
has a similar structure to that of M0EGER.F4 except that the main 
program requires different manipulation of the sets of equations 
and boundary conditions.
For further details of this program reference should be made 
to section 6.6 in which the general principles are comax>n.
no
Evaluate DET
Input specimen data
Input known normal 
frequency = w.
Defines set of 
1st, order eqns
Subr, DYI3XDX
r,th set of assumed 
unknown starting conds
Print value of DET 
as a check on freq, w
Form set of eqns.(7,95 to.7.99)
Form the determinant DST 
corresponding to eqn. (7,94)
Set known starting 
boundary conds.
Subr. KUTTAM
Step by step numericl integration 
of the set of 1st. order eqns over 
complete length of specimen,based 
on the known & r.th assumed set of ' 
starting conds. to obtain the set 
of solutions at the tip. i.e.
y, («• =■ e, „
Subr. SIMQ
Solves set of above algebraic 
eqns. to obtain a0,aQ,a,,a/;>a/ 
a- = 1. ^ i 4 5 o
Print values of :
al>a2’a3’a4’a5>a6<
z = L/20
Subr. ICUTTAI-i
Integrate set of eqns. to obtain 
solutions at z = L/20 from root.
Print values of eqns.(7.100) & (7.101) 
at z = L/20.
z = z + L/20
Subr. KUTTAM
Integrate set of eqns. to obtain 
solutions at z = z + L/20, using 
the solutions at the previous 
position of z as starting conds.
1
Erint values of 
& (7.101) at z.
eqns. (7.100)
no
Fig. 7.4 Flow-chart for computer program MODTSO,F40
U u * * a (1A 1 rv pnguriAH "Muyi5>y,r■■**»»» ;
C...... .v:     ■..     ■... . ........: r ;  ...
C _ THIS PROGRAM DETERM INFS THE MODE SHAPE BY
C~ US I'NG THE EQNS OF TSG ..........
; DIMENSION Y<20)*SOlNC2fi>, YJNPUT<20, 20) / ' ' ;
1 ElR<20#20)»DET<20*-20) #SET(5,5> # VECT<5> rALPHA<20> •
1 -  YPART(20,20),YSOL<20,20>,Y2(?0>
COMMON RADSG,M*AY»E*1XX#G*ID,IWW,J* IHH, I HO* ICC# C 
-Oiif'M REAL INS.TEP,M*L, JXX, ID,JWW,0, IHH, INC, JCC,NU, JP*KK,KU.--. 
•____  LOG ICAL START _ ______ __= _______
ZZZ Z Z .  P I s3 ! 14159265 "  ~ ~ Z
 TYPE.- 5g0 - ;
500 FORMAT (IX, T»A'CO*'* *§) 
ACCEPT 510,ACC
5 V A X : i ': FORMAT (F).
TYPE 520
5 2 0 ^  - fork a t (i x, 1 h h “ *. s.)
__ ACCEPT 510,HI
%  " - DAT A EE, G, DENS/195, E9'i-W^E97"78; 2E2/
DATA A,C/ 12,13E-3f l,26E-3/
RMAT ( ix7;‘"'*T?Nft’r :T_:~ ~~~
-  1 ACCEPT 510, L
- DATA (Y( I )> I = 1#6) / 0 • ,0»#0» r 0 * * 0 , ,  0»/
- DATA: ( Y l w p U T ( i , l ) # I = l t 6 ) / l , f 0 , , 0 #, 0 , ; 0 s ,0 ,V -
data < Y i N p U T < 2 , n , i n # 6 > / 0 . # i t > 0 . i 0 . , 0 , # 0 , /
:  n AT A 7 ( YINPUT (3,1)# I = l > 6 ) / 0 ,  * 0*•, 1 . 1 0 * * 0, *0» /  l_
DATA ( Y I FLJT ( A , I ) ,  I = 1, 6) / 0  , ,  P • , 0 , i 1, , 0 . i 0 , /
;  . DATA ( YINPUT ( 5>1 ) , I sl»  6 ) / 0 , ,  0 * , 0 0  . , 1 • • 0, /  -
DATA ( YINPUT(611> * I =1> 6) / 0 . r 0 . , 0 , ^ 0 , , 0 , , i , /      _ _
~ ............ M = DEM S #2 ,0 * A*C *P hT  ’ ~ Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z IZ Z  ..Z~Z=r ■.   ---- - - -
^ Z Z Z r -  cs-cos (pH i )   ^ 7  Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z  ZZZZ
"“ Z~" s s n -(.ph i -  c s )..........Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z IZ Z Z
E = EE/ ( 1 ,0-NU«NU>‘     .
I XX=A*A*A«C#BI'" ^
AY=«A#( (PH.USN>+CSN*SM*qs)-(2 t 0*PHI«PHl«CS) ) / ( P H H B l )  
M im ™ :jp ? g -;g « A « A « A » c» (P H i» ru .0»PBi*B2ttB2 )-/<B i*B ;n  )** ^
 1  <T4.0«SN*B2>/B1>)
' IW W = ( 2,0 * A « A# A * A # A * C/ 3 . 0 }  ><(PHI#PNI#PH1')
  1 " "  <6 ,0 *82*82 /81 ) )
- ■IHH = 2,0*a«A«A#Go(PHI+'< ' (2 ,0*PHl«B2«B2)/ ( -Di *Bl )  )'«- •' ---y^ 
1 ( (« .8«^N*B2>/Bi )  + r (3 lN ( 2 , 0 *P u I  >#R2ttB2>/<Bl*Bi>.) )
j  IHC=2»0#AftA#C*C5N«(B2*83/Bi)) ■ -  /i;:G
I C C = A * C # H 3
;- i d s 2 .0 # a#c#C«C#PHI/3.0---------------------- ---------- -
J«DENS*IP 
~ 'L_~ KK = SQRT ( ( G » ID ) / (  E* IWM >
Kln = KK*L '  .....................   ’.........................  ........ ....  ..........
■:V. -TYPE 5 , KL ”■ ' yV,,,;.. V. ^
5 ' FORMAT d X ,  »KL=* ,F15 .6 )
:™ ^ “ -:TYRE- 3.0 ■■■“ ........ ................. : :
10 FORMA T (1'V;, »FREO<HH) DET VALUE ’ )
• : I N 3 T E P s L
  HM = NEQS/2 ..........'
Fig* 7*5 Gomputsr program 1-DDT30«F4*
f!ADCY = 2 , P « P I » M H  P
R A O S O  = R A D C Y » R A O C V  “ " ~ .... “ . . .
VLL 30 -r'':Yr H R = N R + i ■ ■ ; y .
DO 60 1=1. M M      ~ ~  "
60 Y ( l + M H )s Y I N p U T  < I # NR)
X = i', '
■: 7 sT ART =. T R U E  . ■■ ■'" ;
C A L L  K U T T A M ( N E O S , X , Y , A C C , I N S T E P , S T A R T , S O L N )
00 70 1 = 1 , N E Q S  
72 E I R  (1,N R )= S O L N  < I )
If <!v£7 • L T .h M ) G O T O  3g ’ n a r f i
00 80 M R = 1 , M M
D E T (.1,N R )? E I R < 6 « NR)*E'lR( 7 j N R ) * I H c / 1 B ! ^ =
1 + E I R ( 8 , n R > » ( ( 1 H H / I D ) + I . a >
 ^ D E T  < 2, NR )=E IR (7, N R ) + E I R I B , N R ) • I H e /  ICC
D E T ( 3 » MR 1= E I R ( 9 , m R )
S L S T f l i p L p ^ O E T  ( 4 . NR ) sEI R (10, NR >' V r - = 3 S ; ^ s l S ^ P E ^ M g = p S i S  
D E T ( 5 • N R )= E 1R ( 1 1 . NR)
S £ f H | p S i a D E T  (6. N R ) 5 E I R ( 1 2 , N R ) - (  ( E l R (6, N R 7 i E I R (8, N R ) ! »
' _ _  1 ( ( G » I D ) / ( E » I W W ) ) ) ______ ____
C A L L  S D E T  ( D E T  , HM , D E T V A L T ”~ ^ ”  ~ Z  ' I ~ ~  
l i ^ j ^ M B T Y P E  1 0 0 , H E ,D E T V A L  
130 F Q R M A T U X ,  F 8 , 2, E 18 > 6)
'• DO 132 K = l, 5  j r  •
• S E T  < l > K ) = E I R ( 6 , K  + i ) +E l R ( 7
p j g g ^ l l  : *E ! R ( 8 I K * 1 ) « ( (I HH/ I 0 ) * 1 . 0 ) : ■'
S E T ( 2 , k ) = E I R ( 7 , K + l ) * £ l R ( 8 . K + l ) * l H C / I C C  
S E T ! 3. K > = E 1R ( 9 » K*i > --::
S E T ( 4 , K ) s E I R < 1 0 , K * 1 )
v: s e t (5,.k )= e i r (i i ,k + d  '
 1 3 2 . C O N T I N U E  . __
‘ •. VE CT (1) = - (CI !i (6,1) *E1 R (7,1) # IHC /1D
1 + E I R ( 8 , 1 ) « { ( IHH/I0> + 1 . 3 > )
3  _ V E C T  (2) =- (E I R  (7,1) *EI H (8,1 > # IHC/ I C C ) -  W E B
V E C T (3) = - E 1R (9,1) _ _  '
v E C T ( 4 ) ~ - E i f i ( i o , i )
V E C T ( 5 )  = -'EIR(il,l)
ALL SI H Q ( S E T , V E C T , 5 
A L P H A < 1 ) = 1 . 0
a l p h a  (?> s V E C T  (1) ' . .
A L P H A ( 3 ) = V E C T (2)
S I I P ^ H E lA L P H A  (4 ) s V E C T  (3 )
A L PH A (5 ) - V E C T (4) ___
' A L P H A  <6) ? V E C T  (5)
TY PE  2 5 0 , A L P H A (1)
TY PE  251, A L P H A  (2) "  ~ ' ' ’
 ......  TYPE 2 8 2 , A L P H A (3)
* ' • TY PE 253, A L P H A  (4) :
TYPE 25 4 , A L P H A (5)
^ . ;*V - T Y P E  255, A L P H A  (6) ' T " ‘ v;-
' 25P.. .  F O R M A T ( I X ,  'A L P H A ( 1 ) = ’, F l 5 , 6 ) . . . .
251 F O R M A T (I X , 'A L P H A ( 2 ) = ' , F 1 5 . 6 )  '
252 ’ F O R M A T ( I X , 'A L P H A ( 3 ) = ’,Fj.5,6)
. 253 F O R M A T  (IX, ' A L P H A ( 4 ) = ' ,F 15 , 6 1 ■---L-::.
254 “ " F O R M A T ( I X ,  'A L P H A (5 > = ' , F l 5 .6 ) ~  . . . . . . '
255 F O R M A T ( I X ,  'A L P H A (6!=',F l 5 ,6)
c . . . . .
C C O N S T A N T S  A L P H A  HA VE  NOW S E E N  C A L C U L A T E D
c ..
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300 NH=NH+1
DO 310 I = 1 ,HM 
3 1 ^ , ;  Y U + H H )  = Y I M P U T ( I i N R )  _ _
■.■■■■■: ' >:=0,h ■ _ ■ ■
a ia s s f i XROOT=x
START=.TRUE.
; : CAUL KUTTAM (N£(3S , X, Y , ACC , 1 / 2 0 , 0,START, SOLN)
DO 320 1=1.NEQS ■
32« YpARTU,f-K)=SGLN'tl> : 1 -Itffi
IE (NR.LT.HM) GOTO 300 
- DO 330 1 = 1. NEQS - -■
DO 333 NR = 1,MM
330 " YSOL( I .NR) = ALPHA(NR)sYPART( I .NRllBaSs^jMigi^aagSg
TYPE 340 ______
340 >: format (ix, ':a a N E T  A
. i  V/ THETA'  ) ^          _
T W1 = Y ( 2 )  + Y (4 ) : ' r ~
type 350,xRooT,OEFirTKiiy(i:):aaEilliil^siaMiEaiiE
350 _ _  FORMAT( I X . 4 F 1 4 . 6 )     __ ____
355 YH (I) =YSOL < 1.1) ♦ Y S 0 LTf»”2 )+ Y S 0 L (1,3 ) * vSOL (I. 4) ~
a i s a y "  IV:: v tYSOL (1,5 ) *YSOL (! i 6 
  0EF2 = YE(1) + YH(3)      _  _ '
"=~' AR 2 = D E F 2 / T W 2 ' :  " ~ 3 731"!
Iftjjff e;m!:, T YPE350.X.OEF2.TW2. A R
C
C - SUBSEQUENT SOLUTIONS CAN NOW BE OBTAINED DIRECTLY 
C FROM ABOVE SOLUTIONS BY USING THEM A.S^INITIAL VALUES
35'/ IF(X.GF.L) GOTO .*.0 ~~
360 Y ( I  ) = YF( 1) ’   ’ . - —
s t a r t = , TiiUE. -
CALL KUTTAM (NEOS.X.Y.AC c .L/20,0 , START,SOLN!
. DEF?. = sr-LN(i)*snL\-(3) 
fW3 = S 0 L N (2)+ S O L N (4 )
g y | | E p 5 :i AR3 = 0EF3/TW3- - -'=
TYRE 350,X.DEF3,TW3,AR3 
- “ "" DO 3 7 0  . 1 = 1 ,  NEQS,
370'" " Y2 (I ) "SOLN (I )
-- ■ . g o t o  357
400 S T O P   
C
C..................................-T-^ .r --r_.T_._-__
C SUBROUTINE "DYBYpX" «»<,#»
c '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SUBROUTINE DYBYDX(X, Y.DYOX.NEQS) ■ _  m
C - THIS SUBR DEFINES EQNS OF TSO IN 1ST ORDER FORM
01 MENS I ON Y (20), OYDX (20 ) _ r - . _
COMMON RADSa.H.AY.E, IXX.G, ID, IUW. J, IHH, IHC. ICC, C 
REAL INSTEP, M,L, I XX, I D. IWW, J, IHH, p'c, ICC.NU, IP : 
A1=(M«AY«RADSQ*(Y(2) + Y(A) ) ) + (M*RaDSQ« ( Y (1 > +Y (3 ) ) ) 
A2= (vl“RADSCJ« ( Y (2 ) + Y( A ) ) ) * (H»A Y»R t, DSQe ( Y (1) + Y ( 3 ) ) ) 
 ...  ‘ A3=(<A1«<IHH+IO)>-(A2«IHc)-(G»IHC*IO#Y(10)>)/
Fig. 7.5 Conti,
A 4 = » ( A 1 / G + I C C * A 3 ) / I H C  /
D Y D X  (1) = Y ( 5) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
D Y D X  (2 ) = Y (6 ) . ;---   - '
D Y D X  < 3) = Y (7 ) ’
D Y D X  ( 4 ) = Y ( 3  )
D Y 0 X < 5 ) = Y ( 9 )
D Y D X  (6) = Y (IS)) " „ a =_ _  -
D Y D X  < 7 > = A 3
D Y D X  1 8) - A 4 -I T  J s f - ' "  ~j
D Y D X ( 9 ) = Y ( 1 1 )
D Y D X ( I P  ) = Y ( 1 2 )
D Y D X ( l l ) - A l / ( E # i X X )
D Y D X ( 1 2 )  = ( G » I D # ( Y ( 1 0 >  * A 4 ) + A 2 )V (E <t IW W )
R E T U R N
c
c a F aaf d p - »»»;■ s u b r o u r i n e  : " k u t t a >!» > ' • * e -=■ -
c
I l p p : : ; S p U B R O U m £ :  K U T T A H C N E D S ,  X, Y, A C C ,  I w S T E P .  S T A R T ,  S O L N )  : ! 
C T H I S  S U B R O U T I N E  U S E S  T H E  R U N G E - k U T T a - H E R S Q N  M E T H O D
C  T O  S O L V E  T H E  S E T  O F  S I M U L T A N E O U S  F I R S T  O R D E R
C D I F F E R E N T I A E  E Q U A T I O N S  S P E C I F I E D  B Y  " D Y 8 Y D X " ,
[) I M E N S  I Q N  Y < 2 0 ) ,  Y3 ( 2 0  >, Yl < 2 0  ), Y 2  ( 2 0  >, D Y Q X 3  ( 2 0  )', 7  - I?
1 D Y O X 1 ( 2 0 ) , D Y D X 2 ( 2 0 ) *  S O L N ( 2 3  !
L O G I C A L  S T A R T , D O U B L E
R E A L  I N S T E P  _ _
. _ i f ( , n o t . s t a r t ) g o t o  i
c _ i f  n o t  f i r s t  e n t r y  t h e n  s k i p  i n i t  I a l  i_s a t  i o n  i n s 't r u c t  s ,
2. . . “  Y 0  ( I) =Y ( I) "' ~       : ~  ~
cAm ;a i n i t i a l i s e  c o u n t e r s  a
S T E P = I N S T E P  __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _  ■ _  _ _ _  _
START: tp A u s
T ' " S T E P =  I M S T E P / N 3 R E [3D /
C '   C O M P U T E  5 A P P R O X S , " T O  Y ~ ~
i t l a - - a : a c a l l  d y b y d x t x . y o . d y o x w . n e q s
D O  4 1 = 1 , N E Q S
: : 4 7 : : a a ; a T ' a Y i ( n = Y 0 < i ' > + s T E P / 3 . 0 * D Y D x 3 ( i > ' a a ; j p a F T - a ^ i = - - -  ^  __ - 
C A L L  O Y B Y O X ( X + S T E P / 3 « 0 . Y l ,D Y D X l , n E O S ) 
d o  5 i = i , n e q s  ■ ■■■■■■■■■■ - - a "  -
5 Y l < I )  = Y 0 ( I ) + S T E P / 6 . 0 » O Y D X 0 <  I )
® F v a = ' - C A U  O Y 8 Y O X < X + S T E P / 3 . 0 » Y l , D Y O X l , f J E O S )  '
D O  6 1 = 1, N E Q S  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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CHAPTER 8
8.' NUMERICAL METHODS AND COMPUTATION
This chapter discusses in greater detail the numerical analysis 
techniques utilised in the computer program sub-routines incorporated 
in the main programs of chapters 6 and 7.
8.1. Subroutine SDET.
This subroutine is included in the main programs FRQGER.F4, 
M0DGER.F4, FRQTS0.F4. and M0DTS0.F4 and evaluates a determinant (S) 
of order (N), quoting the final result in (DETV). The numerical method 
used is that proposed byF.Chio and involves successively reducing the 
order of the determinant from N to N-l, N-2,N-3, etc., down to a 
(1 x 1) determinant which has a value equal to the original N x N 
determinant.
This is carried out by reducing any one element, say (1,1), to 
unity and dividing its row, (i.e) the first, by that element. This 
first row is then multiplied by element (2,1) and the result is then 
subtracted from the second row. The first row is then multiplied by 
element (3,1) and this result subtracted from the third row. This 
process is repeated until the first column is reduced to unity in 
the pivotal position with zeroes beneath it. The determinant can 
then be reduced by one order. This procedure is repeated until the
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final order of the determinant is unity.
The advantage of this particular method is the relatively few 
number of arithmetical operations required in the computer to achieve
the desired result.
The number of operations required for an N order determinant is:
2
Number of multiplications = (N-1)(2N -N+6)/2 
Number of divisions = N(N-l)/2
* This may be compared with the number of multiplications required
in the evaluation of a determinant in terms of cofactors which can
be approximated to factorial (N). For example, a determinant of
6
order 10 would require approximately 3.6x10 multiplications compared
with approximately 300 using the method of Chio described.
$
8.2. Subroutine SIMQ
This subroutine is included in the main programs M0DGER.F4 and 
M0DTS0.F4 and obtains the solution of a set of simultaneous linear 
algebraic equations AX=B.
The matrix of the coefficients of the equations is included in
(A) and the vector of the constants is placed in the array (B), 
while (N) depicts the number of equations and variables. The final 
solutions are held as a vector in the array (B) and replace the 
original values in (B).
The method of solution used is again by elimination, this time 
using the largest pivotal divisor. Each stage of elimination consists
of interchanging rows where necessary to avoid a division by a zero 
ors small element.
The forward solution to obtain a variable N is done in N stages 
and the back solution for the other variables is calculated by 
successive substitutions.
8.3. Subroutine KUTTAM
This subroutine is included in the main programs FRQGER.F4, 
M0DGER.F4, FRQTS0.F4 and M0DTS0.F4 and is used to obtain the solution 
of a set of simultaneous ordinary differential equations of first order
The method involves the numerical integration of the set of 
equations using the finite difference fourth order Runge-Kutta process. 
The principal reasons for the use of the Runge-Kutta method as opposed 
to the predictor-corrector methods of integrating the differential 
equations, such as used by Adams-Moulton or Milne, are that it is 
self-starting, stable, provides good accuracy and occupies a relatively 
small amount of storage in the computer. However, an inherent disadvan­
tage of Runge-Kutta in its many forms is that it does not provide an 
estimate of the error involved. This can of course be obtained by
changing the integration step length, comparing results and repeating 
if necessary, but this considerably increases the computation time.
In order to overcome this disadvantage a modified form of the 
process known as the Runge-Kutta-Merson method has been utilised in 
the subroutine KUTTAM. This version of the Runge-Kutta method has
been commented on by Lance (99) Bull (100) and Fox (101) and although 
it contains five terras in the Runge-Kutta equation for a fourth order 
method, obtained by expanding the differential equations to the 
fifth order, it does provide an estimate of the error involved. This
error estimate is obtained by taking a fifth of the difference between 
the fourth and fifth terms. Use can therefore be made of this knowledge 
to reduce the overall computation time.
In the subroutine a desired maximum error is supplied in (ACC) 
together with the initial step length (INSTEP). The integration is 
then carried out, the error evaluated, and if greater than (ACC) the 
step length is halved and the process repeated until the.error is 
less than the required accuracy. If the .error is less than (ACC)/32 
the step length is then doubled for the next step. This process con­
tinues until the original value of (INSTEP) is reached where the 
solution is contained in the array (SOLN). Hence it is seen that 
unlike other Runge-Kutta methods the step length is continuously 
being adjusted.
The set of first order equations to be integrated must be defined 
by a separate subroutine DYBYDX and the main program provides, the 
starting value of x in (X), the number of differential equations in 
the set (NEQS) and the corresponding values of y at point x in the 
array (Y).
A flow diagram for the subroutine KUTTAM is included in fig.8.1.
no
v yes
no
no
no
Enter
Calo. the ERROR
Label 3 
NSDONE =
I3 this the 
first entry
Is ERROR < ACC
Has step reqa 
been completed
Lahel 1
STEP = INSTEP/NSREQD
Double STEP.
Halve NSDONE & NSREQD
Halve STEP
Double NSREQD & NSDONE
Initialise YO to Y 
STEP to INSTEP 
NSREQD to' 1
Is ACC < 1/64 of regd ACC 
NSDONE even.
NSREQD <1
New STEP X,
X = X + STEP 
NSDONE = NSDONE + 1 
YO = 5th approx.
Label 10
Calc, the 1st,2nd,3rd,4th & 5th 
approximations for Y1
Pig. 3.1 Plow-chart for computer subroutine KUTTAM.
CHAPTER 9
9 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
The experimental aspect of the work was restricted to the inves­
tigation of only the coupled bending-torsion normal mode frequencies of 
a monosymmetric specimen. This was carried out in order to check the 
computation methods used in the solution of the differential equations 
of Gere and Lin and of Tso. The check being made on the mode fre­
quencies rather than the mode shape as, in general, calculated eigen­
values are not as stable as the eigenvectors. Hence the calculated 
mode frequency is more likely to include inaccuracies than the mode 
shape. In addition the mode frequencies can be obtained with greater 
accuracy experimentally than can the mode shape. In this way it is 
possible to check any suspect calculated mode frequency with its 
accurately determined experimental value. If the calculated frequency 
contains no significant error, then the associated mode shape is 
unlikely to contain errors.
The specimen considered comprised a steel, thin-walled cantilever 
beam of open cross section in the form of a circular arc.
At its root the specimen was clamped between two heavy vee-blocks 
such that the clamping length was at least 30% of the specimen length. 
In order to prevent collapse of the specimen section a solid steel 
mandrel was inserted inside the specimen over its clamped length.
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Hence the restraint at the root of the specimen effectively 
prevented any flexural slope, section rotation, or section warping at 
this point. In all tests the single axis of symmetry of the specimen 
section was situated in a horizontal attitude. Any flexural vibration 
in the horizontal direction would therefore be uncoupled.
The clamping vee-blocks formed part of a heavy steel block which 
was in turn bolted to a substantial cast iron table.
On the top side of the specimen in the region of its root was 
cemented a Brush Clevite PZT Piezoelectric (lead zirconate titanate 
ceramic) strain gauge (type BSG/1-3), this being used to record 
vibration of the specimen. Any specimen vibration would produce a 
strain in the strain gauge, the associated stresses giving rise to 
voltages being produced between the gauge electrodes due to the 
piezoelectric effect. These voltages would be directly proportional 
to the unit strain. An advantage of these gauges is that they require 
no electrical supply or bridge circuit and their strain sensitivity 
is approximately 10,000 times greater than a conventional resistance 
wire gauge.
However, the electrical output of the gauge is almost entirely 
capactitive and therefore it requires a high impedance matching device 
when used at low frequencies. Hence the voltage output of the gauge 
was recorded on a Bruel and Kjar, Electronic Voltmeter (type 2409), 
which has a frequency range of 2-200,000 Hz. In order to provide a 
convenient visual display of the amplitude of vibration an Advance
oscilloscope (type OS.15) was connected in parallel across the gauge 
output.
The frequency of specimen vibration was obtained by supplying the 
strain gauge output to an electronic digital counter (Racal Universal 
Counter type 835)
It was desirable to avoid any mechanical contact with the specimen 
when supplying a source of vibration excitation to the specimen. This 
was in order to avoid changing the effective mass of the specimen, or 
to inflict some form of additional restraint on it. Therefore it was 
not possible to use a conventional mechanical moving coil vibration 
generator as the exciter. An electro-magnet was therefore constructed 
by winding a coil around each arm of a soft iron U-shaped former. By 
passing an alternating current through these coils an alternating 
magnetic field is produced. Situating this electro-magnet below the 
tip of the steel specimen enables a remotely applied alternating force 
to be applied to the specimen at a frequency corresponding to that of 
the coil current. The specimen responds by vibrating at the frequency 
of the imposed force.
The alternating supply to the electro-magnet was provided by a 
Muirhead Decade Audio Oscillator whose output'was firstly amplified 
by a Derritron Ultrasonics, 250 watt, Power Amplifier having a 
frequency range of 5 Hz-10 KHz.
A block diagram of the apparatus is shown in fig, 9.1 and general 
photographs are included in fig; 9.2 and fig. 9.3
The experimental procedure used was to sweep through a range of 
•frequencies using the audio oscillator and to locate the approximate 
frequencies at which a bending-torsion normal mode of the specimen 
was excited into resonance. This could easily be observed by the 
increase in the strain gauge output amplitude on the oscilloscope.
In order to locate the normal modes accurately the decade osci11 
ator output frequency was then changed with small increments in the 
region of the normal mode, keeping the output level constant, until 
the specimen dynamic response, and hence the strain gauge output, 
reached a maximum as indicated by the electronic voltmeter. At this 
point the frequency of the gauge output voltage, and hence the 
frequency of specimen vibration at its maximum response'was recorded 
from the electronic digital counter.
Digital
Counter
Electro­
magnet
Electronic
Voltmeter
E
Specimen
T"-
O
Oscilloscope
Piezoelectric
strain-gauge
V \ \ \ W  CvA V \ \ V \ \ v T T T T T T T T T i
Power - 
amplifier
Audio­
oscillator
Pig9 9.1 Block diagram of experimental apparatus.
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• CHAPTER 10
10 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
10.1. Introduction
Before examining the calculated mode shapes determined by using 
the theories of Gere & Lin (11) and Tso (17), and subsequently the 
centre-of-rotation axis derived from these mode shapes, it was necess­
ary to examine, and discuss, the normal mode frequencies predicted by 
these theories. Then to compare the results with those obtained by 
previous workers, and, with experimental results.
This examination will indicate if the numerical and computational 
methods utilised during this investigation in the solution of the 
involved differential equations of motion have been yielding results 
which may: or may not, be considered to be reliable.
10.2. Normal Mode Frequencies
10.2.1. Comparison Between Theoretical and Experimental Results
The first three normal mode frequencies of coupled vibration 
were obtained theoretically, using the theories of Gere & Lin (11) 
and Tso (17) and also experimentally, for a circular arc section 
cantilever of different lengths, and angles of arc.
The results obtained are indicated in tabular form in fig.10.1
SPECIMEN DATA.
Material : Steel. 
E1 = ,195 GN/m2 
G = 78 GN/m2 
* = 0.25 
m  = 7 8 2 0  kg/m3 
a = 12.13 mm 
0 - 1.2o mm
k = 2.666 m  ^
a = -24.2o mm
y
a = -2.828
y
RESULTS,
Normal Mode Freqs (Hz)
L kL Mode Experimental Theoretical Tso/Gere
(m) (0 = 176°) Gere Tso ratio
1 122 132.0. 131.6 0.9969
0.350 0.9350 2 507 570.3 554.6 0.9724
3 704 771.8 756.2 0.9797
1 160 176.1 175.1 0.9960.
0.300 0.7997 2 673 766.8 738.3 0.9627
3 902 1045.1 1017.8 0.9738
1 220 248.9 247.6 0.9947
0.250 O.6665 2 978 1092.4 1034.8 0.9472
3 1259 1498.3 1444.8 0.9642
1 323 382.4 379.3 0.9918
0.200 0.5332 2 1397 1691.4 1557.O 0.9205
3 1824 2332.6 2209.5 0.9472
Pig, 10.1(a). Normal mode freqs, for specimen with 0
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SPECIMEN DATA.
Material : Steel
= 195 GN/m2
& = 78 GN/m2
* = 0.25
m = 7820
a = 12.13 mm
o = 1.26 mm
k = 3.235 m"1
a ss -23.22 mm 
_y
ay = -2.633
RESULTS.
Normal Mode Preqs. (Hz)
L kL Mode Experimental Theoretical Tso/Gere
M Gere Tso ratio
1 - 124.9 124.5 0.9967
0.350 1.1322 2 - 539.2 526.1 0.9757
3 - 704.1 691.1 0.9815
1 165.0 164.4 0.9963
0.300 0.9704 2 724.5 700.6 0.9670
5 «- 950.3 927.9 0.9764
1 - 231.0 229.8 0.9948
0.250 0.8087 2 - 1031.6 982.9 0.9527
3 - 1358.5 1315.2 0.9681
1 . - 351.6 349.1 0.9928
0.200 O.6469 2 - 1596.3 1481.9 0.9283
3 - 2110.1 2011.3 0.9531
Pig. 10.1(b). Normal Mode freqs. for specimen with / = 170°
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SPECIMM DATA.
M a t e r i a l  : S t e e l
E 1 = 195 Q tym 2
Or = 78 GN/m2v = 0 .2 5  
m = 7820 kg/in^ 
a  =  i  2 *  i  3  nun 
c  =  1,26 mm
k  =  3 * 9 8 9  m  ^ 
a  x  *21.62 mm
y
av  =  - 2 ,3 8 7
R E S U L T S ,
N o r m a l  M o d e  P r e q s . ( H z )
L k L M o d e E x p e r i m e n t a l T h e o r e t i c a l T s o /  G e r e
( m ) G e r e T s o
. r a t i o
1 - . 1 1 9 * 4 1 1 9 * 0 0.9966
0 . 3 5 0 1 *  3 9 6 4 2 - 5 0 7 . 6 ' 4 9 6 . 7 0 . 9 7 8 5
3 641.4 630,4 0 . 9 8 2 8
1 1 5 5 . 9 1 5 5 * 4 0 . 9 9 6 7
0.300 1 . 1 9 6 9 2 - 6 8 1 . 7 6 6 1 . 9 0 . 9 7 0 9
3 - 8 6 1 . 0 8 4 2 . 5 0 . 9 7 8 5
1 M 2 1 5 . 5 2 1 4 . 5 0 . 9 9 5 3
0.250 0 . 9 9 7 4 2 - 9 7 0 . 2 9 2 6 . 6 0 . 9 5 8 1
5 1 2 2 5 . 2 1190.1 0 . 9 7 1 3
1 - 3 2 3 * 8 321.8 0 . 9 9 3 8
0 . 2 0 0 0 . 7 9 7 9 2 - 1 5 0 0 . 4 1 4 0 4 . 4 0 . 9 3 6 0
3 ~ 1 8 9 5 . 7 1 8 1 7 . 1 0 . 9 5 8 5
Pig, 10,1 (c). Normal mode freqs, for specimen with / = 160°
SPECIMEN DATA.
Material : Steel 
E1 =195 GN/m2 
& = 78 GN/m2 
v = 0.25 
m = 7820 kg/m^ 
a = 12.13 nun 
c = 1.26 mm
k = 4.996 m  ^
a = -19*69 mm
y
a s -2.126y
RESULTS.
Normal Mode Freqs. (Hz)
L kL Mode Experimental Theoretical Tso/Gere
(m) ' Gere , Tso ratio
1 112 115.8 115.5 0.9974
0.350 1*7487 2 442I f *—* 475.1 466.4 0.9816
3 551 585.9 576.4 0.9837
1 138 149.3 148.8 0.9966
0.300 1.4987 2 581 638.3 622.2 0.9747
3 733 777.4 764.6 0.9835
1 190 203.2 202.3 0.9955
0.250 1.2491 2 801 908.1 875.1 0.9636
3 1023 1101.8 1073.2 0.9740
1 280 300.1 298.4 0.9943
0.200 0.9992 2 1256 1404.1 1325.6 0.9436
3 1552 1694.1 1631.5 0.9630,
Fig. 10.1(d). Normal mode freqs. for specimen with 0 = 150°
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and as can be seen half angles 0 of arc between 150° and 180° were 
considered for specimens of length varying between 0.2 and 0.35 meters.
In determining a frequency predicted by the theory of Gere & Lin 
the program FRQGER.F4 was utilised. The frequency predicted by the 
higher order theory of Tso used the program FRQTS0.F4. In either 
case the procedure was to supply the specimen data (i.e. L and 0, etc) 
together.with a desired "accuracy11 (ACC), and the normal mode frequency 
then located. This procedure then being repeated with increasing orders 
of "accuracy" (ACC) until no significant change in the predicted fre­
quency was obtained. Sample computer "print-outs" of the results for 
normal mode frequencies from the programs FRQGER.F4 and FRQTSO F4 are 
shown in figs.A5.1 to A5.6 in appendix 5. The computational method 
was found to be convenient in use and the computer execution time re­
quired to yield a normal mode frequency usually varied between 1 to 3 
minutes depending on the normal mode concerned.
Fig 10.2 indicates a graph of theoretical and experimental fre­
quencies for a specimen of half-angle 0 = 150° with differing free 
lengths. A similar graph is given in fig.10.3 for a specimen with 
half angle 0 = 176°. In each case it is evident that the general trends 
are similar. It can be seen that the frequency predicted by the higher 
order theory of Tso is lower than that predicted by Gere & Lin in every 
mode, although it is not very pronounced in the first mode. This is 
due to the higher order theory including the effects of the mid-wall 
shear strains which therefore relaxes some of the constraints upon the
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system. These trends are in agreement with those of Tso(17) and 
therefore support the computational methods used during this present 
investigation in the solution of the differential equations of both 
Tso and Gere.
It is also seen that the experimental results fall below both 
the Gere & Tso predicted values. However, it is the theory of Tso 
which is tending towards the experimental values. The reason for the 
difference in experimental values and those of Tso lie probably in 
the fact that rotary inertia effects were neglected in this investiga­
tion and that the root fixing on the experimental rig is not infinitely 
rigid, as assumed in the theory. These conclusions are supported by the 
fact that the difference between experimental and theoretical values 
increases with decrease of the specimen length.
10.2.2. Frequencies Predicted by Gere and Tso
Once it had been established from the discussion of the previous 
section that the computation method utilised was not producing serious 
discord between experimental and theoretical results^further discussion 
with regard to the normal mode frequencies concentrates on the comparison 
between the values predicted by the two theories of Gere and Tso,
Fig 10.4 shows how the theoretical frequencies vary for specimens
of constant length but different half-angle values of 0 from 150° to 
180°. It is seen that a reduction in 0 reduces the normal mode fre­
quencies and again the difference between Gere and Tso values are more 
significant in the second and third modes.
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It was felt, however, that a better measure of the Tso - Gere 
frequency relationship can be obtained by considering the ratio of the 
frequencies predicted by the two theories. Therefore, figs 10.5 to 
10.8 indicate the variation of this ratio in each of three modes, with 
section angle 0, for various lengths of specimen. It is seen that the 
ratio will always be less than unity due to the relaxation of restraints 
in the Tso theory discussed previously. However, this ratio is seen to 
fall with increase in the angle 0 in each case, therefore indicating the 
increasing importance of the mid-wall shear strains.
It was therefore decided to utilise a section half-angle 0 = 180° 
when examining the effect of these shear strains on the centre-of-ro­
tation at a later stage of the investigation. Further examination of 
figs 10.5 to 10.8 reveals that the frequency ratio being considered 
has a lower value in the second mode than in both the first and third
i
modes. This is due to the fact that the second mode is a bending 
predominant mode while the first and third modes are torsion predominant. 
The mid-wall shear strains would therefore appear to exert most influence 
in a bending mode, which also agrees with the findings of Tso.
Figs 10.9 to 10.12 show how the Tso/Gere frequency ratio varies 
with the inverse, of the free length of the beam. Again it is apparent 
that the second mode introduces the largest correction of the frequency 
predicted by Gere due to neglecting the mid-wall effects. The curve 
for each mode tends to unity as the length approaches infinity. This 
is to be expected because for a very long specimen the St. Venant
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rigidity becomes more significant, while the warping effects, and hence 
the mid-wall shear strains, become less significant. Hence the fre­
quencies predicted by both Gere and Tso then converge.
Finally, in order to generalise the results obtained, figs 10.13 
to 10.15 present the values for the Tso/Gere frequency ratio in non- 
dimensional form.for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd modes respectively.
In each case the frequency ratio is plotted against the inverse 
of the non-dimensional kL product of the specimen for a number of 
different specimen cross-sections. The property designating each cross- 
section being a^, which may be regarded as a non-dimensional centre- 
of-flexure co-ordinate for the section, measured from its centroid.
These graphs may be used as a basis for assessing the degree of error 
that could be involved in neglecting the higher order effects of the 
mid-wall shear strains for other thin-walled cantilever beams.
i
10.3. Normal Mode Shapes
• In the previous sections of this chapter it has been established 
that the computation methods used have been reliable and that the 
mid-wall shear strains were seen to exert their greatest influence 
on the specimen possessing a section of circular arc half-angle 0 =
180°. The next stage of the investigation therefore was to determine 
the theoretical modal shapes of coupled vibration for the first three 
modes of a cantilever specimen with half-angle 0 = 180°, but with 
various values of the free length.
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This was firstly carried out.using the computer program M0DGER.F4 
which was based on the lower order theory of Gere & Lin. Once the 
theoretical mode frequency had been determined it was supplied to the 
above program which produced a listing of the centre-of-flexure trans­
lation (v), the specimen rotation (0), and the amplitude ratio (v/0 ) 
at intervals along the specimen. Samples of the computer print-out 
for this program have been included in figs A5.10 to A5.12 of appendix 5.
This procedure was then repeated for the corresponding mode of vibra 
tion of the specimen, this time using the higher order theory of Tso 
embodied in the computer program M0DTS0.F4. Again the corresponding 
sample print-outs are included in appendix 5, figs. A5.13 to A5.15.
These modal curves and amplitude ratios have been plotted in 
graphical form5for the 0 = 180° specimen with four different lengths 
for the first three modes^ in appendix 6. Figs. A6.1., to A6.12 refer 
to the results based on the theory of Gere, while figs A6.13 to A6.24 
refer to the values predicted by the Tso higher order theory.
Once more it was found that the computional method used was con­
venient to use, did not utilise an excessive amount of computer storage 
and would produce the required modal shapes after execution times vary­
ing between 16 seconds and 2^ minutes, depending upon the mode involved. 
As expected, the longest execution times were taken by the program 
dealing with the theory of Tso because a larger set of differential 
equations was involved.
Reference to the modal shapes in appendix 6 reveals a characteristic
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reversal of phase relationship between flexure and torsion in the 1st 
and 2nd modes. While the 3rd mode produces a nodal point along the 
specimen for both translation and rotation.
It can also be seen that in each case the second mode is a 
bending predominant mode,as discussed previously.
In general the modal curves obtained conformed to those generally 
expected in each mode for coupled bending-torsion vibration and included 
no obvious irregularities. This again confirmed the belief that the 
method used in the analysis of the respective theories was reliable.
In making comparisons between the modal shapes predicted by both ; 
the theories of Gere and Tso,no excessive differences arise, as would 
be expected. The main apparent difference being that for the Gere 
results the amplitude ratio (v/0 ) tends to be constant along the 
specimen except in the region of nodal points, while the amplitude 
ratio given by Tso tends to change as the specimen root is approached. 
The probable reason for this being the increasing effect of the mid­
wall shear strains in the region of the root due to warping restraint.
However, the modal curves, although useful in indicating the 
reliability of the computational method, are not the main focus of 
attention of this report. Their importance lies in the relationship 
between the amplitude ratios ( v/9 ) predicted by Gere and by Tso.
This relationship leads to the establishment of the centre-of-rotation 
axis for the specimen in a particular mode and is the subject of dis­
cussion in the next section.
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10.4. Centre-of-Rotation Axis
I has been shown in chapter 5 that the amplitute ratios (v/9 ) 
predicted by the lower and higher order theories of Gere and Tso 
respectively can be utilised to determine an effective centre-of- 
rotation axis for the specimen which is defined by the co-ordinate 
r . The value of this co-ordinate is given by equation (5.5) in 
chapter 5.
A simple computer program entitled RY.F4, was written in FORTRAN 
IV to evaluate equation (5.5) and is shown in fig 10.16. Sample 
"print-outs" from this program>for one specimen in each of the three 
modes of vibration}are included in figs A5.7 to A5.9 of appendix 5.
The centre-of-rotation axis along the specimen is presented in 
graphical form for four specimens of different length in each of the 
three modes of vibration in figs 10.17 to 10.22.
Fig 10.17 compares this centre-of-rotation axis with the centre- 
of -flexure axis for four different lengths of cantilever specimen, all 
with section half-angle 0 = 180°, in the 1st. mode of coupled vibration. 
This is a torsion predominant mode and it can be seen that in each case 
the centre-of-rotation axis lies very close to the centre-of-flexure 
axis except in the region of the cantilever root. In this region it 
is observed that the centre-of-rotation axis diverges from the centre- 
of -flexure and tends towards the centroid of the section. If the 
specimen free length is shorter; then this tendency is increased. These 
results are in accordance with those suggested in the initial investi-
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C .
C «#«*>« PROGRAM "RY(F4" *#•#'*.
C
c de termines RADIUS OF rotation (RY!
DIMENSION GERE (20), TSO (2f? I» RX (20)
. READ t 
TYPE 4D0
ACCEPT 411-:,!...... .7..,3.
43.0 FORMAT (F)....... . ....  '
. TYPE 420 ■- - - ^  '.3333 3.3.
420 FORMAT(IX,' 'MODES1 ,$)............. -
ACCEPT 430,H ; 73 .3 333:3 3:...:,,3,.v,,,3. 3.,, .,3
430 FORMAT! I)   .
AXs»0,02426
400 FORMAT(IX, 1 L= ’,S) ..... ...............
„;.3::  Xs!I,!? .... . - - - .,3.3 :
  . . DO 50 1 si*30
.3,37: 33: XsX*L/?.0, '
..........TYPE 500.X ....... -...............
-500... FORMAT(IX, iGERE(',F6.4,')s *,$)
ACCEPT 510,GERE(I)............................ ......
- 540   FORMAT(F3 ---.........-  ■ -- -
50 - CONTINUE ,
.7,.. 7 . xs0,(T 7  : ■ ■ 7'3:\,:773.3,,3' ,33 373' - 7  3:: ' 33
DO 60 dsJ.,20 ............
37:, ■: XaX+u/20, ,73373.. 3 :3 3 .3 7 .
TYPE 520.X 
520 FORMAT(IX, ' TSO(',F6’,4,')s',S)
ACCEPT 530,TSO(d!
530 FORMAT(F)
60 CONTINUE
■-3 type 600 ■:
600 FORMAT(IX, ' CENTRE OF ROTATION (RX)'J
TYPE 610, L ■
63.0 FORMAT(IX, ' U',F6,4! ' ....
-■v.. : . TYPE 620,M -••. , - ■  : ..3:3.37 ..3
6gB FORMAT(IX, 1 HOOES' 112)
,,7 . TYPE 630,AX ■   -:.,r M i C v - ;  ,
630 FORMAT(IX, ■ t AX- 1,FV,6)
TYPE 640 3..: :..,7 7..
640 FORMAT (IX. 1 X GERE(V/THET/,) TSO(VZTHETA) RX')
3 , 7  ...,. XsO,0 733,37, :,..3: .7....3 3 ...!...
DO 70 Ks3,,20
xsXTL/20, 7 7  '.:.7777 3. 7.3 7,
RX(K)aAX«(TSO(K)»GERE(K)>
TYPE 540, X, GERE (K), TSO (K),f!X( KT 
540 FORMAT(IX, F6,4,3F13,6)
: ,72 CONTINUE :7 73'"-' 3  3 3 , = : :
END
Fig, 10,16 Computer program RI.F4,.
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gation of chapter 4 when using the Argyris theory for the simulated 
first mode of torsional vibration. . / ■
It would, therefore, appear that the centre-of-rotation is not 
infact a straight axis, but is curved due to the influence of the mid­
wall shear strains in the region of the root where the warping rigidity 
of the specimen has most significance.
Fig. 10.18 depicts the centre-of-rotation axis in the second 
coupled mode of vibration. This mode is a bending predominant mode, and 
again the centre-of-rotation axis diverges from the centre-of-flexure 
axis as the root is approached, but, in this mode it moves away from 
the centroidal axis, and not towards it. However, as in the previous 
case, shortening of the specimen emphasises this divergence.
In the remaining graphs, for the third mode of vibration, separate
\
graphs have been drawn for each length of specimen for clarity. The
first of these is fig. 10.19, and indicates the centre-of-rotation
axis for the longest specimen considered (i.e. L=0.350 m) when in its
third mode. In this case it is seen that the centre-of-rotation axis
approaches the centre-of-flexure axis along the specimen except in two
regions. The first region, as before, being near the root, where the
axis curves towards the centroidal axis as in the 1st mode. This is
'  - /
to be expected as both the first and third modes are torsion predominant. 
The second region of divergence is in the vicinity of the nodal point. 
Here the centre-of-rotation axis rapidly tends to infinity, moving 
past the centroidal axis, then returning and tending towards the centre-
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of-flexure axis at the free end. The probable reason for this is that 
the nodal points are regions of warping restraint and hence non-uniform 
warping, which as shown by Argyris, causes the mid-wall, shear strains 
to assume greater significance. Fig. 10. 20, which relates to the 0.300 
m- specimen, shows similar characteristics except that they tend to be 
emphasised due to the shorter beam, and hence increased warping effects 
on the specimen. It should be noted that these curves are of a similar 
character to those suggested by the simulated dynamic loading^ and 
Argyris theory application,in chapter 4.
Figs. 10.21 and 10.22, which relate to the two'shortest specimens 
considered, hoth indicate a strong divergence towards the centroid at 
the root, returning towards the centre-of-flexure axis outboard from 
the root as before. It then moves towards infinity in a direction 
away from the centroid. This last characteristic differs from the two 
previous cases. At the nodal point there appears to be a transition 
region and the centre-of-rotation axis returns from the infinite 
position on the centroidal side of the centre-of-flexure, finally 
tending to the centre-of-flexure axis at the free end,as before.
The probable reason for this change in characteristic in the nodal 
point region is that the calculated centre-of-rotation axis is dependent 
upon the difference between two rapidly changing values of the ampli­
tude ratios predicted by Gere and Tso. It is therefore considered 
that the centre-of-rotation axis is somewhat indeterminate in the 
region of a node but that it does diverge from the centre-of-flexure
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axis.
It has been apparent from this discussion that, the centre-of- 
rotation axis during coupled vibration will not be a straight line 
which is coincident with the centre-of-flexure axis, but will diverge 
from this axis due to the influence of mid-wall shear strains in the 
specimen. This has substantiated the suspicion arrived at in chapter 
4 when applying the work of Argyris, who considered the case of static 
deformation, to the simulated dynamic case.
\
At this stage of the discussion the practical significance of 
this result should be considered. In defining the effective centre-of- 
rotation in chapter 5 it was stated that this would need to be the 
reference point at which the translations and rotations obtained from 
the lower order theory of Gere & Lin, would have to be applied, in 
order to achieve the centroidal amplitude ratio predicted by the 
higher order theory of Tso. The co-ordinate system in the theory of 
Tso, it will be recalled, had been based on the centre-of-flexure axis.
• However, to utilise a curved reference axis would not be practical 
in such an analysis. As has been seen from the modal curves in this 
chapter, the mode shapes were not affected to any great extend by using 
the lower order theory of Gere, this also applies, to a certain extent, 
to the normal mode frequencies, even though the centre-of-rotation axis 
is seen to change rapidly in some regions.
It would appear, therefore, remembering that a section displacement 
can be defined as the translation of any reference point plus rotation
about that reference point, that any such reference point may be chosen, 
for instance the centre-of-flexure, providing the true translations and 
rotation about that point is known.
This is in effect the difference between the higher order theory 
of Tso and the lower order theory of Gere & Lin. In considering the 
mid-wall shear strains Tso determined the true translations and rotations 
at the centre-of-flexure, as did Argyris in the static case. The assump­
tions made by Gere & Lin, who also took the centre-of-flexure as the 
reference axis, resulted in only the approximate deformations at this 
point being determined.
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CHAPTER 11 
11 CONCLUSIONS
In order to examine the assumption that the cross-sections of a 
cantilever blade at beam rotate about the centre-of-flexure during 
coupled vibration, this report has considered the performance of the 
special specimen comprising a mono-symmetric, thin wall, open cross- 
section, in the form of a circular arc.
It has been shown that the application of the theory of Argyris 
(16), which considers, the shear strains in the mid-wall of the 
specimen section due to non-uniform warping, to the static deformation 
of the above specimen indicated that the rotation axis heed not be 
straight. This theory was then extended to simulate the non-unifonrily 
distributed dynamic loading which occurs during torsional vibration of 
the specimen. It was subsequently indicated that during such a vibra­
tion the centre-of-rotation axis could again diverge from the centre- 
of -flexure axis.
This result led to comparisons being made between the coupled 
vibration theories of Gere & Lin (11) and of Tso (17). The latter 
author*s higher.order theory also having considered the higher order 
mid-wall shear strain contributions.
The normal mode frequency predictions from each of these two 
theories for each of the specimens considered were compared in the 
first three coupled modes of vibration and again compared with
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experimentally observed results. This was carried out in order to 
establish confidence in the computational and numerical methods utilised.
It was shown that in every case the frequencies predicted by the 
higher order theory of Tso were lower than that given by Gere and were 
closer to the experimental values. The difference between the two 
theories being more significant for short specimens and those possessing 
a high warping constant. A greater significance was also observed in 
the 2nd modes of vibration which were seen to be bending predominant.
The modal shapes were evaluated from the two theories in each mode 
and shown to contain no obvious irregularities and that there were only 
minor differences given by the higher and lower order theories.
The modal shapes from each theory were then utilised to determine 
the centre-of-rotation axis of the specimen in each mode. It was seen 
that the centre-of-rotation was in fact curved, as suggested by the 
Argyris investigation. In each mode the centre-of-rotation diverged 
from the centre-of-flexure axis in the region of the root fixing, or 
in the region of a nodal point, but tended towards the centre-of-flexure 
at other points along the specimen. The degree of divergence was seen 
to increase with the shorter specimens.
The reasons for this divergence of the centre-of-rotation axis 
lies in the importance of the mid-wall shear strains in the specimen 
which are often neglected. These shear strains become important in 
regions along the specimen where non-uniform warping exists. Non-uni­
form warping can be due to restraints imposed on the specimen, such as
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a root fixing, or by the application of a non-uniformly distributed 
torsion moment. This latter phenomenon will exist due to inertia 
effects during vibration. These effects will be more predominant for 
short specimens possessing a large warping constant.
Although it has been shown that, in order to obtain the true 
centroidal amplitude ratio using the lower order theory it would be 
necessary to consider the reference axis to lie along the curved 
centre-of-rotation axis, this would be impractical.
It is considered therefore that any reference axis may be chosen, 
the centre-of-flexure axis being convenient, providing the true dis- ; 
placements of that reference axis are known. This can be achieved by 
using a higher order theory that considers the contributions made by 
the mid-wall shear strains which accompany the torsion-bending effects 
occurring during non-uniform warping.
If the lower order theory is used in conjunction with the centre- 
of -flexure as the reference axis then, although the calculated modal 
shapes may contain no serious error, the normal mode frequencies pre­
dicted will be higher than the true values. This will be particularly 
true for short beams, higher modes of vibration, and bending predomin­
ant modes.
In addition to the above comments the present work has covered the 
following aspects.
The differential equations of Tso have been solved previously by 
Tso to determine the normal mode frequencies of vibration. However,
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the published work of that author did not provide the modal shapes. 
This present work therefore has applied the "Transformation" method 
of solution, previously utilised to solve the equations of motion for 
the vibration of turbine blades, to the equations of both Gere & Lin 
and to those of Tso.
Computer programs have been provided in the language FORTRAN IV 
and have successfully applied the Merson version of the Runge-Kutta 
method to the solution of the involved differential equations.
The methods’of analyses have been proved to be reliable, . economic 
and convenient in use particularly when used in conjunction with an 
on-line time-sharing computer.
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■ A P P E N D IX : 1
A 1  T O T -U iT IF O R M  T O P I N G  O P  T H I N  W A L L E D  O H E I\T S E C T IO N S
A 1 . 1  Wagner Theory
T b s  e f f e c t  o f  n o n - u n i f o r m  w a r p i n g  o n  t h e  d e f o r m a t i o n  o f  t h i n -  
w a l l e d  o p e n  s e c t i o n  b e a m s  w a s  i n i t i a l l y  i n v e s t i g a t e d  b y  T i m o s h e n k o  
( 5 5 )  ( 5 6 )  a n d  l a t e r  g e n e r a l i s e d  b y  W a g n e r  ( l 4 J «  T h e i r  w o r k  w a s  
e v e n t u a l l y  s u r v e y e d  b y  T i m o s h e n k o  ( 12)  a n d  i s  s u m n a r i z e d  b e l o w .
I f  a n y  b e a m  i s  s u b j e c t e d  t o  a n  a p p l i e d  a x i a l  t o r s i o n  l o a d  
t h e n  t h e  t o t a l  t o r s i o n  m o m e n t  T  a t  a  s e c t i o n ^ a t  a  p o i n t  z  a l o n g  
t h e  b e a m j W i l l  b e  e c | a a l  t o  t h e  t o r s i o n  m o m e n t  T g  c a r r i e d  b y  S a i n t -  
V e n a n t  t o r s i o n  p l u s  t h e  t o r s i o n  m o m e n t  T ; c a r r i e d  b y  w a r p i n g
* \V
torsion.
( i . e . )  I  =  T  +  T  - - - ---------------------------------------------------------------------- ( A 1 . 1 )
• S w  \  /
w h o r e  T g  =  G -1 ^ 0  -  -   ------------------------------------------   -      -  ( A 1 0 2 j
in
and T = - El G  _ - ~ ~ ( A1.3)
w  w w  v
• * T =  G - I O  “» Ejl G ~  — — — — — — (Ai © 4)
d  w  '  7 .
To obtain the angle of twist ol.org the section.equation (A1.4) 
must be integrated, the general solution being:
® = + sirih kz + A cosh lea - - - - (A1*5)
p 1 C . .  p
k ASI ww
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W h o r e  A ^ ,  A ^  a r e  c o n s t a n t s  o f  i n t e g r a t i o n  w h i c h  d e p e n d
u p o n  t h e  b o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s  o f  t h e  b e a m  a n d  k  i s  g i v e n  b y  *
k  = GI.
E I C
(A 106)
\vw
F o r  t h e  p a r t i c u l a r  c a s e  o f  a  c a n t i l e v e r  s u b j e c t  t o  a  t e r m i n a l  
t o r q u e  T  a t  t h e  f r e e  e n d  i t  c a n  b e  . s h o w n  t h a t :
T  =  T , 1 -  c o s h  k  ( L  -  z )  
c o s h  k L
T  w =  ' T , c o s h  k  ( h  -  z )  
'r c o s h  k L
-  -  -  ( A 1 . 7 )
-  ( A 1 . 8 )
a n d
k^EIYftV
k z  -  s i n h  k z  +  t a n h  k L  ( c o s h  k z  -  l ) *» "*(A1 c 9)
A 1 0 2  A r g y r i s  T h e o r y
T h e  t h e o r y  o f  W a g n e r  ( 1 4 )  w a s  e x t e n d e d  b y  A r g y r i s  a n d  D u n n e  
( 49 )  t o  i n c l u d e  t h e  e f f e c t s  o f  t h e  s h e a r  s t r a i n s '  i n  t h e  m e d i a n  l i n e  
o f  t h e  c r o s s - s e c t i o n  w a l l  a r i s i n g  f r o m  t h e  a x i a l  c o n s t r a i n t  s h e e r  
s t r e s s e s *  T h e s e  s t r a i n s  h a v i n g  b e e n  n e g l e c t e d  b y  W a g n e r *  T h i s  
t h e o r y  o f  A r g y r i s  a n d  E u n n s  ( 4 9 )  w a s  a  g e n e r a l i s e d  t h e o r y  a p p l i c a b l e  
t o  b o t h  o p e n  a n d  c l o s e d  t u b e s .  S u b s e q u e n t l y  t h i s  w o r k  w a s  r e v i e w e d  
b y  A r g y r i s  ( 1 6 )  f o r  t h e  s p e c i f i c  a p p l i c a t i o n  t o  t h e  t h i n  w a l l e d  
o p e n  s e c t i o n .  I n  a d d i t i o n  i t  w a s  a s s u m e d  i n  t h i s  l a t e r  w o r k  t h a t
t h e  S t .  V e n a n t  c o n t r i b u t i o n  t o  t h e  t o r s i o n a l  r i g i d i t y  o f  t h e  
s e c t i o n  c o u l d  b e  n e g l e c t e d .
T h i s  l a t e r  w o r k  o f  A r g y r i s  ( 16)  i s  s u m m a r i z e d  b e l o w .
B y  u t i l i s i n g  t h e  d e f o r m a t i o n  e q u a t i o n s  o b t a i n e d  b y  A r g y r i s  
a n d  D u n n e  ( 4 9 )  a n d  s i m p l i f y i n g  t h e m  b y  a s s u m i n g  t h e  S t .  V e n a n t  
c o n t r i b u t i o n  o f  a n  o p e n  s e c t i o n  t o  b e  n e g l i g i b l e t h e  f o l l o w i n g  
s e t  o f  e q u a t i o n s  c a n  b e  o b t a i n e d .  T h e s e  e q u a t i o n s  d e s c r i b e  t h e  
t r a n s v e r s e  d e f l e c t i o n s  o f  t h e  c e n t r e - o f - f l e x u r e  ( u  a n d  v )  a n d  t w i s t  
a b o u t  t h e  c e n t  r e - o f - f l e x u r e  ( O )  o f  a n  o p e n  s e c t i o n  c a n t i l e v e r  b e a m  
( f i g .  A 1 . 1 )  . s u b j e c t  t o  t r a n s v e r s e  f o r c e s  a n d  a x i a l  t o r q u e .
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Fig. (Al.l) Section Properties
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z  z  L  s
0 = 1  fff T.dzdzdz + 1r» f Dw^«ds.j T.dz ■+ 1 | DyDw»da / S dz-
EI III g5? IT I S i  I O 1 x
w w j  J  X X  wvv,
o  o  z
T / h e r e :  •
S x ,  S y  =  S h e a r  f o r c e s  t h r o u g h  s h e a r  c e n t r e  p a r a l l e l  t o  t h e  
p r i n c i p a l  a x e s  OX, 0 1  r e s p e c t i v e l y .
M  ,  M  =  M o m e n t s  a r 5 _ s i n g  f r o m  S x ? S y  r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  
y  x
T  =  T o r s i o n  m o m e n t *
I n  t h e  a b o v e  e q u a t i o n s  t h e  t e r m s  w h i c h  h a v e  b e e n  s i n g u l a r l y  
u n d e r l i n e d  a r e  t h e  d e f o r m a t i o n  c o n t r i b u t i o n s  d u e  t o  t h e  s t r e s s e s  o f  
t h e  E n g i n e e r s  T h e o r y  o f  B e n d i n g  a n d  t h e  W a g n e r  t h e o r y .  T h o s e  t e r m s  
w h i c h  h a v e  b e e n  d o u b l y  u n d e r l i n e d  a r e  t h e  c o n t r i b u t i o n s  d u e  t o  t h e  
s h e a r  s t r a i n s  f i r s t  c o n s i d e r e d  b y  A r g y r i s  a n a  D u n n s  ( 4 9 ) .
T h e s e  e q u a t i o n s  i n d i c a t e d  t h a t  t h e  c o n v e n t i o n a l l y  a s s u m e d  
s t r a i g h t  a x i s  o f  t w i s t  o r  c e n t  r e  - o f  - f l e x u r e  a x i s  w a s  n o t  n e c e s s a r i l y  
t r u e ^ a s  t h e s e  a x e s  n a y  b e  c u r v e d .  T h i s  w a s  s h o w n  t o  b e  t r u e  i n  a  
n u m e r i c a l  e x a m p l e .
I n  t h e s e  e q u a t i o n s  c e r t a i n  c o n s t a n t s  f o r  t h e  s e c t i o n  m u s t  b e
s  z
+  1 j f D x D w . d s  f S y . d z
G I  I  I  c  |
y y  v/wJ J
o  o
derived and these are as follows, (reference should also be made to 
fig (A1.1)).
s
D = - J ' 3x. ds - - —  —  - —  - - - - -  - -  (A1.13)
y o
s
(A1.14)
3
D w  =  -  2JjL^Oo&s  - - - - - - - -     ( A 1 . 1 5 )
o
s
= 1  / P 0.ds  ------     (A1.16)
 ^o
For an interpretation of the term A  reference should be made
s
to fig. (A1.1). In the figure A  represents the algebraic sum of the 
positive and negative swept areas corresponding to point s shown 
shaded, and:
C, represents the centre-of-flexure and origin of P
o
S, represents the length of periphery
Q, represents the origin of integration of
0, represents the centroid*
D
7  08
cy.ds
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J&msDlX 2
A2* COUPLED VIBRATION THEORY OF GERE AND U H  (lj)
Gere and Lin (11) investigated the coupled vibrations of thin- 
walled beams of open cross section'and their analysis included the 
effect of warping. The set of coupled partial differential equa­
tions of motion were obtained using d ’Alemberts principle and 
substituting inertia forces into the equations of static equilibrium.
The resulting set of equations are shown below and are modified 
to suit the 'nomclature^and sign convention utilised in this present 
work and indicated in appendix 3«
mi .. .
BI v + m/Lv + mAa 0 - 0 ----- — --------—  - (A2„1)xx y \ /
mi
yy x
BI p. + mAu - mAa..Q = 0 - - - - — —  _ (A2 c 2 )
E I ^ ©  - GI^ O  - mAa^u -5- m &Byv + m l ^ G  = 0 - -  ---   (A2*3)
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APPENDIX 3
A3. COUPLED YIBRATICH THEORY OP TSQ (17)
A3o1 The Generalised Theory
The theory outlined below is that of Tso (17) who investi­
gated the coupled vibrations of thin-walled open section beams and 
extended the theory of Gere and Lin (11) by including the higher 
order effects of the shear strain contributions of shear stresses 
in the median line of the thin wall section brought about by bending 
and non-uniform warping.,
By treating the beam as a thin, shell and using the variational 
formulation, the governing differential equations and associated 
boundary conditions were obtained. The governing equations being 
derived from Hamilton’s principle, the required energy expressions 
being obtained from thin shell theoryc
Pigs, (A3.la) and (A3»ib) indicate the beam shell with the 
origin of the co-ordinate axes coinciding with the centroid of the 
cross-section, OX and 01 are the principal axes, and 0Z is along 
the beam longitudinal axis. Point C represents the centre-of- 
flexure of the section.
In the treatment each generalised co-ordinate is considered 
to comprise two parts. The first being the deformation obtained 
when shear strain effects are neglected (suffix.b), the second
208
li
C ©- -F~
z
Ca)
(b)
06-
Fig. (A3.1) Thin walled beam as a special
prismatic shell
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being deformations due to shear strain (suffix.s).
After performing the variational procedure on Hamilton1 s 
equation the following seven partial differential equations are 
obtained for the seven generalised co-ordinates. The l!dotsn 
indicate derivitives v/ith respect to time and i?primesM denote 
derivatives with respect to the variable
_ it »«
EAw - rnlw = o - - —  (A3.1)
nil •* u /*# ** \ / ** %. ^
EI v - ml v + mil(v + v ) + mla (© + G )  = 0 -  -*- (A3.2a) 
xx b xx b v b s' y b . s' v '
G(I v “ + I u“ + I, © “ ) - mAa (0, + 5 )N cc s sc s he s ' y v b s'
~ mil (vb + vQ) = 0 -   ^---- - -(A3* 2b )
i«i •• ii ** \ /** **
^ “b " + + U s) " + % )  = 0 - - - (A3.3a)
+ . V , “ + V P  “ + ^
+ mAax (©b + e*s) = 0 - —  - - - -  ---- (A3.3b)
SIm 6l, ~ 6b + "^p (®b + V  * + ^
-  ndax ( i^  + us) -  G Ia (e" + &“) = 0 ------------------(A3.4a)
G(lhCVs + ^ 3  + + + V
+ mAax (iijj + ug) + GXd (&b + &“) = 0 ---------- (A3.4b)
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The associated boundary conditions are;
L
— 1 _
w 8 w = 0
“ - 
vb ovb
= 0
(l v* + I u' + I. © ’) 8v 
cc s sc s ho 5
=: 0
It f I
“b 6ub
= 0 (A3.5)
(I v ‘ + I u 1 + 1. O') 5u 
x sc s SS 3 liS Sy
It I
0, © 
b b
L •
(I V  + r u' + I,,©' + I o') 5©
hn s ns s hh s dhe
The geometric quantities occurring in the above equations are 
defined as follows:
- / -
I = / x ~c»ds
's
yy
/ y 2c.ds
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/ ■
I / 0)‘ c.ds
\vw
s
y  (h2 + n2)<I =  / C   ;o.d3
P
/  c2/3.&—  j  »as
I —  / c(cos2 y)„ds
g q J' s
Igs.~ c,(sin2 7 ).ds
s
^ = 7  h2°-dss
2 = 1  cjsxnu/cos A ).ds 
so J
B
1^ —  j. he cos y vds 
s
/■^ hs ~  s^n ^ e<^ s's
Equations (A3.1) to (A3®4b) are a set of partial differential 
equations in the variables z and to The first equation (A3,1) is 
uncoupled from the rest and represents the longitudinal vibrations 
of the beam. The remaining equations are coupled and represent bending- 
bending-torsional vibrations of the beam, The mixed derivitive 
terms are the results of including rotary inertia terms.
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A3*2 Monosyinmetric Section
If say the Y-axis of the beam section is an axis of symmetry 
then it can bo shown that the parameters I , I, and a are zero.
30 US '
This will result in equations (A3o&) and (A3e3b) fox* the deflections 
u^ and unbecoming uncoupled from the set of aquations • Hence the 
equations for uncoupled bending in the Y-direction alone are as 
follows:
E I ^  u^ - ml^yU^1 + mi(u^ + u^) = 0 —  -------  - - (A3.6a)
G-I u" - mifu, - t u )  = 0 - —  —  - - - - ~ ~ fA3e6b)
ss s d s' '
The remaining four equations for v. , v t, &.■ and G describe
0 3 D 3
the coupled bending-torsion vibrations for a monosyinmetric open 
section and are as follows:
E *XVb" “ + “A ^ b  + :;J  * "*ay<®b " ®s) = 0 -----<A3"7a'
G(lcovs + + ■' ln4(\  +fs) = ° ------ (A3*7b)
iti( > u #r * •» u > •* •• .
+ 0 ) — ml G, 4- ml (©; + G ) 
w w b  dv b s' w w b  p v b s'
+ mAa^(vb + vg) - 0 ------ ------ -------------(A3.7c)
G(lhoVs + <®b + 5s> -  “^ y  + V
+ GIa 6^b + &s^  = 0 ------ --- -------- ------(A3.7d)
In the above set; the equation relating to longitudinal 
vibrations has not been considered.,
The boundary conditions for a cantilever which are necessary 
for the solution of the coupled equations (A3.7&) to (A3*7d) are as 
follows:
(a) Fixed End
v
Vb =
0 — 
b
(A3.8 a)
(b) Free End
i  v 1 + r  g ' = occ s he s
GL = 0 
b
i, v' + x ,e' + i.©‘he s hh s d 0
(A3.8b)
A3® 3* Geometric Properties of a Circular Arc Section
Tso considered the particular mono symmetric section comprising 
a circular arc and shown in fig. (A3.2). The geometric parameters for 
this section were evaluated and are shown below. The origin of the 
axes is at the centroid of the section and OY is the axis of symmetry.
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x
' - -n
' C(0,a )
Fig.(A3.2) Monosymmetric Circular Arc Section
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Point B represents the geometric centre of the section.
1 = a.sin 0
0
(A3.9)
I = a 0 ($-sin 0 cos 0) - - -- --------- ■—  ------ (A3.10)
XX
a, =r-a
y
2 2 
0 sin 0 * s±Tx'0 cos 0 - 2 0  cos
0 ( 0 -  sin $ cos 0 )
(A3.11)
I = 2a*c 
P
0 + 4 JZ$(sin 0 - 0  cos ,0) - 4 sin 0(s±n 0 - 0  cos 0 )
2
0# - sin 0 cos $)" (/5 - sin 0 cos $)
(A3.12)
1* = 2 a'n
ww -T ^  “ & (sin 0 - 0  cos
0# - sin $ cos 0)
(A3* 13)
I,. s 2a c hh 0 + 2 fff(sin 0 - 0  cos 0) ' - 4 sin 0(sin 0 - 0  cos 0 ) 
(0 - sin 0 cos 0)^ (0 »■ sin0 coo 0 )
ho  = 2ac
t
+ sin 2 0 (sin 0 - 0  cos 0 )'
2($ - sin 0 cos $)
jin $ - (sin 0 - 0  cos 0) (0 -f sin 0 cos 0 ) 
(0 - sin 0 cos 0)
I s a c (0 + sin cos 0 ) c c
I, — 2 5-C fa 3
(A3.14)
(A3.15)
(A3.16) 
(A.3.17)
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iffiPENDIX if
Aif SOLUTION OF HIGHER ORDER SBflJITAKSOUS' DIFFE1MITIAL 
EQUATIONS BY THE TRMSPQimTIQB MKTHOD.
This method of solving the coupled differential equations of 
motion of a turbine blade was introduced by Carnegie, Dawson &
Thomas (19) and the approach is outlined below in the solution of 
a set of equations which is of similar form to those for a 
vibrating.cantilever blade„
Such a set of equations may bo represented.by:
im p p
A 1 y + B^v'y = c,w O’ «  -  ~ ---------- ------- -----  ------------------------------Ah.,1
* ,m — , 2  2_ ■ ,, «Ag x + BgW x = c2v; G - - ~ - —  —  - - - A4.2
A XG  = B 7w 2© = q7w 2 x + D7w2y - —  - - — ... £ 4o3 3 3 3 .
Where primes denote derivitives with respect to z, the distance
from the ‘root* measured along the blade and A., B ;. A0 etc* s are
/ v  i9 1' 2 5
constants*,
The normal frequency of vibration being represented by w and 
x, y and © represents the translations and rotations of the blade*
Equations [aA*1 - A4.3)represent an eigenvalue problem for 
which a set of solutions is possible, each of which is associated
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with a normal mods of vibration of the blade at frequency w.
These equations may be reduced to a set of ten ordinary 
differential equations of first order in z by suitable substitut- 
ions. These equations can be expressed in the follov/ing convenient 
form:
#
yi = fi y2* yy  (i = .-.10) - - (A4-4)
For this particular problem it would be necessary to know ten 
boundary conditions of the blade and these may be:
at the root (z = 0)
y± (0) = 0 (i = 1,2,3,4,5)       (A4.6)
at the free end or tip (z = L).
(L) = 0 (1 = 6,7,8,9,10)-------   (44.6)
The method of solution of equations (A4.4) is then as follows:
(a) A  value for w, the normal mode frequency is assumed.
(b) The five known boundary values at the root are set to
/
their respective values, namely
y 1 = y 2 = y3 = y 4 = y5 = 0 ---------------------- -- _ (A4.7)
(c) The remaining five unknown boundary values at the root
are arbitrarily assigned values, namely
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y6 = i» y? = y8 = y9 = y10 = 0 - -  ----------- (m -8)
(d) Starting'from, these ten initial boundary conditions, a set of 
solutions for the ten first order simultaneous differential 
equations (M-*4) are obtained using the Runge-Kutta step-by- 
step numerical integration process. This yields a set of 
solutions at the tip or free end of the blade which may be 
expressed as:
y. (L) = E . (i = 1,2,3s i^-£ • *>•••• 10) — —  — — (AA-.9)
JL$ 1 JLj I
The second subscript indicates the solution of the equations 
with the first set of initial boundary values.
(e) This procedure is then repeated, keeping the five known 
initial boundary values at the root unaltered, but the 
unknown initial boundary values at the root are set in 
turn to the following values:
~y7 =  i « yg = y8 =  y9 =  y 10 =  0  -   --------------------------------------   ( M - . 10)
y8 = 1 > y6 = y7 = y9 = y10 = o ---------------- (a4.h )
y9 = 1 > y6 = y7 = y8 = y 10 = 0 “ “ -  ----------  (A4.12)
y10 = 1 , y6 = y7 = y8 = y9 = 0    (M.13)
Thus five sets of independent solutions are obtained at the 
tip^or free end;(z s= L) of the beam, namely:
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y, (L) = E. (i = 1,2,3, . . . 10) (r = 1 , 2 . . . 5 ) - - (JK+.14)
(f) Sinco equations (-A4.4) are linear^ the complete solution of 
the equations is a linear combination of the five sets of 
independent solutions, thus:
5
yi ^  = 2 ^  ar yi , r ^  ^  = ~ ~ “ U4°15)
r = 1
(where are coefficients).
But the known boundary values at the tip (z - L) are from 
equation (M-.6):
y:. (L) = 0 (i = 6,7,8,9,10)
Therefore:
5
■ V V  a .E = 0 :(i = 6,7,8,9,10) - - -  ------ (M-16)
1’r
r = 1
The condition that the equations (14*4) have a solution
satisfying the boundary values of the problem is that the
J
determinant of the coefficients of the homogeneous equation 
(14* 16)vanishes, thus:
JJJ m = 0 :(i = 6,7,8,9,10) (r = 1,2,3,4,5)------   - (A4.17)
Different values of the assumed normal mode frequency are
then utilised until the conditions in equation (A4-«17) are 
satisfied.
When a particular normal mode frequency has been evaluated 
the normal mod© can be obtained by setting say equal to 
unity in equation (Mr, 16) and solving four of the simultan­
eous equations to obtain a^ and a,_0
The normal mode deflection curves can then be obtained from 
the relevant equations contained in the set:
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APPENDIX 5
SAMPLES OF COMPUTER PROGRAM OUTPUT»
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START ' ; ■
FREQUENCE USING THEORY OF GERE 
AC C = 0•03 0 1
HZ=17-5.9
HZMAX=17 6•3
HZ INT = 0• 1
L= 0*300
HALF ANGLE .0 CDEGREES>-180•
KL = " 0.7 997A7
K= 1 2.665823
AY = -0.024 2 60
AYRAR= -2.828A27
FREO(HZ) LET VALUE
.175.90 0.3061 2 9 E - 0 2
176. 00 0 * 167442E-02
17 6. 10 0.287003 E-0 3
• 176*20 -0.110093E-02
176.30 -0.248958E-02
EXECUTION TINE: . 43.04 SEC-
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME: 1 MIN. 26.30 SEC
NO EXECUTION ERRORS DETECTED
EXIT . '
Fig. A5 e 1 Sample output from program FRQGEReF/;.«
1st. Mode frequency.
START
FREQUENCY USING THEORY OF GERE 
AC C = 0 .001
HZ=7 6 6 • 5
HZMAX = 7 67.0 '* '
HZINT = 0. 1 
L=0.300
HALF ANGLE 0 C DEGREES) = 180.
KL = ►
K=
■ AY = 
AYBAR- 
FREQ(HZ) 
7 66.50 
7 66.60 
7 6 6.70 
7 6 6. 8 0 
7 66.90 
7 67.00 
7 67 . 1 0
0.7 997 47 
2.665 823 
-0.024260
-2.8284 27
DET VALUI 
-0.88114 3E-02 
, -0.626363E-02
-0. 37 215 9 E-0 2 
-0.123267E-02 
0.130632E-02 
0.3814 00E-02 
. 0•6 3287 3 E-0 2
EXECUTION TIME: 1 MIN. 25*32 SEC
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME: 2 MIN. 9.24 SEC.
NO EXECUTION ERRORS DETECTED
EX I T
A5.2 Sample output from program FRQGER.F4,
2nd. Mode frequency.•
START
FREQUENCY USING THEORY OF GERE 
AC C = 0 » 0 0 1 ■
HZ =1044 • 8
HZMAX=1045•3
HZ INT = Q•1
L=0.300
HALF ANGLE 0 <DEGREES)=180.
0.7 997 47 
2.665823 
-0.0242 60
-2.828427
DEI VALUE 
0. 14 4 7 0 3 E-01 
0•8717 39E-02 
0 . 2 9 3 9 3 6 E - 0 2 
- 0. 2 8 4 3 4 9 E - 0 2 
-0.857012 E-0 2 
-0.144 045E-01
EXECUTION TIME: 2 MIN. 3.92 SEC.
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME: 3 MlN• 39.58 SEC
NO EXECUTION ERRORS DETECTED
EXIT
KL= ' ,
K=
AY =
AYDAR= 
FREQ(HZ) 
1044.80 
104 4.9 0 
104 5.00 
1045. 10 
1045.20 
1045.30
A5.3 Sample output from program FRQGER.E4*
3rd. Mode frequency.
START
FREQUENCE USING THEORT 0? TSO 
ACC= &•001
HZ = 175.1
HZNAX=17 5.6
HZI NT=0*1
L= 0*300
HALF ANGLE 0 ( DEGREES.) = 18 0.
KL= 0.799 7 A 7
FREQC HZ) DET VALUE
17 5.10 ~0.126626E+ 01
175.2G -0.881345E+0G '
175.30 -0.496323E+00
175. 40 -0. 1 1 1 127E+0G
175.50 G • 2 7 A 15 8 E + 0 G
175. 60 0. 659644E+00 .
EXECUTION TINE: 1 .MIN. 17.28
TOTAL ELAPSED TINE: A MIN. 12.82
NO EXECUTION ERRORS DETECTED
EX 11'
SEC
SEC
F-ig. A5e4 Sample output from program FRQTS0.F4.
1st. Mode frequency®
FREQUENCE USING THEORT OF TSO 
ACC= 0. 01
HZ=738.0
HZNAX=7 38.6 '
HZINT-0.1 
L=0. 300
HALF ANGLE 0 CDEGREES)=180.
KL=, 0 • 7 9 9 7 A 7
FREGC HZ) DET VALUE
7 38. 00 0.21 A 7 A 1E + 0 1
7 38. 18 0 • 1 A 8 2 21E + 01
7 38. 20 0.8 21 30 1E+00
7 38. 3 0 0 * 16 3 0 15 E + 0 0
738.A0 -0.500603E+00
7 38 .50 -0. 1 16019E+01
- 7 38 . 6 0 -0. 18 2125E+01
7 38.7 0 -0. 2A8 1A0E+01
EXECUTION TINE: 3 MIN* 38.18
TOTAL ELAPSED TINE: 6 MIN. A8.08
NO EXECUTION ERRORS DETECTED
EXIT
SEC
SEC
. A5.5 Sample output from program FRQTSO CF4«
2nd. Mode frequency®
22?
START ,
FREQUENCY USING THEORY OF TSO 
ACC= 0.01
HZ=1017.5
HZMAX=1018.0 
HZI NT= 0. 1 
L=0.300
HALF ANGLE 0 (DEGREES)=180.
KL=.
FREQ(HZ) 
1 017 * 50 
1017 . 60 
1017.70 
1 0 1 7 . 8 0
1017.9 0 
1018.00
1018.10
0.799747
DET VALUE 
“0.454 3 04E+ 01 
-0. 30598 6E+01 
-0. 159 17 0E+01 
-0.843 138E-01 
0. 138 7 49E+ 01 
0.S9 1438E+01 
0. 442901E+01
EXECUTION TIME: . 4 MIN. 24.88 SEC
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME: 7 MIN. 42.84 SEC
NO EXECUTION ERRORS DETECTED
EXIT.
Fig, A5.6 Sample output from program FRQTSO .F/+0
3rd, Mode frequency.
CENTRE OF ROTATION CRY) 
L = 0*2500 
MODE = 1
AY = - 0 . 024260 .
. z GERECV/THETA) TSOCV/THETA) RY
0.0125 -0.015270 -0.018051 -0.021479
0. 0250 -0.015311 -0.016862 -0.022709
0. 037 5 -0.015352 -0.01647 6 -0.023136
0.0500 -0.015392 -0.016300 -0.023352
0.0625. -0.015432 -0. 01.6209 -0.023483
0.0750 -0.015471 -0.016160 -0.023571
0.0875 “0.015510 -0.016137 -0.023 633
0.1000 -0.015549 -0.016128 -0.023681
0.1125 -0.015587 -0.016128 ' -0.0237 19
0. 1250 ' “0.015.625 -0.016136 -0.023749
0.T375 -0.015662 -0.016148 -0.023774
0.1500 -0.015699 -0.016163 -0.023796
0 . 1625 -0.015735 -0.016181 ■ -0.023814
0. 1750 -0.015770 -0.016199 -0.023831
0. 187 5 ; -0.015804 -0.016218 -0.023846
0.2000 -0.015837 - 0 . 016238 -0.023859
0.2125 -0.015869 -0.016256 -0.023873
0.2250 -0.015899 -0.01627 3 -0.023886
0.237 5 .. -0.015926 -0.016289 -0.023897
0.2500 -0.015951 -0.016302 -0.023909
EXECUTION TIME: 1.4 6 SEC.
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME: 8 MIN. 11 .16  SEC.
NO EXECUTION ERRORS DETECTED
EXIT '
Fig, A5.7 Sample output from program RI.F4.
1st, Mode centre-of-rotation.
CENTRE OF ROTATION CRD 
L = 0*2500 
MODE= 2
AY = ~ 0 . 024260,
Z; GERE< V/THETA)' TSOCV/THETA) RY
0 .0125 0 .0 2 5 81 5 0 .0 2 8 94  1 - 0 . 0 2 7 3 8 6
0 .0250 0 .0 2 5 9 5 A 0 .0 2 8 12 5 - 0 .0 2 6 4 3 1
0. 037 5 0 .0 2 6 0 9 8 0 .02 7 75 3 -0 .0 2 5 9 1 5
0 .0 5 0 0 0 • 0 2 6 2 AA • 0 .0 2 7 5 7 2 - 0 . 0 2 5 5 8 8
0. 0625 0 .0 2 6 3 9 3 0 .0 2 7 48 9 -0 .0 2 5 3 5 6
0. 0750 0 .0 2 6 5 4 4 0 .0 2 7 4 6 6 -0 .0 2 5 1 8 2
0 .0875 0 .026697 0 .027481 - 0 .0 2 5 0 4 4
0 .1 0 0 0 0 .026851 0 .0 2 7 52 3 - 0 . 0 2 4 9 3 2
0 .1125 0 .0 2 7 0 0 4 0 .0 2 7 5 8 4 - 0 . 0 2 4 8 4 0
0 .1250 0 .0 2 7 1 5 8 0 .027659 -0 .0 2 4 7 6 1
0. 1375 0 .0 2 7 3 0 9 0 .0 2 7 7 4 5 t 0 . 024 69 6
0. 1500 0 .027457 0 .0 2 7 84 0 - 0 .0 2 4 6 4  3
0 .1625 0 .0 2 7  602 0 .0 2 7 9 4 2 -0 .0 2 4 6 0 0
0. 1750 0 .0 2 7  742 .0 .0 2 8 0 49 -0 .0 2 4 5 6 7
0. 1875; 0 .0 2 7 8 7 6 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 3 6 1 6
0. 2000 0 .0 2 8 0 0 3 0 .02827  8 -0 .0 2 4 5 3 5
0*2 125 0 .0 2 8 1 2 3 0 .0 2 3 3 9 9 - 0 .0 2 4 5 3 6
0. 2250 0 .0 2 8 2 3 4 0 .0 2 8 5 2 4 - 0 . 0 2 4 5 5 0
0* 2375 0 .028337 0 .0 2 8  654 - 0 .0 2 4 5 7 7
0. 2500 0.028431 0 .0287  90 -0 .0 2 4 6 1 9
EXECUTION TIME: 1 .52  SEC.
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME: 7 MIN. 3 4 .7  6 SEC.
NO EXECUTION ERRORS DETECTED 
EXIT
Fig* A5*8 Sample output from program RYeF/*.
2nd* Mode centre-of-rotation0
230
CENTRE OF ROTATION CRY) 
L = 0 -2 5 0 0
MODE = 3 •
AY--0  • 0242 60 
,Z GERECV/THETA) TSOCV/THETA) RY
0.0125 -0 .0 1 4 4 8 8 - 0 .  02.2480 - 0 . 016268
0 .0 2 5 0 - 0 . 0 1 4 5 4  6 -0 .0 1 9 0 1 7 - 0 . 019789
0 .0375 “ 0 .0 1 4 6 1 3 -0 .0 1 7 7 6 3 - 0 . 021110
0 .0500 “ 0 .0 1 4 69 3 -  0 i 0 17 1 4 1 - 0 . 021812
0 .0625 “ 0 .0 1 4 7 8 9 -0 .0 1 6 7 9 1 - 0 . 022258
0. 07 50" “ 0 .0 1 4 90 8 -0 .0 1 6 5 8 9 - 0 . 022579
0. 0875 -0 .0 1 5 0 5 9  . - 0 .0 1 6 4 8 1 - 0 . 022838
0. 1000 - 0 .0 1 5 2 5 4 - 0 .0 1 6 4 4 6 - 0 . 023068
0 .1125 - 0 . 0 1 5 5 1 6 - 0 .0 1 6 4 8 2 - 0 . 023294
0. 1250 - 0 .0 1 5 8 8 3 -0 .0 1 6 6 0 2 - 0 . 023541
0 .1375 - 0 .0 1 6 4 3 2 - 0 . 0 1 6 8 4 9 - 0 . 023843
0 .1 5 0 0  . - 0 .0 1 7 3 2 9 - 0 .0 1 7 3 3 4 - 0 . 024255
0 .1625 - 0 .0 1 9 0 3 6 - 0 . 0 1 8 4 1 6 - 0 . 024880
0. 1750 - 0 .0 2 3 4 6 9 - 0 . 0 2 2 0 5 0 - 0 . 025679
0. 187 5 - 0 .0 6 0 8 3 9  : 0 .05501  1 - 0 . 1401 10
0. 200$" 0 .0 0 4  37 5 - 0 . 0 0 8 9 3 9 - 0 . 010946
0 .2125  ' - 0 .0 0 5 8 0 4 - 0 .0 1 1 6 6 8 - 0 . 01839 6
0 .2 2 5 0  , -0 .0 0 8 5 0 1 - 0 . 0 1 2 5 7 0 - 0 . 020191
0 .2375 - 0 .0 0 9 7 3 5 -0 .0 1 2 9 7 7 - 0 . 021018
0 .2500 - 0 .0 1 0 4 3 6 - 0 . 0 1 3 1 7 3 - 0 . 021523
EXECUTION TINE: 1 .42  SEC.
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME: 7 MIN. 4 3 .9 4  SEC.
NO EXECUTION ERRORS DETECTED
EXIT
Fig# A5c9 Sample output from program RY.F4-#
3rd. Mode centre-of-rotation#
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EX M0DGEE.F4 
LOADING
LOADER 8K CORE 
EXECUTION
AC C = • 0 0 01
HZ = 17 6 • 1
L= 0 • 3 0 0
KL= 799747
FREQ(HZ) DET VALUE
176. 10 - 0 •287 003E-03
ALPHA( 1 ) =  • 1.000000
ALPHA( 2 ) = -6 2 .702139
ALPHA( 3 ) = -4 .598285
ALPHA( 4 ) = 337 .41847  0
Z V THETA
0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0
0 .0 1 5 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 11 0 - 0 .0 0 6 8 6 5
0 .0 3 0 0 0 0 0 .000429 . - 0 .0 2 6 7 1 2
0 .0 4 5 00 0 0 .0 0 0 94 3 -0 .0 5 8 4 3 5
0 .0  60000 0 .0 0 1 63 5 -0 .1 0 0 9 4 9
0 .0 7 5 0 0 0 0 .0 0 2 4 9 0 -0 .1 5 3 1 9 2
0 .0 9 0 00 0 0 .0 0 3 49 2 - 0 .2 1 4 1 2 9
0 .1 0 5 0 0 0 0 .0 0 4  628 - 0 .2 8 2 7 5 1
0 .1 2 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 5 88 2 -0 .3 5 8 0 8 3
0 .1 3 5 0 0 0 0 .0 0 7  239 - 0 .4 3 9 1 8 8
0 .1 5 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 8  68 6 - 0 . 5 2 5 1 7 0
0 .1 6 5 0 0 0 0 .010209 -0 .6 1 5 1 8 4
0 .1 8 0 0 0 0 0 .0 1 1 79 5 - 0 . 7  08443
0 .1 9 5 0 0 0 0 .0 1 3 4  34 - 0 .8 0 4 2 2 1
0 .2 1 0 0 0 0 0 .0 1 5 11 3  • - 0 .9 0 1 8 6 4
0 .2 2 5 0 0 0 0 .0 1 6 8  22 -1 .0 0 0 7 9 9
0 .2 4 0 0 0 0 0 .0 1 8 55 3 -  1 . 100540
0 .2 5 5 0 0 0 0 .0 2 0 29 9 -1 .2 0 0 6 9 8
. 0 .2 7  0000 0 .0 2 2 05 3 - 1 .3 0 0 9 8 9
0 .2 8 5 0 0 0 0 .0 2 3 8 1 2 -1 .4 0 1 2 4 5
0 .3 0 0 0 0 0 0 .025571 -1 .5 0 1 4 2 3
EXECUTION TIME ; 2 0 .1 2 SEC.
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME: . 3 MIN.
NO EXECUTION ERRORS DETECTED
EXIT
5 2 .7 2  SEC.
V/THETA 
0.000000 
-0 .0 1 6 0 1  1 
- 0 .0 1 6 0 7  2 
- 0 .0 1 6 1 3 2  
- 0 .0 1 6 1 9 2  
-0 .0 1 6 2 5 1  
- 0 .0 1 6 3 1 0  
- 0 .0 1  6368 
- 0 .0 1 6 4 2 5  
- 0 .0 1 6 4 8 2  
- 0 .0 1 6 5 3 9  
- 0 .0 1 6 5 9 5  
- 0 .0 1 6 6 5 0  
- 0 .0 1 6 7  04 
-0 .0 1 6 7 5 7  
- 0 .0 1 6 8 0 9  
-0 .0168-58 
- 0 . 0 1 6 9 0  6 
- 0 .0 1 6 9 5 1  
-0 .0 1 6 9 9 3  
-0 .0 1 7 0 3 1
Fig. A5.10 Sample output from computer program MODGER.F^c
1sto Mode shapes according to Gere & Lin theoryc
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EX M0DGER.F4 
LOADING.
LOADER 8K CORE 
EXECUTION
ACC=.001
HZ = 7 66•8
L= 0 • 3 0 0
FREQCHZ) DET VALUE
766.80 0..123267E-02
ALPHAC1 ) = f.000000
ALPHA(2 ) = 40 .503015
ALPHA(3)= -4.329581 .
ALPHAC 4 ) = 235 .799280
Z . V THETA V/THETA
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.015000 0.000110. 0.004424 0.02487 8
0.030000 0.000431’ 0.017 174 0.025068
0.045000 0.000947 0.03.747 6 0.025263
0* 060000 0.001644 0.06457 0 0.025463
0.07 5000 0.002508 0.0977 17 0.025668
0'. 090000 0.003524 0.136198 ' 0.025876
0.105000 0.004678 0.179322 0.02 6087
0.120000 0.005955 0.226427 0.026300
0.135000 0.007 341 . 0.27 688 6 0.02 6514
0.150000 0.008823 0.330114 0.02 6727
• 0. 1 65000' 0.010387 0.385570 0.026938
0.180000 0.012019 0.4427 63 0.02714 6
0.195000 0.0137 09 0.501253 0.027 348
0.210000 0.015443 ' 0.5 60 65 8 0.027 544
0.225000 0.017212 0.620653 0.02773 1
0.24 0000 .0.019005 0.680974 0.027909
0.255000 0.020816 0.7 41420 0.028075
0.270000 0.02263 6 0.801853 0.028230
0.285000 0.024461. 0.862199 0.028371
0.300000 0.026288 0.922447 0.028499
EXECUTION TIME? ' 19.3A SEC.
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME: 3 MIN. 1 8 .64 SEC.
NO EXECUTION ERRORS DETECTED
EXIT
F i g e  A 5 e l l  S a m ip le  o u t p u t  f r o m  c o m p u t e r  p r o g r a m  a I 1
2 n d .  M o d e  s h a p e s  a c c o r d i n g  t o  G e r e  &  L i n  t h e o r y .
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EX M0DGER.F4 
LOADING
LOADER 8K CORE 
EXECUTION
AC C = • 0 01
H Z ~1045•1
L=0.300
KL= 0.799747
FREQ. (HZ) DET VALUE
1045.10 
ALPHA( 1 ) =
0.284327E-02' 
1.000000
ALPHA C 2 > = -67.202887
ALPHAC 3) = -15.504047
ALPHAC 4)= 1 106.178300
Z V THETA V/THETA
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.015000 . . 0.000104 -0.006939 -0.014956
0.030000 0.000380' “0.025282 -0.015042
0.045000. 0.0007 78 “0.051357 “0.015142
0.0 60000 0.001245 -0.081590 “0.015260
0.07 5000 0.0017 34 “0.112584 -0.015404
0.090000 0.002200 “0.141207 “0.015582
0.105 000 0.002603 “0.16469 0 -0.015808
0. 1-20000 0.002910 “0.180716 -0.016101
0.135000 0.003093 “0.187 493 “0. 01 6‘498
0.150000 0.003136 -0.183809 “0.0170 60
0.165000 0.003027 -0.169054 “0.017906
0.180000 0.0027 66 “0.143218 -0.0 19315
0.195000 0.0023 60 “0.10 6847 -0.022083
0.210000 0.001820 -0.060971 -0.029855
0.225000 0.001167 “0.007003 -0.166717
0.240000 0.000423 0.053405 0.007929
0.255000 “0.000388 0. 1 18512 -0.003273
0.27 0000 “0.001244 0.18 667 5 -0.006662
0.285000 -0.002125 0.25 6540 -0.008281
"0.300000 “0.003018 0.327249 “0.009222
EXECUTION TIME : 31.12 SEC.
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME: 4 MIN. 17.76 SEC.
NO EXECUTION ERRORS DETECTED
EXIT
Fig* A5ol2 Sample output from computer program KODGERoF^o
3rd* Mode shapes according to Gere & Lin theory<
,EX M.0DTS0.F4 
LOADING
LOADER 9K CORE 
EXECUTION
ACC=•001
HZ, = 175. 4
L=0•300
KL= 0.799747
FREQ(HZ) DET VALUE
'175.40 -0.111127E+00
ALPHA C1)= 1.000000
ALPHA(2)= -17. 004244
ALPHA(3)= 781. 925230
ALPHA(4)= -48988. 604000
ALPHA(5)= -3600. 022000
ALPHA(6)= 26377 9. 610000
Z V THETA
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.015000 ■ 0. 10.1407 -5.599044
0.030000 0.367 47 0 -21.304098
0.045000 0-7 85948 -46.252589
0.060000 1.344 621 -79.598963
0.07 5000 2.031314 -120.515350
' 0.090000 2.833950 - 168. 193330
0.105000 3.740598 -221.846660
0.120000 4.739541 -280.714340
0.135000 5.819340 -344.0 64 630
0.150000 6.9 68917 -411.199270
• 0.165001 8.177 638 -481.458600
0.'180001 9.435396 -554.227050
0.195001 10.732720- -628.938190
0.210002 12.060848 -7 05.081410
0.225002 13.411844 -782.208030
0.240002 14.778689 -859.937790
0.255002 16.155389 -937.9 657 00
0.270002 17.537081 -1016.068700
0.285001 18.920118 - 1094. 1 13000
0.300001 20.302206 -I 172.063100
EXECUTION TIME: 2 MIN. 6.24 SEC.
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME: 9 MIN. 45-28 SEC.
NO EXECUTION ERRORS DETECTED
EXIT
V/THETA 
0.000000 
-0.018112 
-0.017249 
-0.016993 
-0.016892 
-0.016855 
-0.016849 
-0.0168 61 
-0.016884 
-0. 0169 14 
-0.016948 
-0.016985 
-0.017024 
-0.0170 65 
-0. 0171-06 
-0.017146 
-0.017186 
-0.017224 
-0.017260 
-0.017293 
-0.017322
Fige A5ol3 Sample output from computer program M0DTS0«F4*
' lsto Mode shapes according to Tso theory.
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EX MODTSO. 
LOADING
FA
LOADER 9K CORE 
EXECUTION
ACC=.01
HZ=738.3 
L=0.300 
KL =
FREQCHZ) 
738.30 
ALPHA(1)= 
ALPHA(2 ) = 
ALPHAC 3) = 
ALPHA(A)= 
ALPHA(5)=
0.7 997A7
DET VALUE 
0.163015E+00 
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
32.33709A 
123.725190 
A98A.887200 . 
-5A9.238290
TOTAL 
NO EXECUTION
6)= -2879A. 091000
Z V THETA V/THETA
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 '0.000000
0.015000 0.028561 1.027693 0.027 791
0.030000 0.083001 3.07 6620 0.026978
0.0A5000 0. 161A A 9 6.0515A7 0.026679
0.060000 0.262026 9.858689 0.026578
0.07 5000 0.3828A9 1A.A0598A 0.02657 6
0.090000 0.522038 19.603516 • 0.02 6630
0.105000 ' 0.677719 25 • 3-6A.0 1 2 0.026720
0.120000 0.8A8037 . 31.603396 0.02683A
0.135000 1 . 031163 38.2A1368 0.02 69 65
0.150000 1.225303 A5.201973 . 0.027 107
0.165000 1 . A 2 8 7 1 6 52.A1A165 0.027 258
0.180000 1 .639725 59.812329 • 0 • 0 2 7 A 1A
0.195000 1.85 67 3 6 67.3367A3 0.027574
0.210000 2.078255 7A.933979 . 0.02773A
0.225000 2.302910 82.55726A 0.027895
0.2A0000 2.529A67 90.16668A 0.0280,53
0.255000 2.756859 97.729A50 0.028209
0.27 0000 2.. 98A209 105.2199 60 0.0283 62
0.285000 3.210852 112.619830 0.028511
0.300000 3«A3 63 62 . 119.917920 0.028 65 6
‘ION TINE:' 37.12 SEC.
ELAPSED TINE 3 MIN. 31.3A SEC.
ERRORS DETECTED
EXIT
Figo A5.1& Sample output from computer-1 program M0DTS0,F4«
2nd. Mode shapes according to Tso theory 0
2;?6
EX HODTSO. F4 
LI. ADI NO
LOADED 9?1 COPT 
EXECUTI ON
ACC=.01
HZ.= 1 0 17*8
L= 0.300
KL = 0.7 997 4 7 
FREQ CHE) DET VALUE
1017.80 . - 0 .84313 8 E - 0 I 
ALPHAC1)“ 1.000000 
■ AL P H A C 2 ) = - 1 3 « 9 1 3 A 1 A
ALPHA (-3)= 210. 
ALPHA( 4) ~ - 1 A 665 * 
ALPHA(5 > = “3 A 0 8. 
AL P H A(6)= 2453 63. 
Z
2701 60 
011000 
919800 
630000 
V THETA V/THETA
0.000000 0.000000 0.00 0 00 0 0.00 0O 0 0
0.015000 0.03 6859 . -1.715109 -0.021491
0.030000 0.109 635 ~5.894954 -0.018598
0.045000 0.20 664 5 “1 1 .7 25168 -0.0 17624
0 o 060 00 0 0.316405 "18.4.12841 -0.017184
0.07 5 000 0.427913 -25.2039 64 -0.016978
0.090000 0.53097 9 “3 1 .403597 -0.0169 08
0.105000 0.616541 "36.396445 -0.016940
0.120000 0. 67 69 65 -39.6657 20 -0.017067
0.135000 0.706288 “40.8 085 61 -0.017307
. 0.150000 0.70037 9 “39.546250 -0.0 177 1 0
0c165000 0.657016 “35.728220 -0.018389
0.180000 0.57 58 54 -29.328883 -0.019634
0.19 5000 0.45827 6 -20.436892 -0.022424
0.210000 0.307 144 -9.236708 -0« 033253
0.225000 0.12 6432 4.017293 0.031472
0.240000 -0.079235 19.033580 -0.004163
0.255000 -0.305127 35. 52.2375 -.0.008590
0.2 69999 -0.547031 53.239857 -0.010275
0.284999 -0.801925 7 2.03 6819 -0.011132
0.299998 - 1 .0687 08 91 .91 0847 ' -0.011628
EXECUTION' TINE: 
TOTAL ELAPSED TINE
1 MIN. 
: 5 MIN.
55.32 SEC* 
0.44 SEC.
NO EXECUTION EEHORS DETECTED
EX IT
H g o  A5cI5 Sample output from computer program M0DTS0#F,4o
3rd0 Mode chapes according to Tso thooiyc.
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APPENDIX 6,
GRAPHS OP MODAL SHAPES.
Figs* A6«1 to A6„12 — -------  According to theory of Gera & Lin*
Figs* A6.13 to A6*2A-------- —  According to theory of Tso*
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